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Abstract

The growing adoption of mobile devices and their capability to localize using posi-

tion technologies (e.g., GPS) has drastically boosted the use of location as a context

in online services. These include the popular location-based services, such as door-

to-door navigation, as well as online geo-social networks (GSNs). In GSNs, location

information sharing is gaining popularity alongside the sharing of other personal

content. The variety of GSNs that are available nowadays, ranging from family-

locater applications to big social networks such as Twitter and Facebook, point to

their usefulness in the daily lives of people. For example, GSNs let people share

their whereabouts with others, organize meet-ups, or record their location-enriched

activity time-lines.

However, the sharing of location information with others, including with GSN

providers, entails threats to personal privacy. This is because each location event

may disclose highly personal information to privacy-attackers, especially, when it

is combined with map-based venue information. Moreover, continuous sharing of

location information leads to its aggregation into personal location-histories that

compounds the possible privacy threats. For instance, such information can be

exploited to identify the people as well as to explain the activities that they indulge

in at di�erent locations.

To address the location privacy concerns of the users of GSNs, this thesis makes

the following �ve contributions.

At �rst, we present a critical review of existing privacy-preserving mechanisms

with regards to the user privacy concerns that they address, and also point out

their shortcomings.

Secondly, we propose mechanisms that help to automate the manual decision-

making process involved in sharing location information in GSNs, by de�ning

location-sharing policies. Such policies are usually based on machine-learning al-

gorithms. Therefore, the training of these policies typically imposes high compu-

xix



Abstract

tational load, which is undesirable on today's mobile devices. In this regard, we

exploit mobility information analysis on mobile devices to enable e�cient training

of location-sharing policies without compromising on the quality of the resulting

policies.

Thirdly, to highlight the shortcomings of existing location obfuscation mech-

anisms, we design attack algorithms. These algorithms exploit location-history

information that is previously published by the users and, thus, represents an at-

tacker's knowledge about user mobility. This information is used to build mobility

models that are subsequently used to prune and de-obfuscate the privacy-sensitive

visits of users. Our results show that such attacks are also e�ective when location-

history information is already obfuscated by existing mechanisms.

Fourthly, we present a novel privacy mechanism that prevents the aggregation

of location history information in the storage infrastructure of GSN providers. By

doing so, we protect the user against mobility prediction attacks that may reveal

their frequently visited locations, e.g., bars or churches etc., which may represent

private habits and personal inclinations of the users.

Finally, we also provide approaches that enable e�cient sharing of movement tra-

jectories among users while preventing the GSN providers from storing the accurate

trajectory information. In this regard, we extend existing privacy mechanisms that

protect individual location updates. In particular, we provide novel location update

protocols that considerably reduce the communication overhead of incrementally

publishing movement trajectories to the storage infrastructure of GSN providers.

In general, we evaluate all of our proposed mechanisms in the above described

contributions on real-world location datasets.
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung

Der wachsende Einsatz mobiler Geräte und deren Möglichkeiten zur Standortbes-

timmung mittels Positionstechnologien (z.B. GPS) hat die Standortnutzung als

einen Kontext für Onlinedienste drastisch verstärkt. Diese Dienste, die den Stan-

dort nutzen, umfassen bekannte Dienste wie Tür-zu-Tür Navigation und online Geo

Social Networks (GSN). In GSNs wird es immer beliebter, zusätzlich zu persön-

lichen Daten den Standort zu teilen. Die Vielzahl verschiedener GSNs die heutzu-

tage verfügbar sind, die von Anwendungen zur Ortung von Familienmitgliedern

bis zu groÿen sozialen Netzwerken wie Twitter und Facebook reichen, bestätigen

den Nutzen der GSNs im Alltag von Menschen. Diese können damit ihren Stan-

dort teilen, Tre�punkte organisieren oder ihre um Standorte erweiterte Aktivitäten-

zeitleiste aufzuzeichnen.

Der Austausch von Standortinformationen mit anderen, einschlieÿlich mit GSN-

Anbietern, birgt jedoch Gefahren für die Privatsphäre, denn jedes Standortereignis

kann, wenn es mit kartenbasierter Ortsinformation verbunden wird, höchst ver-

trauliche Informationen an Angreifer o�enlegen. Weiterhin scha�t kontinuierliches

Teilen von Standortinformationen eine persönliche Standorthistorie, die die Pri-

vatsphäre gefährden kann. Diese Historie kann beispielsweise genutzt werden, um

Personen zu identi�zieren und Aktivitäten zu erkennen, denen die Personen an

verschiedenen Orten nachgegangen sind.

Diese Thesis adressiert die standortbezogenen Privatsphäreinteressen der Nutzer

von GSNs in den folgenden fünf Bereichen.

Erstens präsentieren wir einen kritischen Überblick über existierende Mechanis-

men, die die Privatsphäre schützen im Hinblick auf die konkreten Privatsphärein-

teressen, die sie jeweils adressieren. Hierbei zeigen wir auch die Schwachstellen

dieser Mechanismen auf.

Zweitens stellen wir Mechanismen vor, die helfen, den manuellen Entschei-

dungsprozess, der im Teilen von Standortinformationen in GSNs beinhaltet ist,
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung

zu automatisieren. Hierfür de�nieren wir Strategien zum Teilen von Standorten.

Diese Strategien basieren üblicherweise auf Algorithmen des maschinellem Lernen.

Sie zu trainieren führt hohen Rechenaufwand mit sich, der für die heutigen mobilen

Geräten unerwünscht ist. Daher nutzen wir die Analyse der Mobilitätsinforma-

tion auf mobilen Geräten, um Strategien zum Teilen von Standorten e�zient zu

trainieren, ohne dabei die Qualität der resultierenden Strategien zu reduzieren.

Drittens entwerfen wir Anfgri�salgorithmen, um die Schwachstellen der beste-

henden standortverschleiernden Mechanismen hervorzuheben. Diese Algorithmen

nutzen standortgeschichtliche Informationen, die bisher von den Benutzern veröf-

fentlicht wurden und stellen somit das Wissen eines Angreifers über Mobilität

dar. Diese Historie wird genutzt um Mobilitätsmodelle zu bauen, mittels derer an-

schlieÿend die privatsphären-relevanten Besuche der Nutzer herausgearbeitet und

entschleiert werden. Unsere Ergebnisse zeigen, dass solche Angri�e auch e�ektiv

sind, wenn die Standorthistorie durch bereits existierende Mechanismen verschleiert

wurde.

Viertens präsentieren wir einen neuartigen Mechanismus zum Schutz der Privat-

sphäre, der die Ansammlung der Standorthistorie in der Speicherinfrastruktur der

GSN Anbieter verhindert. Damit schützen wir den Nutzer vor Angri�en, die die

Mobilität vorhersagen und regelmäÿig aufgesuchte Standorte preisgeben können,

die private Gewohnheiten und persönliche Vorlieben der Nutzer repräsentieren, wie

beispielsweise Bars oder Kirchen.

Schlieÿlich stellen wir Ansätze vor, die es Nutzern ermöglichen, Bewegungsdaten

e�zient zu teilen und gleichzeitig verhindern, dass die GSN Anbieter den genauen

Bewegungsverlauf speichern. Hierfür erweitern wir bestehende Schutzmechanismen,

die individuelle Standortaktualisierungen schützen. Insbesondere bieten wir neue

Protokolle zur Standortaktualisierung, die den Kommunikationsaufwand durch

schrittweises Verö�entlichen von Bewegungsverläufen zur Speicherinfrastuktur der

GSN Anbieter deutlich reduzieren.

Wir evaluieren alle vorgestellten Mechanismen in den oben beschriebenen Bere-

ichen auf echten Standortdatensätzen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In the last two decades, the telecommunications industry has seen tremendous

technological growth. At �rst, high speed cellular communication technologies that

also support internet-access, such as the 3rd and the 4th generation (3G and 4G)

cellular network technology, have seen fast development. Secondly, revolutionary

advances in mobile device capabilities, as in increased computation power to sup-

port third-party applications and attractive touch-sensitive displays, have led to

the massive penetration of these devices among masses. According to GSMA In-

telligence [GSM18], 5 billion people, making around two-thirds of the world's pop-

ulation, were already possessing mobile phones in the year 2017. In this highly

connected world, the interaction between people is not limited to the use of stan-

dard cellular communication services such as the SMS (short message service).

Instead, online social networks (OSNs), such as Facebook, Whatsapp, and Twitter,

which are readily accessible on today's smartphones through mobile internet, also

represent highly popular platforms for information exchange. To put the popular-

ity of these OSNs into perspective, we note that the reported number of users of

Facebook, Whatsapp, and Twitter till the year 2018 are 2.2 billion, 1.5 billion, and

330 million, respectively [Sta].

For the users of OSNs, these platforms o�er multi-faceted options to exchange

information including status updates, photos, and posts. Apart from the timing

information associated with such information exchange, users can further contex-

tualize the shared content by means of geo-tagging, i.e., by adding their personal

location information. This is made possible by the position-estimation capabilities

of modern mobile devices which typically integrate, along with other sensors, the re-

ceivers for GPS (Global Positioning System) signals. In fact, this ability of modern
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mobile devices has driven the creation of more specialized OSNs with major focus

on location-based content. For instance, Foursquare [Foua] and Yelp [Yel] represent

two popular online venue-rating directories which also derive their services from the

location check-in data that is gradually collected from their users.

Owing to the "location-inclusive" information sharing options that are o�ered

by existing OSNs (e.g., location check-ins, geo-tagged photos and posts, etc.), they

are also popularly referred to as geo-social networks or GSNs.

1.1 Location sharing and personal privacy

concerns
From the perspective of the users of GSNs, sharing personal location information

has its merits as well as its drawbacks.

On a basic level, location sharing can help GSN users to share their where-

abouts between their family and friends. Examples of popular applications that

specialize in this functionality and provide services such as nearby-friend alerts

include Life360 [Lif] and Apple's "Find My Friends" [Fmf]. More intricate in-

centives for sharing location information with others include reporting interesting

events [PNKL12], earning discounts by checking-in to di�erent venues, e.g., using

the Foursquare's Swarm app [Swa], or getting new venue recommendations [RB14].

Needless to say, providing location-access to apps also enables other non-social

location-based services (LBSs). For instance, users may search for points-of-

interests around their current location, or use map services to e�ciently navigate

to di�erent destinations.

In contrast to the above bene�ts, revealing location information to others, be

it other people or the GSN platform provider, carries potential risks for personal

privacy. Recent studies show that people perceive their location data to be as

sensitive, if not more, as their health-related data [PRC14; LMP+16]. Scienti�c

works a�rm that location data can indeed reveal private information, far beyond

mere location coordinates, including a person's identity [GH05; Kru07; GP09], their

daily pursuits [EP09], and their religious, political, and sexual inclinations [RDR16].

Thus users may naturally desire to control how and with whom their personal

(location) information is shared (93 % American users according to a 2015 Pew

survey [PRC15]).

To intuitively illustrate the privacy-threat associated with location data, Fig. 1.1

shows the �canvas� of historical location visits of a hypothetical user where the visits
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are colored by the time-of-day. An attacker, for example in the role of a (malicious)

�friend� of the user, or the GSN platform provider itself, may have access to such

spatio-temporal information on target users after extended interactions with them.

By using a map service or an online venue directory such as Foursquare [Foua], the

attacker can also �nd out the types of places visited by the targeted users, i.e., the

underlying location semantics, thereby drastically increasing the level of privacy

threat. For instance, an individual visit of the user (single location update) with

associated semantics of a hospital may reveal serious health issues. Extending se-

mantic information to multiple locations, the attacker may infer the meaning of user

movements between locations, such as their home-to-work routine, their frequent

visits to a bar after work, or their regular presence at church on Sundays. Even

without semantic information, location history information reveals the times users

spend in di�erent locations and the distance spanned by their movements, making

them vulnerable to identi�cation [GH05; Kru07; GP09] and personal security risks

such as stalking [Tel11] or even home robberies in their absence [Ple].

To enable controlled location information sharing, today's GSNs platforms pro-

vide rule-based information sharing features for their users. For example, users

can de�ne rules that govern the time, location, and the granularity at which their

Figure 1.1: Location history of a hypothetical user. This canvas of user movements
can reveal compounded information that is not inferable from single
location points, as in movement habits between places. Each individual
point also provides valuable 3-dimensional information including the
spatial coordinates, the time, and the semantic location type such as
home, or work.
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location data is shared with their various social circles such as family, friends, or col-

leagues [PL05; TKCS10; TCHD+10]. However, in this model for location privacy,

the GSN platform provider acts on behalf of the users as a trusted party. While the

platform providers, who get unrestricted access to all user information, may �nd

this privacy model very attractive, users however seem dissatis�ed. For instance,

recent Pew surveys report that 69 % and 76 % of users do not trust social media sites

and online advertisers, respectively, to keep their data secure and private [PRC15]

and that 91 % of users believe to have lost control over how their personal in-

formation is collected and managed by technology companies in general [PRC16].

These numbers are unsurprising given the relatively recent revelations of govern-

ment surveillance (NSA scandal) in cooperation with technology companies [Mac].

Moreover, frequent events of data breaches where popular companies leak sensitive

user data [Bea] present an orthogonal reason for users to fear for their privacy and

doubt the various (albeit honest) providers�including GSN providers�who col-

lect their data. For instance, in a recent episode, the personal data of up to 87

million Facebook users was harvested and shared with a political consulting �rm

(Cambridge Analytica) without appropriate authorization [Sol18].

Hence users' location privacy concerns in GSNs are caused not only by their social

connections who view their location data, but also by the GSN platform providers

who process and store it.

1.2 Research Contributions
To address the above motivated location privacy concerns, this PhD thesis pro-

vides various contributions along the path of location information �ow in GSNs,

i.e., from a user to the GSN platform and, from there, to the user's social

connections. These contributions are comprised of four international conference

publications, i.e, [RDR15; RDR16; RDR17; RDR18], as well as a technical re-

port [RDMR18], where the scienti�c work contributed by the author of this thesis

was about 85 %, 90 %, 90 %, 90 % and 85 %, respectively. Moreover, three master

theses, [Ria13a], [Kum16], and [Ün17], also contributed to form an initial under-

standing of our work in [RDR15], [RDR17] and [RDMR18] respectively.

Before describing the contributions of this thesis, we make the following notes.

Aside from the �rst contribution which represents a literature survey, the reader

may �nd Fig. 1.2 helpful in understanding the placement of the remaining four

contributions, i.e., 2 to 5, along location data �ow in GSNs. Moreover, while
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Figure 1.2: A visualization to understand the placement of the contributions of this
PhD thesis within the GSN setting.

contributions 2 and 3 focus on privacy-preserving mechanisms that run on the users'

mobile devices, contributions 4 and 5 additionally address the privacy concerns

related to management of users' location data in the storage infrastructure of GSNs.

In the following, we list the contributions of this PhD thesis in more detail.

1. A systematic survey of the state-of-the-art location privacy-preserving mech-

anisms for GSNs [RDR18]. Here, we �rst de�ne the privacy and utility re-

quirements regarding location information that are imposed by the users, their

social connections, as well as the GSN platform providers. We then assess

the existing privacy-preserving mechanisms with regard to their ful�llment

of these requirements. In doing so, we also highlight the signi�cance of the

remaining contributions in this thesis.

2. An approach for computationally simpli�ed learning of location sharing-

policies or rules on mobile devices [RDMR18]. These policies automate the

decision-making process of determining whether or not to share the current

location when requested by various social connections of the users. Hence,

they reduce the manual, decision-making related e�ort invested by the users

in preserving their privacy. While many existing works describe how to learn

these policies based on the users' example sharing behavior, they are compu-

tationally infeasible for resource-constrained mobile devices. In this regard,
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we provide an alternative, computationally-e�cient method of policy learn-

ing.

3. An attack algorithm that demonstrates the vulnerabilities of existing loca-

tion obfuscation mechanisms [RDR17]. These mechanisms aim to preserve

location privacy of users by sharing an imprecise version of their accurate

location. We show that the privacy guarantees provided by these mecha-

nisms are weak against attacks that exploit historical location data. Based

on this data, we derive mobility-models of the users which are then shown to

signi�cantly undo the location obfuscation performed by the existing privacy-

preserving mechanisms. An interesting outcome of this analysis is that the

existing obfuscation mechanisms become more vulnerable to our attack when

they are used to protect frequently visited semantic locations, e.g., bars, hos-

pitals, etc. Our next contribution addresses this shortcoming of the existing

mechanisms.

4. A privacy-preserving mechanism to avoid inference of frequently visited se-

mantic locations that may reveal a private interests of users [RDR16]. This

mechanism ensures that user data that is aggregated over longer periods of

time in the GSN providers' storage infrastructure does not reveal the users'

frequent locations. To achieve this, we distribute the location visits of users

in the storage infrastructure of multiple providers instead of one, thus e�ec-

tively implementing a distributed storage infrastructure with no single point-

of-failure with respect to user privacy. Such distribution of location visits

ensures that no single provider can accurately determine the frequency of

user visits to di�erent semantic locations.

5. An approach to reduce communication overhead of performing frequent lo-

cation updates in a distributed storage infrastructure, especially for sharing

movement trajectories [RDR15]. In this work, we build on existing work by

Dürr et al. [DSR11] that splits each individual location update into multi-

ple, combinable pieces where each piece is stored with a di�erent storage

provider. While such a mechanism o�ers various privacy guarantees, it incurs

high communication cost of updating each storage provider for each location

update. We signi�cantly address this limitation with a number of proposed

algorithms.
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1.3 Structure of Thesis

The above listed contributions and the associated publications are the result

of research work conducted at the University of Stuttgart under the project

PriLoc (Privacy-aware Location Management). PriLoc is funded by the Deutsche

Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) with grant numbers RO 1086/15-1 and RO

1086/15-2.

1.3 Structure of Thesis
To conclude this chapter, we present the structure of the remaining parts of this

thesis. This structure follows the same order of discussion for our contributions as

was followed in their listing in Section 1.2.

In Chapter 2, we �rst present a detailed review of the related work in the �eld

of location privacy-preservation in GSNs and assess the progress made in meeting

privacy as well as data utility related demands related to location data.

Chapter 3 describes our approach for computationally simpli�ed learning of

location-sharing policies on the mobile devices. In chapter 4, we present an at-

tack against existing semantic obfuscation algorithms that are suitable for running

on resource-constrained mobile devices. Hence, both these chapters focus on mobile

device-centric solutions while assuming no help from the GSN platform in preserv-

ing user-privacy (such as a distributed storage infrastructure).

In Chapter 5, we present an approach to protect user privacy with respect to their

semantic location data based on a distributed storage infrastructure. Moreover,

we describe how location trajectories may be reported and retrieved from such a

distributed storage infrastructure while incurring low communication overhead in

chapter 6.

Finally, we summarize the thesis in chapter 7 along with a discussion of concrete

future research directions.
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Chapter 2
Location Privacy Mechanisms for GSNs:

State-of-the-art

In this chapter, we review the existing research works on location privacy-

preservation in GSNs. In conducting this review, we assess the current privacy-

preservation mechanisms with regard to their ful�llment of various requirements

about location information associated with two important aspects:

• User Privacy (which we already motivated in Chapter 1, Section 1.1).

• Location data utility: it represents the usefulness of location information,

its value, or the bene�ts it brings, for example, in enabling various services.

While the privacy requirements are imposed only by the GSN users, utility related

requirements come from the users, their social circles, and notably also from the

GSN platform providers. We term these demands surrounding location information

as the privacy-utility requirements.

To understand the origin of these requirements, in Section 2.1, we �rst explain the

relationship between the entities in the GSN ecosystem, based on the exchange and

provision of location data and its derived services, respectively. In Section 2.2, we

concretely state the privacy-utility requirements that are grounded in various user

studies as well as industrial reports. We then categorize and survey the existing

location privacy literature in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4, the critical analysis of

existing mechanisms with regards to the privacy-utility requirements is presented

which also highlights the importance of the contributions in the rest of this PhD

thesis.

In our view, this chapter may help the privacy research community as well as
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industrial practitioners to better understand the di�erences in their goals and �nd

mutual grounds for the design of high privacy-utility systems. We also note that

the presented work is signi�cantly di�erent from other surveys on location privacy

research [CM11; WSDR14], which focused on user-privacy concerns in use of LBSs

in general and are not up-to-date with existing privacy-utility challenges in GSNs.

2.1 The GSN ecosystem
We represent the GSN ecosystem by four main entities as shown in Fig. 2.1,

namely, the users, their social circles or groups, the GSN platform providers, and

third-parties who partner with the platform providers in location-based businesses.

Here, we focus on explaining the nature of relationship between these entities, which

is driven by the exchange of location information, location-based services, as well

as revenue.

GSN 
platform
providers

User

location-based
services

value-added
services

revenue

Business 
clients

Business 
partners

Social circles

Figure 2.1: The GSN eco-system with its four major entities: (1) Users, (2) Social
Circles (SCs), (3) GSN Platform providers, and (4) Business Partners
and their clients.

Users: The users of GSN platforms may share their location information with

other users (social circles) as well as with the platform provider. Doing so brings

various bene�ts, such as easy coordination for meet-ups with others as well as

various location-based services (cf. Chapter 1 Section 1.1). However, in sharing

their location, users have to balance these bene�ts with the associated risk to their

personal privacy.
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Social Circles (SCs): A number of studies [PL05; TCD+10; TKCS10] suggest

that the comfort in sharing personal information is highly dependent on the SCs who

may view it. Hence users may share location data of varying granularity (precision)

and quantity with di�erent SCs. At the same time, the SCs may also have certain

levels of expectation from the users about location sharing, for example, in response

to their own sharing activity or based on any contextual demands such as imminent

meet-ups.

GSN platform providers: The providers of GSN platforms do not typically

charge the users for availing the platform functionality and its features. It is no

secret that this free o�ering of GSN platform to users is sustained by harvesting

on the collected personal information including users' location data. Overall, the

location-based service (LBS) market is projected to reach a $43.3 billion worth by

2019 based dominantly on location-based targeted advertising [Smi]. A core issue

however that the location-based advertising industry faces today is low data quality,

i.e, inaccurate location information, which is known to adversely e�ect most of the

targeted ads (86 % according to Telenav-Thinknear [TT16]) and yields low return-

on-investments for marketers. Therefore, LBS providers in general are interested

in collecting accurate location information about their users, i.e., high utility data,

for maximizing their business revenues.

In this regard, GSN providers have the edge in that they collect the �rst-hand

user-reported location data, e.g., location check-ins. Such collection of user data,

however, directly con�icts with the privacy-related interests of GSN users as mo-

tivated earlier in Chapter 1 Section 1.1. This con�ict also explains the mutual

non-cooperation of these two parties. On the one hand, the GSN providers seem

unwilling to take advanced user-privacy enhancing measures, such as end-to-end

data encryption, that may hinder useful processing of location data. On the other

hand, the GSN users (or LBS users in general) react to their privacy concerns

by reporting less data (as in switching o� location tracking features in apps or

checking-in less frequently [PRC13a]) as well as by reporting false location infor-

mation [PRC13b].

Business partners and their clients: To generate revenue from the gath-

ered location information on users, the GSN providers, either themselves (e.g.,

Foursquare [Foub]) or in collaboration with third-party business partners (as done

by Facebook [Fac]), o�er value-added services to business clients. Without loss of

generality, we will limit these value-added services to the widely popular location-
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based targeted advertising and the collaborating third-party partners to marketing

companies. For targeting customers, i.e., users of GSN platforms, these compa-

nies acquire �location intelligence� about them from the GSN providers (and other

location publishers such as mobile network providers) and use it to run paid ad-

campaigns for their clients businesses, who wish to increase customer foot-tra�c

to their stores. The quality of the acquired location intelligence, in terms of the

accuracy and precision of its source location data, directly a�ects the return-on-

investments for the business clients as a result of running ad-campaigns. Thus,

GSN providers risk losing pro�table collaborations with marketing partners if they

are unable to collect su�ciently accurate location information on users.

2.2 Privacy-Utility Requirements
Keeping in view the above discussion, we now specify the privacy-utility require-

ments regarding location information as imposed by users, their SCs, and the GSN

providers. We base the speci�cation of user-related requirements on user-studies

that revolve around their interaction with GSNs, e.g., [PL05; TKCS10; TLH+10;

TCD+10; PNKL12; PRC16] as well as on the privacy-utility goals that have pop-

ularly been addressed in the location privacy literature. For specifying the utility

requirements of GSN providers, we look at various industrial reports, e.g., [MMA15;

MMA16; TT16; IAB16]. While we do not claim an exhaustive de�nition of these re-

quirements, we have attempted to keep them su�ciently precise so as to highlight

the di�erences between the various privacy-preserving mechanisms and to reveal

their short-comings in our literature survey and later discussion.

Note that the privacy-utility requirements associated with the GSN providers

and their business partners are equivalent. Thus we omit a separate discussion of

these requirements for the business partners.

2.2.1 User Privacy Requirements

The social nature of interactions on GSN platforms may require from users to

reveal their actual identities. Considering this, we limit the scope of privacy threats

as well as requirements in our discussion to those that go beyond user-identity

information and span the additional personal information that may be inferred

from location data of the users by potential recipients, i.e., the SCs and the GSN

providers.

We will now discuss the privacy requirements of users in relation to their SCs
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and the GSN providers.

Privacy Requirements against SCs

The motivation for users to de�ne privacy requirements regarding their SCs comes

naturally from the fact that careless sharing of location information can result in

regrets as well as social repercussions [WNK+11; PNKL12]. We classify these re-

quirements into two types, namely, requirements regarding individual and multiple

visits, which is also how they have been addressed by various privacy-preserving

mechanisms, e.g., [DK05; ACD+07; GDSB09; STT+12].

Individual visits: As reported by Tang et al. [TLH+10], users may wish to control

the precision and accuracy of their published location information from both, the

geographic as well as the semantic perspective. In other words, they may wish to

hide their precise geographic location or their activity. Despite the innate coupling

between these two aspects, making one imprecise may not imply imprecision for

the other. For example, a user may wish to inform his friends about his geographic

location without revealing his current activity, e.g., eating in a restaurant. This

requires publishing of amanipulated (for example coarsened) location whichmust be

large enough to also subsume other venues than the restaurant in order to hide user-

activity. Such a manipulated location supports another important requirement,

namely, plausible deniability, as discussed in [TLH+10; HL04], which gives users

the freedom to present multiple justi�cations for their presence in the published

location.

Multiple visits: Users may desire to control the projection of their personalities,

or personas [PL05; TKCS10; BBS+09], that is conveyed to their SCs as a result

of repeated sharing of location information. For example, a user may only share

his visits related to social activities with his friends (social persona). Similarly, he

may only share his accurate location with co-workers during working hours and no

or only coarse location at other times (work persona).

Privacy Requirements against GSN Providers

While legal regulations, such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

for the European Union, enhance the users' right of being forgotten1 (data erasure),

GSN platforms may be functionally restricted to temporarily store user data in a

backend storage infrastructure, i.e., outside of users' devices, for service provision.

1Article 17 of the Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the
council of 27 April 2016.
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For instance, as users may communicate their content asynchronously among each

other, the GSN platform must store and manage it for possible deferred viewing by

the recipient SCs. Similarly, prolonged retention of user data also enables popular

platform features such as location history time-lines (e.g., by Google [Goo]).

Considering the users' distrust in GSN providers with regards to the security and

privacy of their data (cf. Chapter 1 Section 1.1), as a privacy requirement, users

may want to limit the total quantity of location information, i.e., their location

history, that is aggregated by any individual GSN provider. In reference to Fig. 1.1

for instance, users may not wish the provider to know their complete canvas of

their movements. Also, users may wish to hide the details about their individual

visits, e.g., to prevent unwanted ads. Thus the requirements of control over the

geographic and semantic precision/accuracy of individual visits also apply against

GSN providers.

2.2.2 Location Data-Utility Requirements

We now discuss the requirements on location data-utility that are imposed by

the users, their SCs as well as the GSN providers.

Utility Requirements from Users

In return for sharing their location information, users may expect di�erent im-

plicit services, such as persona/impression management with their SCs, as well as

various explicit LBSs from the GSN provider such as the listing of nearby friends

or points-of-interests [MFB+11]. For explicit services, users may intend to share

their location with the GSN provider exclusively while desiring a certain quality of

the provided service (QoS) [CZBP06]. Meeting this QoS imposes a reciprocal re-

quirement over the utility of the shared location information. For individual service

requests, for example, the nearness of the points-of-interest returned by the GSN

platform directly depends on the accuracy and precision of the reported location.

More advanced services, such as personalized recommendations of previously unvis-

ited venues [RB14], may require repeated sharing of location information (multiple

visits) of a certain semantic type.

For the implicit services, the utility requirements on location information are

mutually common between the users and the SCs and will therefore be discussed

in the following section.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.2: Actual location of user (red) in (a) and its various representations (blue)
after applying di�erent location privacy preserving mechanisms in parts
(b), (c), and (d). (b) Spatial cloaking : makes actual location imprecise,
(c) Location perturbation: adds noise to actual location, (d) Location
dummies : publishes true and a number of fake locations.

Utility Requirements from the SCs

In relations to the privacy requirements of the users against their SCs (as dis-

cussed in Sect. 2.2.1), we de�ne the location-utility requirements imposed by the

SCs of users as follows.

Individual visits: As described by Tang et al. in [TLH+10], location sharing

with social connections may be purpose-driven or social-driven, which we argue,

a�ects utility requirements of the SCs. In the former, location is shared on need

basis with one or few persons, such as for coordination as in arranging meet-ups,

as also con�rmed by Cramer et al. [CRH11]. Hence, in purpose-driven sharing,

the quality of location information should be su�ciently high to ful�ll the intended

need. On the other hand, in social-driven sharing, location information is shared

with a broader audience more for persona management than for meeting a particular

need of a social connection. Hence, in contrast to purpose-driven sharing, users have

relatively more choice over where, when, and how precisely to share their location.

Multiple visits: According to their social role, SCs may require from users to

share their location information of a certain precision and regarding di�erent se-

mantic aspects of their movements, i.e., a certain persona (e.g., work, social, etc.).

Note that this requirement coincides with users' desire to project certain personal

impressions on their SCs.

Location representation: A further perceivable requirement imposed by SCs on

the shared location information is its human-friendly representation for easy inter-

pretation. This requirement becomes especially important if users choose to protect

their privacy using existing mechanisms that may produce unnatural outputs. As

shown in Fig. 2.2 (d), a popular mechanism, known as location dummies [KYS05],
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PRIVACY requirements of users

Caused by
Visit

Type
Req. Description

SCs & GSN Pr. I
P1 control geographic precision/accuracy

P2 control semantic precision/accuracy

SCs only
I P3 o�er plausible deniability

M P4 restricted sharing (only persona)

GSN Pr. M P5 limit location history aggregation

UTILITY requirements of users, their SCs, and the GSN provider

From
Visit

Type
Req. Description

Users I/M U1 meet desired QoS (explicit LBSs)

SCs
I U2 enable purpose-driven sharing

I/M U3 have interpretable representation

Users & SCs I/M U4
allow persona management (implicit

services)

GSN Pr.

- U5 be precise and accurate

- U6
constitute su�cient per-user location

history (for audience pro�ling)

Note: I=individual visit, M=multiple visits

Table 2.1: User-privacy and data-utility requirements regarding location informa-
tion in the GSN ecosystem.

generates multiple fake locations alongside the actual user location to confuse a

non-trusted LBS provider. While this representation is suitable for querying an

LBS provider for explicit services, it may be unsuitable for use in GSNs where

multiple geo-coordinates for a single time instance may confuse the target SCs

and additionally convey the fact that the user is employing a privacy-preserving

mechanisms�an information that users may wish to conceal. In general, denial of

location sharing requests from the SCs or sharing of overly imprecise/inaccurate

location information has been shown to invite curiosity or convey feelings of dis-

trust [WLD+10]. As seen in Fig. 2.2 (b) and 2.2 (c) respectively, spatial cloaking

and perturbation mechanisms, on the other hand, generate protected locations with

familiar representations that are also easily interpretable.
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Utility Requirements from the GSN Providers

The location-data utility requirements of GSN providers, or any location data

publisher, are driven by popular mobile advertising apps. According to recent

market surveys [MMA15; MMA16; TT16; IAB16], these apps include proximity-

targeting (targeting customers in the vicinity of client stores), audience targeting

(targeting customers based on analysis of their location history), as well as attribu-

tion (measuring impact of location-based ads on client store foot-tra�c). To enable

these apps, the GSN providers ideally wish to:

1. collect accurate location information for realizing proximity-targeting or at-

tribution etc.

2. collect reasonably complete per-user location-histories in order to infer per-

sonal traits such as their shopping habits (audience targeting).

The above discussed user privacy and utility requirements are summarized as

P1-P5 and U1-U6 in Table 2.1, respectively, and will be referred as such in the

rest of this chapter.

2.3 State-of-the-art: a brief survey
To survey the large body of existing location privacy mechanisms that are appli-

cable to GSNs, we divide them into three broad categories, namely, device-centric,

(GSN) infrastructure-centric, and hybrid mechanisms. The detailed taxonomy,

which also dictates the order of discussion of the various mechanisms in this sec-

tion, is shown in Fig. 2.3. While we try to discuss all representative works for each

category of mechanisms, the following analysis may not exhaustively consider every

mechanism.

2.3.1 Device-centric mechanisms
Device-centric mechanisms assume that the user's device is the only component

that may be trusted in the GSN-ecosystem. In other words, the user's location

information must be protected before it leaves the device. Thus, the privacy algo-

rithm executes on the device as a trusted software component and forms a gateway

to location information for all requesting apps. For our following discussion, we de-

�ne two subclasses of device-centric mechanisms, namely, the sharing-decision based

and the location-modi�cation based mechanisms as also depicted in Fig. 2.4 (a) and

(b), respectively.
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Device-centric

Location 
modification

Obfuscation

Sharing decisions
Systematic attacker-models

Adaptive decision-making

Encryption

Spatial  Cloaking

Per turbation

Infrastructure-centric

Obfuscation (MURs)

Sharing Policy

Hybrid

Position Sharing

Identi ty-Location Isolation

Location

privacy-preserving 

mechanisms for GSNs

Figure 2.3: The detailed taxonomy of location-privacy mechanisms for GSNs.

Sharing-decision based mechanisms

Sharing-decision based mechanisms determine whether or not to publish the cur-

rent user location, ideally, without user intervention, i.e, in an autonomous fashion.

One form of these mechanisms treat users' manual sharing-decisions as the

gold standard and try to learn from the users' example by applying machine-

learning techniques. After the learning phase, these mechanisms represent the

users' location-sharing policies towards their social connections. Such policies en-

able �ne-grained adaptive decisions on individual location updates. In this regard,

Bigwood et al. [BBAH12] demonstrated that decision learning over contextual fea-

tures, such as time, the semantic place type, requesting SC, etc., can adaptively

avoid privacy leaks that are conceded by, the relatively static, location-sharing

rules (cf. Sect. 2.3.2). Other extensions add awareness of psychological factors

(e.g., users' sharing tendency, trustworthiness of requester) [DJK15]. The approach

by Bilogrevic et al. [BHA+16] attempts to reduce user-burden of de�ning their

privacy-preferences by using active learning and cost-sensitive classi�ers. Another

interesting work, Xie et al. [XKJ14], brings users in the sharing-decision loop while

o�ering privacy recommendations, i.e., a few suitable sharing options to choose

from to reduce the decision's complexity.

Since the above mentioned adaptive-decision mechanisms learn from the user's

example, they at most only avoid privacy leaks as perceived by the users. In gen-

eral, users may not fully perceive privacy threats resulting from information shared
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L
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Figure 2.4: Categories of location privacy-preserving mechanisms. (a) & (b) Device-
centric. (c) (GSN) Infrastructure-centric. (d) Hybrid mechanisms.
Privacy-preserving mechanisms runs on the user's device in (a) & (b),
on the GSN platform in (c), and on both of these components in (d).

in the past, for example, due to its sheer volume and complexity as well as due

to bounds on human rationality as suggested by Acquisti and Grossklags [AG05].

In this regard, Götz et al. [GNG12] propose a mechanism to avoid privacy leaks,

i.e., sharing of sensitive user context (e.g., being in a hospital), against a systematic

attacker who knows the users' historically published context data. This mechanism

models the attacker's knowledge of users' context switches as a Markov chain and

uses suppression of the sensitive contexts for avoiding privacy leaks. The authors

show that high correlation between sensitive and non-sensitive contexts, for exam-

ple due to regular user movements as in home to work, forces their algorithm to

additionally suppress some of the non-sensitive contexts to guarantee privacy for

the sensitive ones.

Location-modi�cation based mechanisms

These mechanisms form the second sub-class of device-centric mechanisms and

protect user privacy by obfuscating or encrypting location information before its

publication. As shown in Fig. 2.4 (b), these mechanisms may generically be used

to preserve user privacy in GSNs as well as in other forms of LBSs.

Location obfuscation as de�ned in one of the earliest works by Dukham et

al. [DK05] is the deliberate degradation of spatial location information quality by

making it inaccurate, imprecise, or vague. Subsequently, most works have focused
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on adding imprecision by spatial cloaking (generalization as shown in Fig. 2.2 (b))

or by adding inaccuracy through perturbation (see Fig. 2.2 (c)).

Spatial Cloaking typically decreases the precision of location information by pub-

lishing a region containing the actual user location [ACD+07]. Since an attacker

may attempt to prune this region by using map information (e.g., using locations

of points-of-interests), other works attempt to hide user activity by generating

semantically robust cloaking regions containing several semantically heterogeneous

locations, e.g., bars, shopping malls, etc. [XKP09; LOYK11]. Instead of obfuscating

every location update of users, mechanisms like that of Damiani et al. [DBS10] o�er

to cloak only the sensitive semantic locations of users, e.g., a hospital, and allow

users to con�gure their privacy preferences regarding these location types. However,

in general, spatially cloaked locations are susceptible to pruning by location-history-

aware attackers. For instance, in case of frequent location updates, the attacker may

simply trim o� those parts of an obfuscation region that are not reachable from their

last reported user location within the elapsed time based on an estimate of the max-

imum movement speed of the user [CZBP06]. Avoiding such attacks needs special

measures, such as intelligently delaying subsequent updates [GDSB09]. Moreover,

an attacker knowing location history information may build a mobility prediction

model. While various works show the details and feasibility of such mobility models

in predicting user location, such as that by Etter et al. [EKK12], their e�ectiveness

against spatial cloaking mechanisms is yet to be demonstrated.

For improved privacy guarantees, a recent class of location perturbation mecha-

nisms assume location-history-aware attack models. To preserve location privacy

under sporadic location updates, Shokri et al. [STT+12] propose to generate per-

turbed output locations that are probable candidates as per prior spatial-location

distribution of the user. Other extensions [TST+14; XX15] explicitly model con-

tinuous movement as Markov chains over regions in space to appropriately perturb

user location. Moreover, attempts have also been made to adapt the widely ac-

cepted notion of di�erential privacy [Dwo06] (from database systems) for location

privacy of users [ABCP13; XX15] as it originally o�ers strong privacy guarantees

against any background knowledge of the attacker. More speci�cally, di�erential

privacy allows privacy preserving querying of aggregate statistics over data from

a user population such that an attacker is unable to infer any signi�cant new in-

formation about individual users that was not already known. In contrast, the

privacy requirements in the location-sharing setting must be met over data be-
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longing to individual users rather than that of a population. Thus, so far, the

adaptations of di�erential privacy for location privacy, as in location perturbation

mechanisms [ABCP13; XX15], cannot guarantee protection against any background

knowledge of attackers. Notably, Xiao and Xiong [XX15] show that these adapta-

tions must explicitly model attacks based on movement correlations, similar to the

spatial cloaking mechanisms, when location updates are published frequently.

Location Encryption: Finally, a number of cryptographic protocols have been de-

�ned for delivering privacy-preserving proximity noti�cations among friends. While

not trusting the GSN infrastructure, many of these mechanisms reasonably require

honest execution of the privacy-preserving proximity protocol on the GSN platform

over encrypted location information of users. A representative mechanism in this

regard was presented by Mascetti et al. in [MFB+11]. Like other popular protocols,

this mechanism overlays a rectangular grid over space to represent the space of user

locations as a �nite number of non-overlapping cells. The size of these cells is user-

de�ned and enables control over the uncertainty with which their friends can locate

them. Location information of users is shared with the GSN platform as encrypted

index of the cell containing their actual location. Based on shared secrets between

users and their friends, such as encryption keys and grid size information, this

mechanism proposes protocols for the determination of (a) proximity with friends;

(b) proximity along with cell-level location of friends. Baden et al. [BBS+09] pro-

pose a social network, called Persona, which allows �ne-grained sharing of data

between users by employing Attribute-based Encryption (ABE). While users may

target information more easily using ABE to speci�c social connections who satisfy

certain access attributes, the storage provider does not learn any user-information

as it is managed in encrypted form.

2.3.2 Infrastructure-centric mechanisms

Infrastructure-centric mechanisms, as shown in Fig. 2.4 (c), assume that the GSN

platform is trusted by its users. Hence privacy concerns only come from the users'

SCs. Since the SCs typically know the real identities of users, our discussion here

leaves out a number of infrastructure-centric mechanisms that aim at preserving

users' anonymity in using LBSs (see [WSDR14] for a survey).

As a �rst line of defense for their privacy, GSN platforms allow users to de�ne

their location-sharing policy with their SCs as a set of location sharing-rules [PL05;

TKCS10; TCHD+10], for instance, share my location with my friends only after
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5 pm. In de�ning these rules however, users are known to face two major problems.

First, as per the study by Benisch et al. [BKS+09], the initial de�nition of these

rules is cumbersome for users as a large number of rules may need to be speci�ed

to fully express user-privacy preferences. Secondly, initial rule de�nitions are also

often inaccurate [CKL07; LGKM11] and can result in privacy leaks. To address

the �rst problem, Ravichandran et al. [RBKS09] have investigated the possibility

of �nding representative sets of sharing rules that may provide a basic template

for users to adapt to their speci�c needs, thus, reducing user burden. Toch et

al. [TCD+10] also suggest using properties, such as location entropy (in terms

of the diversity of visiting users and their visiting intensities), to determine the

default sensitivities of di�erent semantic locations (e.g., home, work, etc.) which

acts as a heuristic to de�ne default sharing rules. To address the second problem of

inaccurate initial rules, Sadeh et al. [SHC+09] conducted a user study to show that

location-sharing rules are intermittently re�ned by users for increased accuracy

compared to their initial de�nitions, and that automatic re�nement by applying

machine learning techniques outperforms manual re�nement in terms of the number

of incurred privacy leaks. Extended works integrate users into the rule re�nement

loop in order to enable more user-control over the re�ned sharing rules [FL10].

Beyond the de�nition of location sharing policies, few works have adopted the

infrastructure-centric model for privacy-preservation in GSNs. Among these, the

work by Ferni et al. [FRVM+10] is arguably the most prominent. This work ad-

dresses the problem of privacy-preserving publishing of location-tagged resources,

such as photos, in GSNs. Doing so however is not straight-forward as location-

tagged resources may reveal co-location of users, e.g., in group photos. Hence

determining a privacy preserving location tag requires consideration of privacy pref-

erences of all users associated with the resource. Furthermore, since this mechanism

also aims to secure the location and absence privacy of users, it allows users to spec-

ify their privacy preferences as spatio-temporal uncertainty about their presence or

absence in di�erent regions of their movement. The GSN platform then enforces

these preferences by publishing minimum uncertainty regions (MURs) that result

from the spatial generalization of users' location and temporal obfuscation (delay-

ing) in resource publication. In doing so, this mechanism also ensures that MURs

published nearby in time are not vulnerable to attacks based on knowledge of users'

maximum movement velocity.

Other works relying on infrastructure-centric mechanisms aim at privacy-
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preserving publishing of location information. For example, Riboni et al. [RB14]

propose a mechanism for GSN platforms to publish check-in statistics for context-

aware location recommendations for mobile users. To this end, the GSN platform

uses di�erential privacy to perturb the check-in counts of various venues before

reporting them to their business partners for location recommendations.

2.3.3 Hybrid mechanisms
As the name suggests, hybrid mechanisms rely on trusted user device as well

as non-trusted GSN infrastructure for ensuring user privacy (see Fig. 2.4 (d)). To

achieve this, these mechanisms typically decouple the storage of user information

from GSN application functionality, and implement the storage part in a distributed

fashion on multiple (instead of one) non-colluding storage providers. Hence no

single component/provider constituting the GSN platform is able to access all user

information. In this regard, we categorize existing mechansims into two types: those

that isolate user location and identity information, and those that distribute users'

location information among di�erent components (position-sharing mechanisms).

Identity-Location Isolation

The idea of a decentralized matching service to enable privacy-preserving LBSs

has been similarly pursued in [JN10] and [PH13]. Jaiswal et al. [JN10] propose an

mechanism that aims to avoid the aggregation of location information of users (as

known to the mobile network provider in their system) and their interests (rep-

resented by users' queries to LBS providers) by any one entity. To achieve this,

the network provider periodically encodes the user-reported locations as pseudo-

locations (PLs) on a spatial grid. Similarly, the LBS providers generate pseudo-

identi�ers (PIs) for the venues in their database or for their registered users. These

PLs and PIs are then shared with a third component, called the matching service,

which is then able to answers user queries for nearby points-of-interests (POIs),

without knowing the actual user identities or their locations.

Another extension by Guha et al. [GJP12] proposes a cloud-based two-party

implementation of the matching service called Koi. One of the cloud components

in Koi, called the matcher, stores the identity information of entities (users or POIs)

as well as their attribute values (e.g., location) without knowing their relationship.

For example, the matcher may know that there is a user �Bob� and there is a

location-attribute of �New York�, but it does not know that this attribute belongs

to Bob. The relationship between identities and attributes of users and POIs are
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stored with the second non-colluding component, from a di�erent provider, called

the combiner. By running a privacy-preserving protocol on pseudo-ids of the entities

and their attributes, the matcher and the combiner implement a matching service to

enable various LBSs without learning about each others data. However, in absence

of enough cover tra�c between the two components, the matcher can perform a

tra�c analysis attack to correlate subsequent matches between pseudo-ids of various

entities and, thus, understand and uncover their relationship.

Position-Sharing

The initial position-sharing approach proposed by Dürr et al. [DSR11] aims to

avoid users' privacy concerns regarding insecure storage of their individual locations

in a non-trusted GSN infrastructure. To this end, their proposed mechanism divides

location information into a number of imprecise location-shares and distributes

these shares, one each, to a number of non-trusted location servers that are operated

by di�erent providers. While these servers together form the storage infrastructure

for location information, none of them individually holds the complete location

information about the users. Hence if one or few of these location servers are

compromised by an attacker, user privacy degrades gracefully. On top of such a

distributed storage infrastructure, di�erent LBS apps, including GSN apps, function

by accessing location-shares from a limited number of these location servers and

subsequently fuse these shares together to recreate location information of a certain

precision (the more the shares, the higher the precision). By controlling the number

of servers/shares that an application is authorized to access, users can control

how precisely these apps, and consequently the SCs that they represent, view user

location information.

Ideally, incremental fusion of shares in position-sharing should result in a linear

increase in the precision of the re-created user location. However, the methods used

to generate these location-shares in [DSR11] typically induce correlation between

shares resulting in an undesired non-linear increase in precision of user location

for the attacker as more shares are fused. To overcome this problem, Wernke et

al. [WDR13b] explore alternate share-generation methods to avoid share-correlation

attacks. These methods use multi-secret sharing to generate location-shares which

cannot be correlated.

The above position-sharing approaches assumed a free-space model of user move-

ment, i.e., with no consideration of map-based movement restrictions such as lakes

and agricultural �elds where user presence is highly improbable. Since map-based
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movement restrictions typically exist, Skvortsov et al. [SDR12] propose share-

generation methods that use map-based movement restrictions as additional in-

put knowledge to generate map-robust location shares. Fusion of these map-robust

shares results in re-created user locations whose e�ective area (after removing im-

probable areas) is su�ciently big to properly hide the actual user location.

The divide and distribute idea of the position-sharing mechanisms has also been

extended to protect user trajectories [WDR13a]. This extension fundamentally

changes the de�nition of a location share stored at an individual server to a trajec-

tory fragment for achieving the privacy goal. Even though this fragment represents

accurate location information, it conveys information about only one part of the

complete trajectory.

2.4 Ful�llment of Privacy-Utility Requirements

and identi�able shortcomings
In Table 2.2, we approximately summarize our upcoming analysis of the state-

of-the-art location privacy mechanisms (per row) in terms of their ful�llment of

the privacy-utility requirements (columns). Note that for the position-sharing ap-

proaches, we di�erentiate between approaches that protect individual location up-

dates and those that protect movement trajectories.

We later also identify concrete shortcomings of existing mechanisms as an out-

come of this analysis.

2.4.1 How well are the requirements met?
We begin with the privacy requirements of control over geographic and semantic

precision/accuracy of location data (P1 and P2 respectively). For P1, only per-

turbation mechanisms o�er strong privacy guarantees by also considering location-

history aware attackers. Moreover, only spatial cloaking mechanisms address P2

(with semantic cloaking mechanisms) and that too partially by overlooking location-

history based attacks. Encryption, MURs, location-identity isolation, and position-

sharing mechanisms (for individual location updates) also ignore location-history

based attacks to partially meet P12. Sharing decision-based mechanisms, sharing-

rules and position-sharing mechanisms (for movement trajectories) do not meet

2Note that for Encryption mechanisms also, SCs who are authorized to decrypt individual
locations can view current and past locations, and can exploit their spatio-temporal
correlation for privacy attacks.
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Privacy mechanism Ful�llment of Privacy-Utility requirements:

full, partial, unaddressed

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 U6

Device-centric:

- Sharing-decisions ∗ ∗ ∗

- Spatial Cloaking † †

- Perturbation † †

- Encryption ∗ † †

Infrastructure-centric:

- Sharing-rules ∗ ∗ ∗

- MURs ∗ † †

Hybrid:

- Location-Identity Isolat. ∗ † †

- Position-sharing (Indiv.) ∗ ∗

- Position-sharing (Traj.) ∗ ∗ ∗

LEGEND:
∗: can improve using Spatial Cloaking or Perturbation.
†: can improve using Sharing-decisions or Sharing-rules.

Table 2.2: Ful�llment of the Privacy-Utility requirements (cf. Table 2.1) by state-
of-the-art location privacy mechanisms.

requirements P1 and P2 as they generally publish accurate location information.

Conversely, all of these mechanisms can meet the utility requirements for explicit

LBS (U1) and purpose-driven sharing (U2) by either publishing accurate location

information or by trading the level of obfuscation for QoS. Moreover, they also

o�er interpretable representations for location (thus meeting U3). From the GSN

providers' perspective, all of these mechanisms, except the ones that obfuscate

location (spatial cloaking, perturbation, MURs, and position-sharing (individual)),

allow the aggregation of accurate location data at their servers to meet U5.

To judge whether these mechanisms o�er plausible deniability or not (require-

ment P3), we refer the reader to Fig. 2.2. It is reasonable to say that all those

mechanisms whose output location is interpretable as a single/unique location (e.g.,

perturbation or sharing-rules/decisions) do not o�er plausible deniability. As re-

garding the strict management of personas (requirements P4 and U4), sharing

decision/rule-based mechanisms as well as position-sharing mechanisms ful�ll this
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requirement by design3. The remaining mechanisms focus more on protecting in-

dividual location updates and thus do not address requirements P4 and U4.

Finally, privacy-threatening aggregation of location-history information with the

GSN provider (property P5) is not prevented by existing mechanisms with the

exception of location encryption and position-sharing (for trajectories). Encryp-

tion mechanisms, however, naturally disable useful processing of location data thus

disabling GSN providers' business models (unful�lled U5-U6). Note that Identity-

location isolation based mechanisms also do not ful�ll P5 by storing all location

data of users, albeit lacking identity information, with a single provider in the stor-

age infrastructure. Well-known works, e.g, by Gruteser et al. [GH05], have shown

that location samples can be linked to re-create user trajectories (if published fre-

quently) allowing recreation of all user movements (location histories), which can

subsequently also reveal users' actual identities [Kru07]. While position-sharing

mechanisms (for trajectories) split individual user trajectories across the storage

infrastructure of multiple GSN providers, they do not take into account the a�ect

of this splitting process over multiple trajectories. Thus, more work is needed to

ensure that location history of users, that are formed by multiple trajectories, is

e�ectively split-up across the GSN platforms of di�erent providers.

Overall, we observe that no single privacy mechanism addresses all privacy-utility

requirements completely. Nevertheless, it seems viable to meet more requirements

by integrating mechanisms that focus on protecting individual user visits with those

focusing on multiple visits. For example, sharing-decision based mechanisms can

be improved in conjunction with spatial cloaking to positively address properties

P1, P2, P3. We have marked such possibilities of meeting a certain requirement

in conjunction with spatial cloaking or location perturbation by the �∗� symbol

alongside the circles in the Table 2.2. Similarly, the possibility of integration with

sharing-decisions or sharing-rule based mechanisms to meet persona management

requirements (P4 and U4) is indicated by �†�. Even after such integration of

privacy-capabilities among these di�erent mechanisms, notable shortcomings are

still evident.

3Recall that position-sharing mechanisms allow users to authorize the various SCs about
which location shares they can access.
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2.4.2 Shortcomings of existing privacy-preserving

mechanisms and their relationship to our contributions

In the following discussion, we point out the shortcomings of existing mechanisms

and also brie�y state how we address them in this PhD thesis.

At �rst, we point out that the computational feasibility of some of the important

types of existing privacy-preserving mechanisms is questionable. Particularly for

the device-centric mechanisms whose complexity should be contained to match

the computational resources of today's mobile devices, the performance aspect is

not thoroughly evaluated. These mechanisms include those that avoid location-

history based attacks (e.g., [TST+14]) and those that use complex machine-learning

techniques for learning location-sharing policies (e.g., [BHA+16]). In this regard, we

will contribute by presenting a novel methodology for e�cient learning of location

sharing-policies on mobile devices in chapter 3.

Among further shortcomings, existing mechanisms for semantic cloaking of loca-

tion data are not designed to handle location-history based attacks (see column P2

of Table 2.2). Moreover, the quanti�cation of this weakness of these mechanisms

has not yet been performed. One reason that explains this is the unavailability of

open location data-sets that contain spatio-temporal as well as semantic location

information. To address this research gap, we design location-history based attacks

against semantic cloaking mechanisms in chapter 4. Moreover, we will also discuss

the collection of a year-long Twitter-based dataset of location-checkins over which

we evaluate the designed attacks.

We also note that few existing mechanisms directly limit aggregation of location-

history information within the storage infrastructure of the GSN providers while

still supporting the LBS business model (requirements P5, U5, and U6). While

position-sharing mechanisms for movement trajectories form a �rst step in this

direction, these mechanisms o�er no direct control to the users over the splitting of

their location history information (formed by multiple trajectories) in the storage

infrastructure of GSN providers. In chapter 5, we will speci�cally address this issue.

In general, the contributions in this thesis take into account spatio-temporal as

well as semantic dimensions of location data, unlike existing works that mostly

ignore semantic location information.
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2.5 Conclusion
While o�ering popular platforms for social interactions, today's geo-social net-

works (GSNs) also collect location information of their users for location-based

business gains. In doing so however, these providers incur user distrust and thus

inhibit their active participation, especially in terms of their willingness to share

personal location data. In this chapter, we have assessed how the location-data

related privacy concerns of GSN users may be addressed while still supporting the

location-based business models of GSN providers. In this regard, we have critically

reviewed existing scienti�c literature on location privacy-preservation in GSNs. As

a result, we have provided a detailed assessment of the various classes of location

privacy mechanisms in terms of their satisfaction of user-privacy requirements as

well as the GSN providers' utility requirements regarding location data. More-

over, we have also pointed out the shortcomings of existing privacy-preservation

mechanisms and described how the contributions of this thesis address them.
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Chapter 3
E�cient Training of Sharing-policies on Mobile

Devices

In this chapter, we present our �rst contribution regarding the device-centric privacy

mechanisms, particularly, the sharing-decision based mechanisms as introduced in

Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1.

Recall that these mechanisms make autonomous location-sharing decisions on

the users' behalf, based on the knowledge of context variables (e.g., hour-of-day,

weekday, location), such that they mimic the desired sharing-behavior of users.

In this respect, these mechanisms represent the users' location-sharing policies.

Such policies not only make frequent location-sharing with online social connections

practical, they also minimize the conscious e�ort that is required from the users

to preserve their personal privacy. In the ideal case, a �perfectly-de�ned� policy

reveals no or little privacy-sensitive location data.

Since the manual de�nition of such accurate policies is known to be

hard [SHC+09; LBW08; AG05], the use of machine-learning has become a pop-

ular approach for policy-de�nition [SHC+09; BHA+16] and its re�nement over

time [KHDSC08; FL10]. While these machine-learning (ML) based sharing policies

show practical potential, their usability is severely limited by the high computa-

tional demands of ML, especially on resource-constrained mobile devices.

A major reason for the high computational requirements of ML based policies is

the need to perform model selection. Precisely speaking, many ML algorithms in

their various possible parameter con�gurations, where each is termed a model, must

be trained and validated to pick the one with the best performance. Here, perfor-

mance is quanti�ed with respect to a well-known metric such as policy-accuracy. By
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trying and validating various models, the model selection procedure can consume

signi�cant time and computational resources. However, a crucial property of the

�nally selected model is that it avoids over-�tting, i.e., its performance generalizes

well to unseen data that may appear in actual policy usage after the end of the

training phase.

To achieve good generalization of the learned models without the expensive model

selection procedure, we take the option of improving training data quality. More

speci�cally, we conjecture in this chapter that if high-quality training examples are

selected for training, then computationally simple models that are prone to over-

�tting can also yield policy performance comparable to that of the best model given

by the model selection procedure. We de�ne these high-quality training examples

as the ones which, with high likelihood, represent the contextual situations for lo-

cation sharing in actual policy usage. To concretely identify these examples, we use

mobility analysis and de�ne each example's quality as its strength of association

with the daily user routine. In other words, training examples that are sampled

along stronger routine movements, e.g., home to work, are deemed higher quality.

The underlying intuition is simple: stronger daily routines typically do not change

frequently and thus represent those contextual situations that will likely occur in

actual usage of the trained sharing policies. Hence, learning users' sharing behavior

regarding these important contextual situations by over-�tting them, using compu-

tationally simple machine-learning models, can yield high policy performance.

To e�ciently select the high quality examples on mobile devices, we also present

a novel algorithm for real-time estimation of the dynamic routine strength (DRS)

of movements. We also evaluate the run-time performance of our DRS estimation

algorithm as well as the privacy-utility performance of the correspondingly trained

location sharing policies on a real-world dataset. Our results show that computa-

tionally simple policies can indeed perform well when training examples associated

with strong user routine are used to learn them.

Overall, our contributions in this chapter highlight the role of the DRS signal as

a non-disruptive mobility-driven signal that can be practically sensed on resource-

constrained mobile devices and can be exploited for e�cient learning of e�ective

location sharing policies on mobile devices.

We organize the remaining discussions in this chapter as follows. In Section 3.1,

we describe the system model and the problem statement along with the preliminary

de�nitions of the threat and protection models. We provide the detailed description
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of our DRS estimation algorithm in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we describe a

computationally light-weight policy learning algorithm. We present the details of

our implementations as well as the results in Section 5.6. Finally, we describe the

related work in Section 3.5 before concluding in Section 3.6.

3.1 Preliminary De�nitions and Problem

Statement
In this section, we begin with the description of the system model. Subsequently,

we de�ne the threat sources and the protection model before providing some back-

ground into machine-learning based policy learning. We will conclude this section

with the de�nition of the problem statement.

3.1.1 System Model
Since we consider device-centric policy-learning approaches in this chapter, we

now provide a system model de�nition which is generically applicable to all types

of device-centric mechanisms.

The mobile device of a GSN user is deemed capable of determining its location

based on positioning technologies such as GPS. We assume that the device runs a

trusted software agent (TSA) which has exclusive access to the location information

from the positioning technologies. Moreover, other Location-based Applications

(LBAs), including GSN apps, that require location information are assumed to be

non-trusted.

To enable location-access for LBAs running on the user's device, the TSA acts

as a gateway by providing the necessary application programming interface (API)

for initiating a location request. However, the TSA has the sole privilege to de-

cide, for instance, whether to grant or deny a location request, or to what extent

should location information be obfuscated for a particular LBA. To achieve this

functionality, the TSA relies on a privacy-preservation mechanismM. Hence dif-

ferent privacy goals may be realized by plugging in the corresponding mechanism

M inside the TSA.

In Fig. 3.1, we illustrate the above described location information �ow within

the mobile device. Note that apart from integrating the mechanismM, the TSA

additionally o�ers a map component and an interaction component. With the

former, users can view their precise location privately, i.e., without having to rely

on a third-party LBA. As for the later, it enables user-interaction, for instance, in
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Figure 3.1: Inside the mobile device, the trusted software agent (TSA) controls
which LBA accesses location information of what precision by means of
a privacy-preserving mechanismsM.

allowing users to de�ne their privacy settings.

We also assume here that the TSA can determine the semantic information

underlying the current location, speci�cally its type, e.g., home, shop, hospital,

etc. To this end, the TSA performs an o�ine lookup, based on the coordinates

of the current location, in an internal place database. Such a database can be

maintained by intermittently downloading and updating information about places

(or venues) around the regions of the user's daily movement from an online venue

database such as Foursquare [Fouc] or from free mapping services like the Open

Street Map [Osm].

3.1.2 Sources of Privacy threats

We assume that privacy threats arise from unintended sharing of privacy-sensitive

location events with social connections, which is known to cause various forms of

social repercussions [PNKL12]. Moreover, we assume that the users may not fully

trust the GSN platform-provider.

3.1.3 Protection Model

For this chapter, we assume that the privacy-preserving mechanism M inte-

grated by the TSA is a location-sharing policy which represents location sharing

preferences of the user towards his social connections or towards LBAs that they
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use. When a location request is received by the TSA, it uses the sharing policy to

intelligently decide whether to grant or deny this request without user intervention.

Naturally, such a policy must initially be learned by taking into account the

manual sharing decisions of the users. To achieve this, the TSA uses its interaction

component to initially acquires training examples over a limited period of time

by asking users a number of in-situ questions. Speci�cally, each question queries

a user's willingness to share or to deny his location information to various social

contacts (typically as groups, e.g., friends or family) under the running situational

context. Here, context is de�ned as a tuple including variables such as the time-of-

day, day-type (weekday or weekend), as well as the geographic region. Hence, the

TSA poses the in-situ questions for various combinations of the spatio-temporal

contexts. We assume, like other approaches (e.g., [BHA+16] or [BKSC10]), that

the users respond to these questions honestly, i.e., by taking into account their

privacy considerations regarding their contacts and the GSN providers. Therefore,

these responses form reliable training data to learn their representative location

sharing policies. Moreover, users may train their sharing policies anew with updated

responses to re�ect changes in their sharing behavior.

3.1.4 Policy Learning Methodology
Technically seen, the process of learning the sharing policy from the limited

training examples of a user presents a binary classi�cation problem where sharing

approvals should be discriminated from the denials based on the context variables.

Inspired by visualizations from Hasti et al. [HTF03], we depict this problem in

Fig. 3.2. Here, several training examples representing the two classes, approvals

as circles and denials as crosses, are shown in a 2D context space. In part (a)

of the �gure, we show the non-linear decision-boundary curve that, we assume,

perfectly represents the actual user sharing preferences and dominantly separates

the two classes. The few training examples that fall on the wrong side of this actual

decision-boundary represent noisy training data.

Model Selection, Under- and Over-�tting

In order to learn the actual decision-boundary from these training examples,

choosing a suitable machine-learning (ML) algorithm is non-trivial. The best prac-

tices from the ML community suggest that di�erent learning algorithms in various

parameter con�gurations should be tried out, e.g., Decision-trees, Support Vector

Machines (SVMs), etc., to choose the best among them for the given data (the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2: (a) Actual Model. (b) Top row: Over-�tted model along with its mis-
classi�cation space (shaded). (b) Bottom row: same for an under-�tted
model.

model selection problem). If these steps are not followed properly, a �tted model

may form a decision-boundary which is overly �exible such that it �ts even the nois-

iest training examples (over-�tting). At the other extreme, the �tted model may

be too rigid (e.g., linear) to capture the actual (e.g., non-linear) decision-boundary.

For the actual model shown in part (a) of Fig. 3.2, part (b) of the �gure depicts the

cases of over-�tting (top) and under-�tting (bottom). Based on the di�erence be-

tween the actual and the learned decision boundaries in these two cases, the �gure

also shows the corresponding shaded regions of the context space that can lead to

misclassi�cation (incorrect sharing decisions) as a result of over- and under-�tting.

Cross Validation

To address the model selection problem, a popularly adopted methodology, for

policy learning as well as other problems, is k-fold cross-validation. Here, the

training data is split up into k equally sized parts or folds. For testing a particular

ML algorithm with a particular parameter setting, i.e., a model, it is trained on the

combined data of k−1 folds and then validated on the single remaining, left-out fold

to simulate previously unseen data. This process is repeated k times for the same

model where a di�erent fold is left-out for validation in each run. By combining

the validation results of the k runs, the performance of the model on the complete

training data is determined.
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If m di�erent models are tested in this manner to pick the best one, a total of

at least m ∗ k train-validate cycles are required. Since a variety of ML algorithms

exist and each possesses its own parameters, the number of di�erent models m that

need to be tried out, for approximating the best possible one, can grow large. For

example, the Gaussian kernel-based SVMs used for policy learning by Bilogrevic et

al. [BHA+16] have two parameters (C and γ), thus requiring a grid-search in a 2D

parameter space.

3.1.5 Problem Statement

To understand the main challenge of our work in this chapter, consider the sce-

nario where a user, say Alice, wishes to automate her location sharing decisions.

To this end, she provides the initial set of training examples by answering various

in-situ questions regarding her sharing preferences as posed by the TSA. At the

end of this data collection phase, Alice triggers the TSA to initiate the training

process and waits for its completion before activating the trained policy. For the

TSA, the training process involves executing the expensive model selection proce-

dure based on cross-validation (CV). Note that the computational complexity of

this procedure is O(m ·k), where m and k represent the number of tried models and

the number of CV-folds, respectively. Given the limited computational resources

of the mobile device and the typically large values of m, the training process could

take a prohibitively long time, thus hurting Alice's interest and the usability of the

automated sharing policy. A possible way of reducing the policy training time is

to o�oad the expensive CV operation to a cloud based service. Doing so however

requires Alice to trust the service provider with her contextual data as well as her

detailed location sharing preferences, which may be undesirable.

As part of the solution to this problem, we conjecture that the computationally

expensive model selection procedure may not be required if we can improve training

data quality. We explain this in reference to the top row of Fig. 3.2(b). Here,

the �exible model chaises the noisy training data to form a �uctuating decision

boundary. Although this model perfectly �ts the training data, it may perform

poorly in actual usage due to the signi�cant size of the misclassi�cation space. If

however the noisy training examples are removed, the magnitude of the �uctuation

of this model's decision boundary will decrease. This in turn will conform the

model more to the actual one shown in Fig. 3.2(a), thus reducing the size of the

misclassi�cation space. Simply stated, we make the following claim:
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If noisy training examples, that are less likely to repeat in actual usage and thus

are mis-representative of the distribution of training data in the context space, are

excluded from the training data, then, an over-�tted model may still perform com-

parably to a model that is selected by using the CV procedure.1

The implication of this claim is that the computational load of training an accu-

rate sharing policy by the TSA can be brought down to training a single model using

less noisy training data in contrast to the time-consuming training of a plethora of

models using CV.

More formally, let the set E = {e1, ..., eq} represent the set of all training ex-

amples collected by the TSA. Let N = {η1, ..., ηq} be the �noise-con�dence set�

where ηi ∈ N represents the con�dence with which the training example ei ∈ E

can be deemed noisy, with ηi = 1 implying full con�dence. Then, a subset of high

quality training examples Eθ ⊆ E may be obtained such that for each ei ∈ Eθ,

ηi < θ. Here, θ represents the con�dence associated with the most noisy example

that is included in Eθ. Using Eθ, a location sharing policy Mθ can be learned

by employing an over-�tting-prone algorithm, in compliance with our above claim.

In contrast, a CV based modelMCV may be trained over the full dataset E. Let

φ(M) represent the performance of a modelM with respect to popular metrics such

as policy-accuracy. Moreover, let ∆test represent the di�erence in the performance

of the two modelsMθ andMCV in actual usage as follows.

∆test = |φtest(Mθ)− φtest(MCV )| (3.1)

We hypothesize that if θ is decreased to a safe-value, where most noisy training

examples are left out of Eθ, then ∆test will approach zero.

To test this hypothesis, we require that:

1. The noise-con�dence values ηi ∈ N should vary over a well-de�ned interval

with a meaningful interpretation, in order to easily identify a safe-value of θ.

2. ηi ∈ N should be e�ciently computable on today's mobile devices.

To meet these challenging requirements, we use the mobility-based DRS signal

as a proxy to approximate ηi ∈ N associated with ei ∈ E. As also motivated

1Note that this claim is not valid for under-�tted models as, in their case, the size of
their misclassi�cation space is mainly contributed by their in�exibility compared to
the actual model.
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earlier, we deem those training examples as more noisy that are associated with

rare user behavior, i.e., a high deviation from users' mobility routines, and are less

likely to repeat in actual usage. In contrast, training examples that are sampled

when the users are in their stronger mobility routines are deemed less noisy and

more representative of the actual contextual situations. Since the existing DRS

estimation algorithms are not suitable for mobile devices (cf. Section 3.5), we �rst

present our novel, e�cient DRS estimation algorithm in the next section.

3.2 The Routine-strength Estimation Algorithm
In this section, we describe our detailed algorithm for the e�cient computation

of the DRS signal. Initially however, we brie�y discuss the concept of conditional

trajectory entropy as introduced in previous works [EC93; KGT13] and explain

why it is not applicable as a direct metric for DRS. We then use this discussion to

de�ne our novel metric for DRS.

Note that for the rest of the chapter, we use the terms trajectory or path inter-

changeably to refer to the same concept.

3.2.1 Conditional Trajectory Entropy
For any given user, we de�ne a �nite set V of geographical locations, e.g., home

region, work region, etc., where they spend time as part of their daily movements.

We assume that user mobility between these states can be modeled as a Markov

chain whereby the probabilities of transition between any two states Pxtxt+1 is given

by a single transition matrix A. Using A, the probability of a particular movement

trajectory xsd = {x1 = s, ..., xk = d} between a start location s and destination

location d is given by:

p(xsd) =

t=k−1∏
t=1

Pxtxt+1 (3.2)

In [KGT13], Kafsi et al. also consider the case of an aperiodic and irreducible

�nite-state Markov chain. They further de�ne the set Xsd of trajectories (of all

possible lengths) from s to d where the sum of the probabilities of all xsd ∈ Xsd is
1. The entropy of the random variable representing the possible user trajectories

Xsd between s and d is then de�ned as follows.

Hsd = H(Xsd) = −
∑

xsd∈Xsd

p(xsd)log(p(xsd)) (3.3)
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s d
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Figure 3.3: (a) All Markov paths between states s and d. Links that form part of
the paths conditioned on state u are shown in bold. (b) Example of two
paths between morning and evening locations of a user.

Intuitively seen, Hsd represents the uncertainty associated with the actual trajec-

tory taken by the user. Kafsi et al. [KGT13] consider the advanced case where it is

additionally known that the user traversed a set of intermediate states u between

s and d. Thus they de�ne the conditional trajectory entropy Hsd|u to determine

the remaining uncertainty in user trajectory by only considering those trajectories

that pass through the states u, i.e., Xsd|u. In Fig. 3.3 (a), we provide an example

illustration of the path links that lead from s to d. Here, the links that form the

conditional trajectories passing through the node u are shown in bold (solid) lines.

In an extended work, Kafsi et al. [KGT15] show that by comparing the trajectory

entropy Hsd with the conditional trajectory entropy Hsd|u, one can determine the

a�ect of revealing the intermediate locations u on the predictability of the remaining

user trajectory. To perform this comparison, they determine the entropy ratio α =

Hsd|u/Hsd. If α < 1, it indicates a decrease in uncertainty (increased predictability)

regarding the actual trajectory taken by the user as a result of publishing u, whereas

α > 1 indicates a drop in trajectory predictability.

In short, by comparing the trajectories that represent the intermediate locations

u with the usual trajectories between s and d as given by the Markov chain, Kafsi et

al. [KGT15] were able to determine the predictability of remaining user movements.

We will build on this basic idea of trajectory comparison in the upcoming sections.

3.2.2 A novel DRS Metric
It is not di�cult to imagine that the rise and drop in the predictability of user

movements can be associated to their routine and out-of-routine behavior. Hence,
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the entropy ratio α seems a feasible metric for determining DRS. However, using α

for this purpose presents several drawbacks. For instance, computing Hsd|u based

on the algorithm proposed by Kafsi et al. [KGT13] is computationally expensive

(complexity O(|u|N3) where N is the number of states of the Markov chain). As

explained by Kafsi et al. [KGT13], this high complexity is due to the possible

existence of cyclic paths between s and d, leading to an in�nite total number of

paths |Xsd| or |Xsd|u| between s and d. Moreover, use of α as a DRS metric presents

further drawbacks, which we highlight with the help of the following examples. We

also use these examples to motivate our novel DRS metric called the relative path

strength.

Example 1: Consider a user Bob who, among other paths, follows a strong home→
work→home→other routine during the day. If we assume his start location s as

his home in the morning and the destination location d as his home location in

the evening, then being at work location during the middle of the day represents a

popular path between s and d, thus indicating in-routine behavior. Conversely, if

Bob is found at another location during the day, out-of-routine behavior should be

indicated.

The above example highlights the drawbacks of some of the assumptions made by

Kafsi et al. [KGT13] in de�ning the αmetric. At �rst, human movement preferences

may not be the same for di�erent times of the day (e.g., transitions to work-place

are more probable in the morning). Secondly, the movement trajectory of Bob over

a day consists of a relatively small number of hops between di�erent states unlike

the possibly large number of hops introduced by in�nite cyclic paths as considered

in Kafsi's approach. In general, instead of considering only spatial information,

we also wish to consider the temporal dimension in our calculation of DRS, which

makes Kafsi's algorithm unsuitable in our case.

Example 2: As illustrated in Fig. 3.3 (b), consider another user Alice who traverses

two main paths, A and B, between her morning and evening locations (s = x1

and d = x4 respectively). Let path A represent Alice's strong daily work routine

and path B her relatively weak monthly routine of day-time short business visits.

Assuming that both these paths are strictly followed if taken (no branching to other

possible states), then computing α anywhere along the two paths (states xA2 , x
A
3 ,

xB2 , or x
B
3 ) results in the same 0 value. This occurs because conditioning on any

of these intermediate states only leaves a single path to d (perfect predictability).

However, the same high predictability value for being on paths A and B contradicts
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Alice's di�erent strength of routine associated with path A (high strength) and path

B (low strength).

For our purpose of di�erentiating movements based on their strength, we require

a metric that also takes into account the likelihood of the traversed path. More

precisely, we require a comparison of the probabilities of the conditional paths Xsd|u
that pass through u with those of the remaining paths Xsd|ū.
To this end, we take into account both, the spatial and the temporal information

associated with user movements, by de�ning a mobility model based on discrete

time non-homogeneous Markov chains. Hence, we divide the time of day into D

equal-length slots, e.g., hourly, and compute a distinct transition matrix At for

each time-slot t from a user's location information over a learning period. Doing

so implies that the paths Xsd leading from a particular start location sts ∈ V at

time-slot ts to particular destination dtd ∈ V at time-slot td are all of equal length,

i.e., td−ts. Also, the sum of the probabilities of paths leading from all possible start

locations in ts to all possible destination locations in td (where each is computed

using Eq. 3.2) sum to 1. Notably, for a given single start and destination pair, the

sum of the probabilities of all paths between them may not sum to 1.

We now de�ne our novel DRS metric below while ignoring time subscripts, i.e.,

ts or tu, for readability reasons.

De�nition 1: Relative Path Strength (RPS): Let Psd|u denote the set of

probabilities of all conditional paths Xsd|u that pass through u, and let Psd|ū denote

the set of probabilities for all remaining non-conditional paths Xsd|ū between s and

d. Moreover, let P̂sd|u and P̂sd|ū denote the corresponding normalized probabilities

for the sets Psd|u and Psd|ū, respectively, which sum to 1. Then Relative Path

Strength is de�ned as follows:

RPS(Psd|ū,Psd|u) =

|Psd|ū|∑
i=1

|Psd|u|∑
j=1

p̂i · p̂j · (pi − pj) (3.4)

where pi ∈ Psd|ū, p̂i ∈ P̂sd|ū, pj ∈ Psd|u, and p̂j ∈ P̂sd|u.
Hence RPS computes the expected di�erence in probabilities of the paths belong-

ing to the sets Xsd|ū and Xsd|u. The RPS metric varies in the range −1 ≤ RPS ≤ 1

considering the two extremes of very high probability conditional paths (RPS = −1

or high routine behavior) or very low probability conditional paths (RPS = 1 or

out-of-routine behavior) . With reference to Example 2 and Fig. 3.3 (b), let path
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3.2 The Routine-strength Estimation Algorithm

A and path B have probabilities pA = 0.9 and pB = 0.1, respectively. Then condi-

tioning on any state on path A yields RPS = −0.8 whereas the same on path B

gives RPS = 0.8 which conforms with Alice's movement behavior on these paths.

For ease of interpretation, we de�ne DRS as a scaled version of RPS as follows:

DRS = (RPS + 1)/2 (3.5)

Hence 0 ≤ DRS ≤ 1 where strong routine is indicated by DRS = 0 and strong

out-of-routine behavior by DRS = 1. Note that as DRS approaches a value of

0.5, it indicates equally likely conditional and non-conditional paths and thus the

lack of evidence to call the current user movement as out-of-routine. Note also

that since the number of paths in Xsd|ū and Xsd|u can vary, the conditional path

probabilities by themselves, without looking at them in a relative manner as RPS

does, cannot be directly used to compute DRS.

3.2.3 DRS Estimation Algorithm
To estimate DRS for any given location ut of a user, we now present our detailed

methodology regarding the following: (1) selection of appropriate start and des-

tination locations and (2) e�cient computation of the probability sets Psd|u and

Psd|ū. Based on these probabilities, we can compute DRS according to Eq. 3.5.

Selecting start and destination locations

To understand the signi�cance of choosing the right start and destination loca-

tions, consider again the scenario sketched in Example 2 and Fig. 3.3 (b). Assume

that we want to compute DRS at path node ut = xB3 . To compute DRS(ut = xB3 ),

we can set destination d as x4 and could choose between xB2 or x1 as the start lo-

cation s. If s = xB2 , then path {xB2 , xB3 , x4} represents the strongest path between

the chosen (s, d) pair, conveying the wrong impression that Alice is in her strong

routine (although she is on path B, i.e., her monthly business trip). Considering

s = x1 avoids this local view of Alice's mobility by bringing path A into consider-

ation, thus, yielding the correct estimation of routine strength due to her being on

path B.

The principle we derive out of the above example is that the start and destina-

tion should represent the major sources and sinks, respectively, of the user's daily

movements. By anchoring the computation of DRS on these sources and sinks,

we intend to compare the user's current movement between his regularly visited
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3 E�cient Training of Sharing-policies on Mobile Devices

locations. To �nd such locations, we collect per-time-slot probabilities πt regarding

the occurrences of di�erent locations from the set V for each of the D time-slots

of the day from the user's data. Using πt, we compute the entropy H(xt) of the

random variable representing user location xt in time-slot t (de�ned similarly as

Eq. 3.3). A low value of entropy indicates a high non-uniformity of the probability

distribution over possible locations in a time-slot t, thus indicating source/sink lo-

cations. Given that we wish to compute DRS at time tu, we search within |kmax|
time-slots on both sides of tu for the ones that minimizes H(xt), in order to get the

start location's time-slot ts and the destination location's time-slot td. Formally,

we determine ts and td as follows.

ts = tu + argmin
∀k∈[−kmax,−1]

H(xt+k) = f(πt+k) (3.6)

td = tu + argmin
∀k∈[1,kmax]

H(xt+k) = f(πt+k) (3.7)

Having determined ts and td, the set of possible start and destination locations,

Vts and Vtd , along with their probabilities are given by πts and πtd , respectively.

Knowing ts and td also allows us to determine the set of intermediate states u =

{uts+1, ..., ut} that are already traversed by the user.

Optimal Population of Path-probability sets Psd|u and Psd|ū
To simplify the following discussion, we select the single most probable start

location s ∈ Vts and similarly a single destination location d ∈ Vtd . For the same
reason, we also ignore the cyclic nature of time-slots, such as their over�ow to 0 as

a result of increments, in our use of the formal notation.

Using the transition matrices At, we can compute the total probability of moving

from any state xts at time-slot ts to any state xtd at time-slot td through all possible

paths as follows.

P (xtd |xts) = axts ,xtd ∈ Atstd where Atstd =

td−1∏
t=ts

At (3.8)

However, computing individual probabilities of all of the paths that make up

P (xtd|xts) is non-trivial. As shown in Fig. 3.4 (a), these paths grow exponentially

as a tree with each hop from s towards d. Precisely speaking, the total number

of paths between s and d are N δt where N = |V | is the number of Markov chain
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Figure 3.4: (a) Exponentially expanding path tree. (b) Trellis diagram of Markov
paths growing backwards from d.

states and δt = td − ts is the length of each path between s and d. Based on the

well-established regularity of human movements [SQBB10], one could argue that

the tree of possible paths may not grow exponentially due to sparsness of the tran-

sition matrices At. However, practical considerations in computation of At, such

as deliberate in-frequent sampling of location for energy-e�ciency on mobile de-

vices or unavailability of position �xes, forces the adoption of parameter smoothing

techniques (e.g., additive smoothing). Hence, typically all entries of matrices At
are non-zero, leading to exponential growth (with δt) of the number of paths and,

therefore, the size of the probability sets Psd|u and Psd|ū as well as their corre-

sponding normalized probability sets P̂sd|u and P̂sd|ū. To e�ciently compute these
probability sets, we take the following steps. We note that if the expansion of possi-

ble paths is limited to those that make up the major probability mass of P̂sd|u and

P̂sd|ū, we can still approximate RPS, and hence DRS, with good accuracy. This

is because RPS computes the expected di�erence between the two probability sets

where contribution of small probabilities in both sets is quadratically minimized

due to their multiplication (see Eq. 3.4).

To elaborate our solution further with an example, Fig. 3.5 (a) shows the prob-

ability distribution over the conditional (blue) and non-conditional (red) paths

between a given s and d. Part (b) of Fig. 3.5 also shows the sorted version of

this distribution. Accordingly, to optimally populate the probability sets Psd|u and

Psd|ū, we explore these paths in descending order of their probabilities. We stop

path exploration when the di�erence in probabilities of the latest explored path and

its predecessor is consistently low, i.e., for a threshold number of explored paths
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Figure 3.5: Probabilities in the set Psd = Psd|u ∪ Psd|ū. The blue and red colors
denote the conditional and the non-conditional paths, respectively.

which de�ne the stopping condition. Thus we do not consider these equal (and typ-

ically low) probability paths, for instance paths {2, 1, 9, 10} onwards in Fig. 3.5 (b),
which may only exist due to parameter smoothing, without signi�cantly harming

our estimate of RPS and, thus, DRS.

Path Exploration Algorithm

For optimal expansion of the path-tree, we perform A* strategy [HNR68] based

node expansion beginning at the start location at time ts, i.e, sts . On expansion of

a path-node at time-slot tn−1, each of its child node ntn is put into a priority queue

along with its weight as given by a function f(ntn). For a subsequent expansion, the

node with the highest weight among those present in the priority queue is chosen.

To ensure that the highest probability paths are explored �rst, the weight func-

tion, f(ntn) = g(sts , ntn) + h(ntn , dtd), sums the two-way path probabilities around

ntn . Precisely speaking, g(sts , ntn) represents the associated path's probability of

traversing from node sts to node ntn which is trivially computed using Eq. 3.2. In

contrast, the heuristic h(ntn , dtd) represents the highest path probability of reaching

the destination node dtd from ntn . If we guarantee that h(ntn , dtd) is never under-

estimated (or is admissible), then node expansion prioritized by f(ntn) e�ectively

leads to the exploration of the highest probability path to dtd �rst. In other words,

if for the weights of two nodes a1 and a2, f(a1) > f(a2), then it is not possible

for a child node of node a2, say a3, that f(a1) < f(a3). Hence prioritizing a1's

expansion between the two nodes is optimal.

To compute h(ntn , dtd) while avoiding its under-estimation, we perform a

backward-expansion beginning from the destination dtd (see Fig. 3.4 (b)). More
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speci�cally, for each backward hop from time-slot t + 1 to t, we record for each

node nt at time-slot t the probability of only the best path reaching it from time-

slot t + 1 based on the Viterbi Algorithm [For73]. Thus e�ectively, we store for

each node nt the value of h(ntn , dtd), i.e., the highest probability path leading to

dtd . For k backward hops where k <= D (a day has D time-slots), the complexity

of computing h(ntd−k, dtd) is O(kN2). Since this computation is not speci�c to a

particular start location s or the intermediate path states u, it can be pre-computed

once for all possible destinations for each of the D time-slots of a day. In our evalu-

ations (cf. Section 5.6), we will also report the time taken by this pre-computation

as well as by our optimized A*-based path exploration on typical mobile devices.

For a single (s, d) pair, we run the above path-exploration algorithm twice, once

for each probability set Psd|ū and Psd|u. For Psd|ū, we populate the set Psd and

then remove any paths passing through all of the intermediate states utu ∈ u.

Note that we make a separate second run of the path-exploration algorithm for

Psd|u as it is possible that the conditional paths have relatively lower probabilities

and are not su�ciently explored during the population of set Psd. Thus, in the

second run, we enforce the tree expansion only to the node utu ∈ u for expansions

from time-slot tu − 1 to tu. Such enforcement in turn requires careful use of the

pre-computed heuristic h(ntn , dtd) for correct computation of the weight function

f(ntn). In general, we guide the path expansion for a node ntn in the path-tree till

the next known node. For instance, if u = {utu}, then the next node can be utu if

tu > tn, or dtd if tn ≥ tu. Hence, for these two cases, we compute the correct value

of the heuristic as either
(
h(ntn , utu) + h(utu , dtd)

)
or h(nt, dtd), respectively.

Expected DRS value

Until now, we have explained the computation of DRS for a single pair of start

and destination locations. As discussed in Section 3.2.3, we determine not one but

a set of possible start and destination locations, d ∈ Vts and d ∈ Vtd , respectively.
Thus the overall DRS(ut) for the current location ut is an expectation as de�ned

below.

DRS(ut) =
∑
s∈Vts

P (s)
∑
d∈Vtd

P (dtd |sts)DRS(ut|(s, d,u)) (3.9)

Here P (s) represents the probability of the start location as per time-slot prob-

abilities πts , and P (dtd|sts) is computed using Eq. 3.8. Both of these probabilities

are also part of the pre-computations that need to be performed only once. Since
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the source and sink locations that form the start and destination locations may

vary on weekday and weekends, we determine two versions of πt, i.e., πwdt and πwet .

Hence, our algorithm can capture the variation of user-routines between weekdays

and weekends by appropriately using πwdt or πwet in determination of P (s).

3.3 A Light-weight Policy-learning Algorithm
As discussed in detail in Section 3.1.5, we want to validate our hypothesis

that high-performance location sharing policies can be trained using a simple

over-�tting-prone learning algorithm over a subset of less noisy training examples

Eθ ⊆ E. Each example ei ∈ Eθ is a tuple (predictors, target class) represent-

ing a location request from a social connection. In this chapter, we limit the

predictors to the tuple (t, w, l), where t is the hour-of-day, w is the day-type (week-

day or weekend), l is the location-ID. Correspondingly, the target class represents

the user-response, i.e., positive (request granted) or negative (denied). We now

brie�y describe a computationally simple approach to learn a basic policy called

the Location-sharing Rules (LR) which is prone to over-�tting the training data.

The training process of LR, as discussed by Benisch et al. [BKSC10], involves

a straight-forward aggregation of the positive (q) and the negative responses (r)

of the user against each unique combination of context-predictors (t, w, l). These

aggregates can be maintained inside a look-up table LTmain for each social group.

To make a sharing decision using LTmain for a location request from a certain

social group, the associated context tuple is used to look-up the aggregates, i.e.,

(|q|, |r|) = LTmain(t, w, l), and the request is granted if score(main) > 0. Here,

score(main) is de�ned as (|q| − c ∗ |r|), where c represents the user-de�ned relative

cost of revealing a private event in contrast to the suppression of a non-private

event.

Note that each row of the look-up table in conjunction with the score function

is seen as a rule. Moreover, presence of even a single positive event for a given

context-tuple in the training data, i.e., |q| = 1 and |r| = 0, leads to the formation

of an additional rule, thus making the LR policy over-�tting prone.

Obviously, the limited number of training examples in the set Eθ may not contain

user-responses regarding each (t, w, l) combination. Thus the LR policy is unable to

answer those unseen requests which were not part of the training data. To overcome

this limitation, we additionally build marginalized lookup-tables, LTt, LTw, and LTl,

of aggregates for the individual context-predictors t, w, and l, respectively, during
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the training phase. Then a request which is unseen in LTmain is granted if the

following condition is satis�ed.

min
(
score(t), score(w), score(l)

)
> 0 (3.10)

If the request is also not found in one of these three marginalized tables, then

the score of that table is left out of the above equation. Hence if a request is also

marginally unseen, it is denied.

3.4 Implementation and Evaluations
In this section, we �rst describe the dataset for our evaluations as well as its

necessary pre-processing steps. Then we present two kinds of results regarding: (1)

The run-time performance of the DRS estimation algorithm on mobile devices and

its intuitive interpretability. (2) Performance comparison between the LR policy

(cf. Section 3.3), that is trained using DRS-based selection of training examples,

and existing machine-learning based policy-learning approaches.

3.4.1 The Dataset and its Pre-processing
For our evaluations, we needed a long duration real-world dataset that not only

captures �ne-grained location information for a number of subjects but also the

information regarding their location-sharing preferences towards their social con-

nections. In particular, we require the concrete events that represent the in-situ

ground-truth about their sharing behavior (share/deny) for several location re-

quests. While several location datasets are openly available, unfortunately none of

them contains the detailed location sharing behavior of subjects to the best of our

knowledge. To overcome this shortcoming, we instead opt for the 9 month long Re-

ality Mining dataset from MIT [EP06], which, apart from location information, also

provides the call logs of its 94 subjects. Thus we use call-log information as a proxy

for the subjects' sharing behaviors, which is well-substantiated by existing research.

For instance, several user-studies a�rm that the frequency of communication be-

tween people (especially phone call based) positively correlates with their mutual

emotional closeness [WW90; RD11; WKC+11]. In turn emotional closeness has

been found to be the best indicator of willingness to share personal information,

including location data, in online social networks [WKC+11]. Based on these re-

sults, we process the call-logs of the dataset subjects to determine their willingness

to share information with their contacts, in order to represent their ground-truth
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sharing behavior. Apart from the frequency of communication, we also take into

account other factors to determine users' sharing behaviors such as the time of

calls and their direction (incoming/outgoing), as discussed in [WKC+11], as well

as call-duration.

Before describing the pre-processing of call-logs in more detail, we emphasize

that the inferred location-sharing ground-truth behavior does not a�ect our results

as we provide a comparison between di�erent algorithms on this same data to

demonstrate our contribution.

Inferring Sharing-behavior from Call-logs

For each call in the subjects' call-logs, the dataset provides its time, duration,

direction (missed/incoming/outgoing), and the hash of the other person's number.

We classify each call event as either a positive (share) or a negative (deny) sharing

event with the other calling person, or their social connection (SC). To this end,

we �rst infer the relative willingness, denoted ω(sci|SC) with value range [0, 1],

of the subject to share his location with a particular connection sci out of all his

social connections SC as being proportional to the following features: (1) mutual

calling frequency, (2) proportion of outgoing to incoming calls with sci, (3) mean

call-duration with sci, (4) total number of mutual calls.

Furthermore, we also decide a per-call positivity score, denoted ζ(cj |Csci) with

value range [0, 1], for each call cj ∈ Csci associated with the social connection sci
based on proportionality with: (1) the relative duration, and (2) the hour-of-day

based probability, of call ci compared to the other calls in Csci .

The overall positivity score associated with a call cj from sci is then given by the

product ρ(cj) = ζ(cj |Csci) · ω(sci|SC). Finally, we set the top γ percent of each

subject's calls, according to the positivity score ρ(cj), as his positive sharing events.

Here γ denotes the openness of the subject towards others and is estimated as the

proportion of his overall outgoing calls irrespective of the SCs. The remaining calls

are set as negative events. On average, we identi�ed 70 % calls as positive sharing

events.

Inferring Social Groups

For each subject, we identify a limited set, typically 2− 3, of their social groups

to simplify the complexity of policy de�nition. We achieve this by �rst clustering

each subject's calls into k groups (we try di�erent values of k for each subject).

Speci�cally, we use k-means clustering to group the calls based on their tempo-
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Figure 3.6: Time-slotted days of a subject. Each time-slot shows a uniquely col-
ored location-ID. A sharp overall change of colors after day 80 marks a
relocation.

ral features (time-of-day and weekday-or-weekend) and the subject's willingness

to share information with the other participant ω(sci|SC), as determined above.

Then, each social connection sci is assigned to that particular call group-ID, or

social group-ID, to which most of his calls belong.

Location-data Pre-processing

Location information is represented by the frequent time-stamped transitions

between cell-towers, each with unique ID, that are sensed by the mobile devices.

Using this data, we identify various high level locations visited by the subjects. We

also �lter out subjects who, on average for a single day, have less than 3 location

visits or less than a single call event, or they have a data recording duration of less

than 1 month. For the remaining 68 subjects, we map their location visits to the

underlying hourly time-slots of the day (D = 24). Visualizing plots of time-slotted

days, as shown in Fig. 3.6, hinted one or more re-locations for a number of subjects.

For a fair evaluation of sharing policy performance, we keep the largest contigu-

ous portion of each subject's data that belonged to a single region involving no

relocation. This operation leaves us with, on average for a single subject, 21 unique

locations and 651 calls (22 hours of calling time) over 66 days of data. Figure 3.6

also highlights the fact that our dataset exhibited signi�cant amounts of missing lo-

cation data, thus necessitating the use of parameter smoothing techniques, e.g., for

estimating transition matrices At. For computing At from the time-slotted location

data, we use maximum likelihood estimation as described in detail in Chapter 4

(Section 4.3.3, Eq. 4.6).
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Training and Test Dataset

In both types of evaluations that follow, namely, regarding DRS estimation and

sharing policy learning, we use the initial 40 % of the total call data for each sub-

ject, and its associated time-slotted location information, as the training set. The

remaining data is set apart for testing the trained algorithms. For DRS computa-

tion, we �x the vector of intermediate states to the current location, i.e., u = {ut}.
Doing so allows us to judge the DRS value at ut independently of the DRS val-

ues at previous trajectory locations. Note that this setting does not represent an

advantage for our algorithm in terms of performance as it actually has to explore

more paths (is less constrained) in computing Psd|u.

3.4.2 Results for DRS
We �rst present the performance and the quality-related results for the estimated

DRS signal.

Performance on Mobile Devices

To test the performance of our algorithm, we use a Samsung Galaxy S5 smart-

phone (Quadcore 2.5 GHz CPU, 2GB RAM). We divide the overall computation of

the DRS signal into a pre-computation and an online phase. In the former, a one-

time computation of the following is performed at the end of the training period:

(1) At and πt, (2) P (xtd |xts) from Eq. 3.8 for all possible (xts , xtd) pairs, and (3)

the heuristic for A* path-search h(ntd−k, dtd) for all possible dtd and k ≤ D. In the

later online stage, we compute the expected DRS value (see Eq. 3.9) for all (s, d)

pairs for a given current location ut, the one with maximum temporal-in�uence in

the current time-slot, using our optimized path-tree exploration. Figure 3.7 in part

(a) shows the run-time results of a single-threaded implementation on the mobile

device for the selected subjects in our dataset. Even for the relatively expensive

pre-computations, the median value of the run-time is below 1.5 seconds as shown

on the left in this �gure. Moreover, the average time for the online computation of

DRS has a median value of around 100 milli -seconds. The variations in the run-

time for pre-computations depend on the size of the training data (time-slotted

days) and the number of unique locations (states) whereas the online computations

are mainly a�ected by the number of possible (s, d) pairs for the location ut. In

a more detailed implementation, these times can be further improved by caching

and re-using computed values of DRS for the unique (s, d,u) tuples. In general

however, we can reasonably say that our algorithm estimates DRS in real-time.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Run-time performance results for our DRS estimation algorithm. (b)
DRS vs. number of visits to di�erent locations. (c) DRS vs. duration
of visit to di�erent locations.

We also emphasize here that, apart from the selection of high quality training

examples Eθ for policy learning (cf. Section 3.1.5), the above computations can

also be reused to serve other applications. For example, the estimated DRS values

can also enable di�erent context-aware services such as movement-novelty based

automatic location updates for family safety applications. Similarly, the computed

Markov transition matrices At are also useful for location prediction and its derived

services such as active reminders.

Quality of Routine Signal

To access the quality of the estimated DRS signal, we �rst provide, in Fig. 3.7 (b)

and (c) respectively, the density plots of DRS values for di�erent locations against

the visit counts of the subjects to these locations and their staying-durations. In

general, it is evident that the locations with higher visit counts or higher staying

durations, which should typically represent routine locations, are indeed associable

with lower values of DRS (representing higher routine-strength).

To further evaluate the intuitive value of the estimated DRS signal, Fig. 3.8 (a)

visualizes a part of the complete time-slotted location data (on the left) of a single

subject alongside the corresponding color-gradient plot of the estimated DRS values

(on the right). For further ease in analyzing the variation in routine behavior, we

separately plot the data for weekdays of this subject in the upper part of the �gure

and the weekend-days in the lower part. Moreover, for the DRS values, the colors

vary between dark green, for strong routine behavior (or DRS = 0), and bright

red, for strong out-of-routine behavior (or DRS = 1).

From the complete data of this particular subject, we could infer that location
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Figure 3.8: (a) Side-by-side comparison of time-slotted location data and the esti-
mated DRS values for a single subject. The DRS values vary between
strong routine (dark green color) and strong out-of-routine movements
(bright red color) (b) Plots of estimated DRS values for three di�erent
subjects, labeled with their corresponding home and work location-IDs.
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ID 18 was his home location and location ID 21 was his dominant work location.

Looking closely at the DRS estimates in Fig. 3.8 (a), we can deduce that our

algorithm can detect the out-of-routine behavior of the subject being at home

during weekdays, as marked by 1 . Notably for this case, the DRS values gradually

indicate a stronger deviation from routine behavior near the middle of the day

(brighter red color) due to the otherwise strong work routine during this time.

On weekends however, staying at home (ID 18) is intuitively considered routine

behavior for this subject indicated by dark green color. Naturally, our algorithm

also detects visits to previously unseen locations as strong out-of-routine behavior,

e.g., location ID 25 as marked by 2 on the �gure. This is realized by adding a

pseudo state in the Markov chain of the subjects which has a non-zero probability

of being visited due to the application of additive smoothing.

Similarly, part (b) of Fig. 3.7 plots the estimated DRS values for three other

subjects in the dataset, while also providing their inferred home and work location-

IDs. Here again, it is easy to see the intuitive trends in variation of routine strength

within individual days (e.g., strong day-time work routine) and across weekdays and

weekends (e.g., dominantly home-staying routine on weekends).

3.4.3 DRS and Information Sharing Policies

Before presenting the policy performance results, we �rst discuss the considered

performance metrics and then describe the details regarding the compared machine-

learning algorithms.

Utility and Privacy Metrics

For any trained sharing policy, its performance is typically evaluated in actual

usage by means of three well-known metrics, namely, under-sharing, over-sharing,

and accuracy.

Under-sharing captures the proportion of unduly suppressed events that the user

actually wanted to share, i.e., false negatives. Thus under-sharing measures the

utility-loss of a sharing policy. In contrast, the over-sharing metric represents the

privacy-loss, which is de�ned as the proportion of privacy-sensitive events that are

erroneously shared, i.e., false positives. Naturally, an optimal sharing policy should

minimize both of these metrics. For readability, we refer to the under- and over-

sharing metrics as utility- and privacy-losses, respectively, for the rest of this chap-

ter. Finally, the accuracy of a sharing policy evaluates all of its decisions into a
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single measure and is de�ned as follows:

Accuracy =
|TP |+ |TN |

|TP |+ |TN |+ |FP |+ |FN |
(3.11)

where TP and FP represent true and false positives, and TN and FN represent

true and false negatives, respectively.

Compared Policy Learning Algorithms

To enable performance comparison, we train three di�erent algorithms that

have been employed for policy learning in existing literature [BHA+16; BBAH12;

BKSC10], namely, Support Vector Machines with RBF kernel (SVMs), Naive-Bayes

classi�er (NB), and Location-sharing Rules (LR). For SVMs and NB classi�ers, we

use 5-fold cross validation to select the best parameters. In contrast, the LR classi-

�er, as elaborated in Section 3.3, is a simplistic, parameter-free algorithm and thus

does not require model selection.

Particularly, for RBF the kernel SVMs, we try 10 di�erent values for both of

its parameters (C and γ) in the interval [10e− 3, 10e3], resulting in a total of 100

possible models. For NB classi�er, we try out 10 di�erent values of the smooth-

ing parameter in the interval [0, 2] for learning the conditional distributions of the

features given the classes. Considering the a�ect of 5-fold cross-validation (cf.

Section 3.1.4), the policy-learning phase involves a total of 550 model-training op-

erations per subject (m ∗ k = (100× SVM+ 10×NB) ∗ 5). In general, this number

could grow further if other algorithms such as various types of decision trees are

also considered for model selection or if a more �ne-grained search of the best pa-

rameters is performed, thus causing an infeasible increase in the computational

requirements for model selection on mobile devices.

In order to avoid bias in learning due to class imbalance (70 % positive and 30 %

negative sharing events in our case), we setup the three learning algorithms to be

cost-sensitive, i.e., the positive and negative events can be weighted di�erently.

This also allows us to conduct di�erent experiments with varying values of c, i.e.,

the relative cost/sensitivity of the private event. For SVMs, the cost-sensitivity

is implemented by appropriately setting the class-weight parameter. For NB, the

prior class probabilities are appropriately adjusted. Finally, for LR, the c value

is directly used as part of the score function as discussed in Section 3.3. During

model selection, we pick those SVM and NB models which yield the best accuracy,

where the de�nition of accuracy is modi�ed to include the a�ect of c by replacing
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|FP | in denominator of Eq. 3.11 by (c ∗ |FP |).
We will present results for two values of c.

1. c = 1: the privacy loss per FP decision is considered equal to the utility loss

per FN decision.

2. c = 1000: privacy loss per FP decision is considered 1000 times more costly.

3.4.4 Policy-performance Results
Recall that in order to select the set of high quality training examples Eθ (cf. Sec-

tion 3.1.5) for policy learning, the noise-con�dence ηi associated with each ei ∈ Eθ
must satisfy ηi < θ. Also recall that we assume ηi = DRS(ei), thus implying that

the training examples with higher DRS values (stronger out-of-routine behavior)

are deemed more noisy.

For the case with c = 1, Fig. 3.9 presents the policy performance results for

all subjects. Here, the three rows of plots correspond to results related to the

utility-loss, the privacy-loss, and the accuracy metrics, respectively. As labeled on

the �gure, the �rst and the second columns of these plots show the training and

the test performances of the three classi�ers. The third column summarizes the

di�erence in performance between the test and the training data. Ideally, if over-

�tting is avoided, this di�erence for all three metrics should be zero, implying that

the learned policy generalizes well in actual usage. For each of these plots, we vary

the value of θ on the x-axis from 1 down to 0.1 thus selecting increasingly in-routine

training examples in Eθ. Also, we compare the performance of the LR classi�er

trained for the di�erent values of θ with the performance of the best SVM and NB

models for θ = 1, i.e., over the full training set (Eθ = E).

Beginning with the test-performance (middle column), we observe that for the

full training data (θ = 1), the three classi�ers have varying performance. Consid-

ering utility-loss �rst, the SVM classi�er performs the best with a median value of

23 % whereas the NB classi�er performs the worst with a median of 38 %. Regard-

ing privacy-loss, the SVM and NB classi�ers achieve median values of 11 % and

6 %, respectively. The relatively higher value of privacy-loss for the SVM classi�er

is explained by its signi�cantly lower values of utility-loss. In contrast, the LR clas-

si�er, while causing higher utility-loss (median of 31 %) than the SVM classi�er,

also yields the worst results for privacy-loss (median value of 16 %).

This poor performance for the LR classi�er for θ = 1 is caused due to over-�tting,

which is evident by the correspondingly high test-to-train median performance dif-
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Figure 3.9: Policy Performance results for c = 1. Column 1: training data, column
2: the test data, column 3: performance di�erence. Each row accounts
for di�erent performance metrics.

ferences of 20 %, 10 %, and 17 % for the utility-loss, the privacy-loss, and the ac-

curacy metrics, respectively, as shown in third column of Fig. 3.9. However, as θ

is gradually decreased from 1 to 0.3, the median value of privacy-loss for LR in

the test-set reduces from 16 % to 9 %, without increasing utility-loss. Moreover, the

third column also shows that at θ = 0.3, the test and train median performance for

all the three metrics di�er minimally, thus indicating better generalization. Reduc-

ing θ beyond 0.3 causes further decrease of the median privacy-loss percentage for

the LR policy, though this advantages comes at the cost of increased utility-loss.

However, in general, these results strongly substantiate our hypothesis that train-

ing examples sampled from strong routine behavior lead to better generalization
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Figure 3.10: Policy Performance results for c = 1000. Column 1: test performance,
column 2: test-to-train performance di�erence.

of the over-�tting prone LR policy and to a performance comparable to that of

the cross-validation-enabled, complex machine learning models. For instance, at

θ = 0.3, the performance of the LR classi�er is comparable to that of the SVM

classi�er at θ = 1 for all the three metrics, where as at θ = 0.2, its performance

similarly compares to that of the NB classi�er.

In Fig. 3.10, we present the test performance (left) and the test-train

performance-di�erence (right) for the three classi�ers when c = 1000. Doing so
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biases the three policy learning algorithms to minimize privacy-loss at the expense

of increased utility-loss. Accordingly, the SVM and the NB classi�ers cause almost

no privacy-loss in the test-set (see θ = 1), though the NB classi�er achieves this at

a signi�cantly higher utility-loss values with a median of 95 %.

As for the LR classi�er, the same trend of decrease in privacy-loss with lowering

values of θ is observed. For instance, at θ = 0.3, the median value of privacy-loss

for the classi�er reaches 4 %, with a median utility-loss of 47 % compared to that

of 50 % for the SVM classi�er at θ = 1. Further lowering θ to 0.1 also enables a

median privacy-loss of 0 % for the LR classi�er, although at higher median utility-

loss of 71 %. We will shortly present further results regarding this increased utility

loss.

Note that in Fig. 3.10, we also plot the performance of SVM and NB classi�ers

for θ < 1 alongside the values for the LR classi�er. It is noticeable that for low

values of θ, e.g., ≤ 0.2, the SVM classi�er causes higher utility-loss than LR for

approximately the same amount of privacy-loss. This also re�ects in the median

accuracy values of the LR classi�er, which are the highest in this range of θ values.

We take this result as a con�rmation that highly in-routine training examples con-

tain reliable information regarding the actual sharing behavior of users and hence

over-�tting them actually improves policy performance. Since the LR classi�er is

prone to over-�tting in contrast to the cross-validation enabled SVM classi�er, it

yields a lower utility loss with comparable privacy-loss for θ < 0.2.

Results for Variable Selection of θ per Subject

In both of the above experiments (with c = 1 and c = 1000), we noted the

consistent result that privacy-loss for the LR classi�er decreased with lowering

values of θ from 1 to 0.3, without causing any visible increase in the utility-loss.

Beyond θ = 0.3 however, the decrease in privacy-loss came with signi�cant increase

in utility-loss. The main reason for this outcome was found to be the lack of

enough training examples for some of the subjects. For a clearer analysis of LR

classi�er's performance for strongly in-routine training examples, we performed

another experiment by selecting di�erent values of θ for each subject such that at

least a decent proportion of the training examples was included in Eθ.

Particularly, for any given subject, we initially determine the value of θ, denoted

θ10, which allowed the inclusion of the 10 percent most in-routine training examples

in Eθ. Next, we set θ = θ10 if θ10 ∈ [0.1, 0.3]. Otherwise, θ is snapped to the

nearest of boundary of this interval. In contrast to a �xed value of θ = 0.1 for all
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Figure 3.11: LR policy performance results with �exible selection of θ for data sub-
jects.

subjects, this methodology attempts to include more in-routine training examples

in Eθ (bounded by θ ≤ 0.3) for those subjects who have θ10 > 0.1.

In Fig. 3.11, we present the performance of the LR policy for c = 1000 when

θ is selected according to the above de�ned methodology. Note that apart from

the utility-loss, privacy-loss, and the accuracy metrics, the �gure also plots the

distribution of the proportion of training examples in Eθ for the subjects. As

expected, the median number of examples is 10 %. If we compare these results with

the ones at θ = 0.1 in Fig. 3.10, we observe a signi�cant improvement in the LR

policy's performance with slight increase in the median privacy-loss (from 0 % to

2 %). Particularly, the median utility-loss decreases remarkably by approximately

21 % (from 71 % to 50 %). This in turn shows a signi�cant increase in the median

accuracy of the LR policy by approximately 13 % (from 49 % to 62 %), making it

comparable to the SVM classi�ers accuracy of 65 % at θ = 1. Thus �exible selection

of θ, that ensures the inclusion of a small percentage of strongly in-routine samples

in Eθ, does o�er a simple and e�ective way of learning high-performance location

sharing policies.

3.4.5 Pros and Cons of the DRS-aware LR Policy Learning

Based on the above evaluation results, we now discuss the drawbacks and ad-

vantages of using the LR classi�er in conjunction with the DRS information for

learning location-sharing policies.
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From the policy-performance perspective, we have seen that the LR classi�er

can indeed perform comparably to complex classi�ers such as the SVMs, when it

is trained using increasingly in-routine examples. The only drawback visible from

the above results is the slightly higher privacy-loss (by 2 %) for the LR classi�er,

when it is highly undesired, i.e., c = 1000. This drawback can be attributed to the

algorithmic simplicity underlying the LR classi�er (look-up tables), which in turn

represents reduced computational complexity of training the sharing policies. In

contrast, recall that we trained 500 SVM and 50 NB models for each subject for

model selection.

It is also noticeable from our results that, even for the SVM or the NB classi�ers,

a 0 % privacy-loss may be achieved at di�erent values of c for di�erent subjects.

Moreover, unnecessarily high values of c may cause unwanted utility-loss such as

that for the NB classi�er when c = 1000. Thus in a real training scenario, a user

may have to try a few values of c before being satis�ed with the estimated policy

performance. Such interactive training imposes an even stricter requirement on

the response-time of the training process for practical usability. Note that trying

out di�erent values of c for typical machine-learning classi�cation algorithms, e.g.,

SVMs using their class-weight parameter, requires their complete retraining, which

translates to complete re-executions of the costly model selection procedure. In

contrast, the LR classi�er can e�ciently adjust to changes in c since the underlying

look-up tables remain unchanged. The value of c is only used to compute the score

function during decision making (cf. Section 3.3). Hence the performance of the

LR classi�er for di�erent values of c may be e�ciently estimated on the training

data.

Finally, by selecting more in-routine training examples for policy training, we de-

�ne a systematic methodology for collecting training data. As shown in Fig. 3.11,

the actual number of training examples in Eθ for learning the LR-based high-

performance policies can be as low as 10 % of that in the full training-set E. Thus

if a-priori estimation of policy-performance, which requires training examples over

the full spectrum of user-movements (routine or non-routine), is not deemed im-

portant, then an LR-based policy may be learned over a relatively small number

of strongly in-routine training examples. As is demonstrated by our evaluation

results, such strongly in-routine training examples likely lead to high-performance

location sharing policies. In other words, the number of in-situ questions posed to

the users for collecting their policy-training data can be signi�cantly lowered, thus
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reducing the amount of the required, manual user-input.

We also note that the set of in-routine training examples can also be used to

bootstrap active-learning based policy-learning approaches [BHA+16]. While these

approaches incrementally improve their performance over time by asking for user-

input for �di�cult� location requests, they initially need a basic dataset to become

functional, which could be provided based on DRS-aware sampling.

3.5 Related Work
In the following, we discuss two categories of existing works that relate to our

contributions in this chapter, namely, routine behavior detection and privacy-

preserving sharing decisions.

3.5.1 Human routine behavior and predictability

Initial works attempted to extract routine patterns from mobility data [FGP08;

EP09]. At a course level, patterns in daily routine behavior, such as leaving for

work in the morning, were identi�ed by Katayoun and Gatica-Perez [FGP08] using

latent topic models (LDA) from collective mobility data of users in the Reality

Mining dataset [EP06]. Eagle and Pentland [EP09] used principal component anal-

ysis for identifying the eigen routine movement patterns for individual users in the

same dataset. Although, the routine patterns discovered by these approaches can

be used to infer typical storlyines underlying user movements as well as for mobil-

ity prediction, they do not directly capture deviations of users from their routine

behavior or the level of their predictability.

A more direct study in this regard was reported by Song et al. [SQBB10] in which

they formulate the upper and lower bounds on the overall predictability of an in-

dividual's movements based on Shannon's entropy in their historical movements.

Since this overall measure lacked detail, McInerney et al. [MSRJ13] proposed a

�ne-grained measure to estimate the momentary value of entropy or unpredictabil-

ity given the current user location, and so termed it as the Instantaneous entropy.

This measure is based on Lempel-Ziv entropy estimators for time-series data and

functions by computing the novelty in the recent sequence of visited locations with

respect to the historical movement sequences. By ignoring temporal information as-

sociated with the movement sequences however, instantaneous entropy is unable to

capture deviations in routine represented by temporal shifts in events, such as late

arrival at work location, which may a�ect information sharing behavior of users.
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Similarly, the e�ect of discontinuities in data (e.g., due to the unavailability of lo-

cation information) on this measure is not explored. Nevertheless, the authors also

propose a Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) approach, similar to [EQC09], that

additionally considers time and weekday information to estimate the strength of

routine. The disadvantage of using DBNs, as stated by McInerney et al. [MSRJ13],

is the high computational cost of training user models (in their case using the

Expectation Maximization algorithm) on resource-constrained mobile devices. We

address this limitation by proposing a computationally e�cient routine estimation

algorithm that considers both, the spatial and the temporal aspects of user move-

ments.

3.5.2 Privacy-preserving Information Sharing Decisions

In an e�ort to understand the reasoning behind location sharing decisions of users,

various user studies have concluded that the person, social group, or the application

that generates the location request represents the most important attribute a�ect-

ing the sharing decision [PL05; CSM+05]. The study by Toch et al. [TCD+10]

suggests that users feel varying levels of comfort while sharing di�erent types of

locations. In particular, they found that privacy sensitive locations (e.g., home)

are typically those that have low entropy in terms of the unique visitors and their

corresponding visiting frequencies.

Signi�cant research has also been invested into learning of sharing policies as a set

of context-based rules [SHC+09; RBKS09; BKSC10]. Sadeh et al. [SHC+09] and

Bigwood et al. [BBAH12] additionally show that various machine-learning based

models can be used to learn detailed sharing policies leading to higher policy accu-

racies. Fang and Lefevre [FL10] have proposed a privacy wizard that uses active-

learning to incrementally learn users' sharing preferences by querying for their

sharing behavior with the most �informative� friends. User behavior with these

informative friends is then generalized to other social connections based on a de-

tailed friendship graph, thus minimizing the user burden of manually elaborating

privacy preferences with all of the social connections. A di�erent approach that

does not rely on the availability of a friendship graph was proposed by Bilogrevic

et al. [BHA+16]. They use active-learning for re�ning sharing policies that are

trained over a small number of training examples. Speci�cally, they ask the user to

make those decisions where the model's prediction has high uncertainty. Moreover,

they use cost-sensitive classi�ers that can be tuned to be more sensitive to incor-
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rect sharing privacy-sensitive information than incorrect suppression of non-privacy

threatening information.

Our work fundamentally di�ers from the above machine-learning based ap-

proaches in the additional use of user-mobility based DRS signal. We contribute or-

thogonally to these approaches by helping simplify the otherwise compute-intensive

model selection procedure which makes these approaches more viable on resource-

constrained mobile devices.

3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed a novel algorithm for e�ciently determining

a user-mobility-based signal, namely, the dynamic strength of movement routine

(DRS), on resource-constrained mobile devices. We not only demonstrated its

e�cient performance, we also showed that the estimated DRS signal can be used

to improve the learning of location-sharing policies for social network users who

want to automate the process of privacy-preserving information sharing with their

online contacts. In particular, we showed that high-performance location-sharing

policies, that exhibit low privacy and utility losses, can be learned e�ciently using

computationally simple algorithms on mobile devices. To achieve this, we improve

training data quality by �ltering out noisy training examples using the DRS signal.

Overall, our results increase the usability of location-sharing policies on mobile

devices.
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Chapter 4
Mobility Prediction and Privacy-attacks

In this chapter, we describe our second contribution regarding device-centric

privacy-preserving mechanisms. More speci�cally, we investigate the weaknesses

of existing (device-centric) location obfuscation mechanisms against attacks that

rely on mobility prediction algorithms. Such algorithms can be trained on his-

torically published location information that may be incrementally gathered by a

potential attacker over time. Hence, in this chapter, we provide algorithms that

model this privacy-threat and evaluate them so as to quantify their e�ectiveness as

a tool for privacy-attacks. By performing our evaluations on real-world data, our

work highlights the realistic nature of the posed privacy-threat and, hence, points

to an important gap in semantic location privacy research.

Recall that in Chapter 2, Section 2.4, we noted that only a few existing lo-

cation obfuscation algorithms (e.g., [TST+14; XX15]) can avoid location-history

based attacks. Moreover, these algorithms use geographic location perturbation

as the privacy-mechanism and do not take into account the privacy-considerations

regarding the semantic aspect of location information, i.e., the types of place, e.g.,

a bar, that is inherently coupled with it. Since such semantic information can help

to meaningfully describe user movements and is easily accessible using online map

services, it can make location data highly privacy-sensitive (as also motivated in

Chapter 1, Section 1.1). In this regard, various semantic obfuscation algorithms

have been proposed to prevent the disclosure of user-visits to privacy-sensitive se-

mantic locations, e.g., hospitals or churches, by means of spatial cloaking [XKP09;

DBS10; LOYK11; YDAS12]. To achieve this, the underlying semantic cloaking

mechanism, or the SCM, generates and publishes the so called Cloaking Regions

(CRs) instead of the precise location information. In particular, the SCM ensures
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that the CR is l-diverse, i.e., it subsumes l ≥ 2 semantically di�erent locations

inside the obfuscation region (l − 1 cover locations plus the actual location). For

example, with l = 3, the CR published for visiting a bar may also contain a nearby

restaurant as well as a grocery store. Thus, an attacker is unable to trivially de-

termine the semantics of the user-visit. For selecting the l − 1 cover (semantic)

locations, existing works [DBS10; LOYK11; YDAS12] propose various algorithms

that are designed to be robust against additional background knowledge of the at-

tackers including map-based venue information, statistical spatial distribution of

users, and popular visiting times of various semantic locations.

However, unlike location perturbation approaches, the existing SCMs ignore the

possibility of privacy-attacks that are based on location history information. Obvi-

ously, this possibility is highly likely as attackers take various roles in the setting of

online location sharing (e.g., an online social contact, a GSN provider, or any other

location-based service provider in general) and may posses location information

previously shared with them by the users.

Therefore, we show in this chapter that, by exploiting users' location histories,

attackers can indeed de-obfuscate privacy-sensitive user visits that are protected

using existing SCMs. Note that in the wider context of data de-anonymization,

successful attacks on protected data are generally only possible due to the avail-

ability of additional public information (e.g., external datasets). In stark contrast

however, the attacks that we design in this chapter require no external datasets

and are also e�ective when only the obfuscated location history information, which

is released gradually over time by existing SCMs, is available. In more detail, we

contribute to the state of the art in the following ways:

• We critically analyze the construction of the existing SCMs and discuss their

design limitations.

• We design a novel semantic mobility model to predict user movements along

the location-semantics dimension using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs).

• We handle the non-trivial training of HMMs from location history information

by de�ning algorithms to �exibly take advantage of both, the obfuscated and

the non-obfuscated visits, of the user. We also ensure that the training process

can accommodate non-periodic location updates in the history information

as well as temporal discontinuities.
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• We demonstrate, in concrete steps, the success of our attacks on real-world

movement traces of 278 users in the form of their location check-in histories.

• Finally, we analyze the success of our attacks and discuss possible improve-

ments for the design of SCMs that are robust against location history infor-

mation attacks.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we discuss the

existing SCMs and analyze them critically. In Section 4.2, we present the extended

system model as well as the problem statement. We explain algorithms that enable

our mobility-prediction based attack in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we present

the detailed evaluations of the attack. Finally, we discuss the related work in

Section 4.6, before concluding in Section 4.7.

4.1 Semantic Cloaking Mechanisms: Background

and Critical Analysis
In this section, we discuss the construction of existing semantic cloaking mecha-

nisms (SCMs) [XKP09; DBS10; LOYK11; YDAS12]. We also point out the design-

limitations of these SCMs that make them vulnerable to attacks. Note that this

discussion represents an extended detail particular to SCMs which was not elabo-

rated in Chapter 2 where we highlighted the more general drawbacks of privacy-

preserving mechanisms for GSNs

4.1.1 Overview
On a super�cial level, the basic property of cloaking regions (CRs) generated

by all existing SCMs is the same, i.e., they include l ≥ 2 semantically di�erent

locations from the �nite set S of all possible semantic location types such as hospital,

restaurant, home, etc. As an example, Fig. 4.1 shows two CRs with l-diversity

values of 4 and 2. Generating a CR with incrementally higher values of l equates

to monotonic addition of more confusion about the actual user (semantic) location

for the attacker, and therefore, increases user privacy. However, this increased

privacy comes at the cost of decreased utility of the CR, i.e., its meaningfulness

in informing about the users' actual semantic location is proportionally reduced.

Therefore, in general, the choice of the value of l is bounded on the upper end

by users' minimum utility requirements and on the lower end by their minimum

privacy demands.
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Figure 4.1: Two CRs with di�erent l-diversity values. (a) a CR with l = 4. (b) a
CR with l = 2 due to multiple occurrences of venues of type restaurant.

For the generation of a CR, every SCM guarantees privacy according to a speci�c

attack metric, which we represent as a function, fatt(CR). For example, fatt(CR)

may represent the probability with which an attacker can �nd out the correct

semantic label for the actual user location (visited venue) inside the CR. Thus, for

this example, the SCM may ensure user privacy by bounding fatt(CR) to under a

user-de�ned privacy threshold θpriv.

4.1.2 Existing SCMs and their limitations
The initial l-diversity based approach proposed in [XKP09] assumes fatt(CR) =

1/l. Note that this de�nition of fatt(CR) treats every semantic location equally

in terms of the amount of confusion it generates for the attacker. As this may

not be true, advanced mechanisms consider additional information about semantic

locations. In [LOYK11], the authors de�ne fatt(CR) in the sense of information

gain for the attacker as the distance between the probability distribution of semantic

locations inside the CR and their distribution inside the surrounding region, e.g.,

the full city. Hence, di�erent semantic locations e�ectively get weighted di�erently

according to their probabilities in the two distributions.

However, the above works assume that an attacker cannot associate together

multiple location updates reported by a single user. Moreover, they do not allow

personalization in generation of CRs, i.e., the same CRs are generated for every

user for the same locations. Since the more general SCMs proposed in [DBS10;

YDAS12] address these issues, we now discuss them in more detail.

The General SCMs [DBS10; YDAS12]

These SCMs protect a user-de�ned set L ⊂ S of sensitive semantic locations, e.g.,

hospitals, churches, etc., while separately de�ning the privacy threshold θpriv (also

called sensitivity) for each sensitive location. By only focusing on the sensitive
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Figure 4.2: Location update algorithm used by SCMpop

set of locations, these SCMs can potentially avoid high utility loss by selective

obfuscation of user trips according to the particular user's sensitivities for di�erent

locations (personalization).

CR Generation. The general CR generation algorithm for these SCMs ensures

that the probability of user presence in a sensitive location si ∈ L inside the CR,

represented by fatt(CR), is lower than θsipriv. Thus even though the attacker knows

the set L, he may be unable to detect when a location si ∈ L is visited by the user.

To estimate the probability of user presence in di�erent semantic locations, this

algorithm exploits the statistical popularities of these locations among the user

population. Formally, the attack metric is de�ned as follows.

fatt(CRsi) =
prsi∑

∀sj∈CR prsj
(4.1)

where prsi is the popularity of the sensitive location si that is present within this CR

(only one sensitive location per CR). The CR expands out from si to incrementally

include nearby locations until the condition fatt(CRsi) ≤ θsipriv is satis�ed. By

�xing the start of this expansion from the sensitive location si, the CR generation

algorithm provides an important privacy guarantee, i.e., CRs are generated without

any dependence on the user's location inside the CR. In other words, the CR

generation algorithm leaks no information about the actual user location.

For future reference, we will call this approach popularity-based semantic cloaking

or SCMpop in short.

Location Updates. To perform location updates, the fundamental question to

answer is when to generate a CR? A naive update algorithm may be to generate

a CR only when the user visits a sensitive location. However, if an attacker knows

the update algorithm as well as the user's set of sensitive locations L, he may
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easily conclude on observing a CR that the user has visited one of his sensitive

locations. To avoid this privacy breach, SCMpop performs location updates in

a two-stage process as shown in Fig. 4.2. In the �rst stage, all possible CRs are

generated in an o�ine fashion for each occurrence of users' sensitive locations si ∈ L
over the city-map according to their user-de�ned sensitivities. This map with CRs

is available to the SCMpop algorithm to perform real-time location updates (the

second stage) in the following way. The algorithm checks whether the current

location of the user falls within a CR, i.e., within any venue, not necessarily the

sensitive one, that is part of a CR. If so, it publishes the particular CR. Otherwise,

it publishes the actual location. Hence, if a CR is observed, an attacker with no

additional knowledge cannot tell whether the sensitive location was visited or not.

In more formal terms, SCMpop adopts the fundamental property of di�erentially

privacy [Dwo06] for individual CRs, i.e., the output of the privacy mechanisms

(SCMpop) is very similar (in this case, the exactly same CR) for private and non-

private data (sensitive or non-sensitive visit).

The above location update algorithm can additionally avoid attacks based on

the last reported geo-location. More precisely, it ensures that all venues inside the

currently published CR are reachable from the last reported user location with a

reasonable movement velocity [GDSB09].

Limitations of SCMpop

As pointed out earlier, an important limitation of SCMpop (as well as other SCMs

in general) is that it assumes that the attacker does not possess users' location

history information. Moreover, since SCMpop only focuses on reducing relative

popularity of si inside the CR (see Eq. 4.1), it does not forbid multiple venues of

the same semantic type to act as cover locations thus providing no direct control to

the users over the l-diversity of the generated CRs apart from the assurance that

l ≥ 2. To illustrate this case with an example, Fig. 4.1 shows two CRs generated

by SCMpop for two di�erently located hospitals (the sensitive location). Due to

the di�erent distribution of nearby locations for the two hospitals, the resulting

l-diversities of these two CRs di�er (l = 4 & 2 for CR1 and CR2, respectively)

although both the CRs satisfy the privacy requirement fatt(CR) ≤ θpriv. Thus if

an attacker possesses additional background knowledge, he may �nd it easier to

de-obfuscate the 2-diversity CR generated by SCMpop. In such cases, the basic l-

diversity approach with a �xed value of l, e.g., l = 4, will ensure higher privacy for

the user (by trading utility due to bigger CR size) than SCMpop by always ensuring
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a minimum of 4 di�erent semantic locations inside each CR independently of the

distribution of nearby locations.

Hence, for our attacks in this chapter, we propose an improved version of SCMpop

to represent the state-of-the-art. This improved version is similar to SCMpop in all

respects apart from its CR generation algorithm where, unlike SCMpop, it uses the

basic l-diversity principle to guarantee a �xed value of l for all generated CRs. For

the rest of the chapter, we refer to this improved version of SCMpop as ψ.

4.2 Extended System Model and Problem

Statement

In this section, we �rst present the system model for the scenario of our mobility

prediction attack. Then, we explain the attacker model and, subsequently, present

the problem statement.

4.2.1 The Extended System Model

The system model consists of the mobile devices of users and the storage infras-

tructure of the providers of location-based applications (LBAs).

Regarding the users' mobile devices, we re-use the system model for device-centric

mechanisms that was previously presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.1. Additionally,

we replace the privacy mechanism M that is employed by the Trusted Software

Agent (TSA), running on the mobile device, by the improved version of SCMpop as

described above in Section 4.1.2. Precisely speaking, we setM = ψ. Accordingly, a

user can set his privacy-preferences, e.g., the type of locations he considers sensitive

and the value l (semantic diversity level), using the interaction component of the

TSA.

As for the LBAs, including GSN platforms, they are typically implemented in

a client-server fashion. Hence when location information is shared with an LBA,

it is forwarded to the back-end server infrastructure of the provider for enabling

the required service. As already motivated in Chapter 1, Section 1.1, the service

providers may store this information, as may also be done by the social connections

of GSN users. In Figure 4.3, we depict such storage as location-history information

which may include un-obfuscated location updates as well as CRs.
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Figure 4.3: The location sharing scenario in GSNs where the location history of a
user (Bob) can be aggregated over time by the the GSN platform and
the users' social connections.

4.2.2 Attacker Model
We assume that the GSN providers and the social connections can be malicious

and hence can act as attackers.

We also assume that the attacker has aggregated the past location updates from

the target user into a set called the location history H. We consider the two cases

separately where H is:

1. accurate: SCM ψ was not used.

2. obfuscated : the SCM ψ was applied to the past location updates.

Aside from possessing H, we only make those assumptions about the attacker's

knowledge that are also made by existing SCM ψ [DBS10; YDAS12]. Consequently,

we assume that the attacker knows the algorithmic construction of SCM ψ and the

set of sensitive semantic locations L ⊂ S of the target user as well as his real

identity. Note that in the capacity of the GSN provider, an attacker could possess

location histories of many users and could potentially use this global knowledge to

conduct advanced privacy attacks. However, we limit our work in this chapter to

those attacks that are based on the users' individual location histories only. Doing

so is intended to shed light on the amount of attack-enabling information that is

gradually disclosed by the users over extended time-periods.

4.2.3 Problem Statement
In this chapter, our goal is to show that the privacy guarantees o�ered by state-

of-the-art SCMs, represented by the SCM ψ (cf. Section 4.1), do not hold against
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mobility prediction attacks based on location history information. Thus using loca-

tion history, we want to de-obfuscate sensitive user trips that are cloaked (seman-

tically obfuscated) using SCM ψ. We highlight here that the de-obfuscation of any

CR undermines user privacy only when the actual location visited inside the CR is

among the sensitive locations si ∈ L of the user. Note that in the other case, when

the user actually visits a non-sensitive location inside a CR and publishes this CR,

the attacker does not learn any privacy-sensitive information even by successful

de-obfuscation of the CR.

The generalized attack problem

We represent the ground-truth about the sensitive or non-sensitive nature of user

visits inside a given CR as an indicator function g(CR) which takes a value of 1

if the sensitive location is actually visited and 0 otherwise. The attacker's goal is

therefore to mimic the ground-truth function g(CR), which is obviously unavailable

to him, by making a prediction about the nature of user visits. We represent this

prediction as another indicator function gattack(CR). The success of such an attack

may be computed as the precision of detecting sensitive visits on a set of previously

unseen CRs as de�ned below.

Pr(gattack) =
| (gattack(CRi) = g(CRi) = 1) |

|(gattack(CRi) = 1)|
, CRi ∈ CR (4.2)

In words, the precision Pr(gattack) represents the ratio of correctly identi�ed sen-

sitive user visits that occur in the previously unseen set CR to that of the total

predicted sensitive visits. Thus, Pr(gattack) can reach a maximum value of 1 when

all predicted sensitive visits are also actually sensitive. In Fig. 4.4, we also illustrate

the computation of attack precision with the help of a Venn diagram (on the left).

This diagram shows the the ground-truth function g(CR) as a black circle which

perfectly encompasses the white portion of the diagram, which represents all sen-

sitive visits. It also shows a red circle representing all of an attacker's predictions

which claim a sensitive visit, i.e., (gattack(CRi) = 1). As subsequent sub-�gures in

the middle and the right show, this red circle can be broken down into the true

and the false positives by comparing with the ground-truth. Then, Pr(gattack) is

computed by dividing the true positives by the sum of true and false positives, as

also summarized in Eq. 4.2.
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Sensitive visits
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Eq. 4.2

Non-sensitive visits
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the computation of attack precision.

The mobility modeling based attack problem

To estimate gattack(CR), the attacker exploits the location history information

H = {ht0 , ht1 , ..., ht} comprising observed location updates from the user until the

time t. We callH the obfuscated location history when each location update hi ∈ H
is released by SCM ψ.

Using H, the attacker learns a semantic mobility prediction model of the user

denoted as Ω. When needed, we di�erentiate between the accurate and obfuscated

versions of history H and the correspondingly learned model Ω with subscripts act

and obf , i.e., Ωact ← f(Hact) and Ωobf ← f(Hobf ), respectively.

In Figure 4.5, we provide an overview of the attacker's methodology. Here, the

attacker combines his prior knowledge of user mobility, represented by Ω, and the

recently observed location updates (on the same day) from the user to probabilisti-

cally de-obfuscate a CR. More precisely, the probability of the user visit to each of

the locations si ∈ CR is determined and, then, the location with the highest prob-

ability is chosen as the predicted location ŝ. If ŝ belongs to the set of the user's

sensitive locations L, the attacker assumes that the ground-truth is sensitive, i.e.,

gattack(CR) = 1, and vice versa. Note that the recent location updates may or may

not include other CRs, which also complicates the prediction process.

For future reference, we denote the attack precision based on the mobility model

Ω as Pr(gattack|Ω).

SCM e�ectiveness metrics

Apart from attack precision, we are also interested in quantifying the negative

impact ∆ψ for the attacker of not possessing the actual location history Hact but

rather only the obfuscated one Hobf . Let the function ε(Ω) = (1− Pr(gattack|Ω))
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Figure 4.5: An attacker can use location-history information as well as recent up-
dates to de-obfuscate CRs.

represent the overall loss of precision for the attacker for a given mobility model

Ω. Then ∆ψ can be quanti�ed easily by computing ε(Ωobf ) − ε(Ωact) , i.e., the

di�erence between the loss of attack precisions due to the obfuscated and accurate

location histories as follows.

∆ψ = Pr(gattack|Ωact)− Pr(gattack|Ωobf ) (4.3)

An ideal attack should try to minimize this di�erence ∆ψ down to zero, which will

imply that obfuscating location updates using state-of-the-art SCMs (represented

by SCM ψ) does not hinder the attacker in learning as good a mobility model, from

the obfuscated location history Hobf of the user, as he could have learned from the

accurate one, i.e., Hact.

4.3 Attack Algorithms

In this section, we present the semantic mobility model, which is built upon

the location history information H and represents the attacker's main tool in de-

obfuscating users location data. Note that our model is applicable to both types of

location histories, i.e., actual and obfuscated, and handles the speci�cs for the two

cases in a single model.
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4.3.1 The semantic mobility model Ω

As introduced in Section 4.1.1, we assume that user visits can be classi�ed as

belonging to one of the semantic locations in the �nite set S. Thus a user's location
at time t may be modeled, as popularly adopted in existing works [KM09; YZC13;

GNG12], as a �nite-state Markov chain where the state xt (a semantic location)

takes one of them possible values in S. In similarity to our description in Chapter 3,
Section 3.2, we assume that user movements over a day can be represented as a

sequence x1, ..., xT in discrete-time by temporally dividing the day into T equal

length time-slots. Moreover, the transition probabilities between states P (xt+1 =

j|xt = i) = aij in consecutive time-slots are de�ned by non-homogeneous transition

matrices At, each of size m × m. Additionally, the probability of beginning the

day (at t = 1) in a certain state is speci�ed by a prior distribution π. Thus

a users basic semantic mobility model can be speci�ed as a tuple of parameters

Ω = 〈π,At∈{1,...T−1}〉.
This basic model however does not account for contextual information that the

attacker can acquire with each observed location event ht ∈ H. Whether ht is

a CR or not, the attacker can still determine the time of visit, its approximate

geo-location, as well as other complex information such as the types of semantic

locations around the approximate geo-location. Such information could potentially

be related to the visited semantic location and can, therefore, help the attacker in

predicting it if ht represents a CR. In fact, contextual information forms a funda-

mental signal for our algorithm to learn users' visiting patterns to sensitive loca-

tions which are never observed directly (only inside CRs) for the case where the

obfuscated location history Hobf is used to learn Ω.

To incorporate contextual information, we extend the basic model to a Hidden

Markov Model (HMM) which can additionally accommodate contextual informa-

tion as state-dependent emissions ot, as shown in Fig. 4.6. An HMM treats states

as hidden information that may be inferred based on emissions, which suits our

setting where the attacker is unsure about the user location inside a CR but is

able to capture CR-related context information. In our design, we deviate from

the norm of having uni-variate emissions to accommodate multivariate emissions in

order to represent the various types of contextual information, most importantly,

the spatio-temporal features of user visits such as the hour of day, day of week,

geographic region's id. Hence, an emission ot is represent by a set {o1
t , ..., o

D
t } of

emitted variables. We assume that each of these variables are discrete and that the
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Figure 4.6: Discrete-time Hidden Markov Model with multivariate observations.

kth emitted variable okt may take (from among) nk di�erent discrete values.

Since the emissions are assumed to depend only on the current state in HMMs,

this information is encoded as an additional parameter matrix called emission prob-

abilities B. In the standard case of uni-variate emissions ot, the jth row of this ma-

trix corresponds to the conditional probability distribution over the discrete values

of the emitted variable ot given the hidden state j, i.e, P (ot|xt = j) = bj(ot). Since

there are m possible states and with n unique possible values for ot, the B matrix

has a size of m × n. With multivariate emissions as in our case, bj(ot) represents

the joint conditional distribution of all emission variables in the set ot given state j.

To simplify the approximation of this conditional distribution, we adopt the naive

Bayes method to assume that the emitted variables are independent of each other

given the hidden state. Hence bj(ot) can be computed as follows:

bj(ot) = P (ot|xt = j) =

D∏
k=1

bkj (o
k
t ) where b

k
j ∈ Bk (4.4)

Thus in our case, we have D instances of matrix B, one for each of the emitted

variables in the set ot. Hence, overall, our semantic mobility model is parametrized

as Ω = 〈π,At∈{1,...T−1}, Bk∈{1,...D}〉.
Using this model and an emission sequence O = {o1, ..., oT} over a day, the

attacker can compute useful probabilities such as P (xt = i|O,Ω) that the user was

in a certain state si at time t using existing algorithms [Rab90].

4.3.2 Mapping Location History data to time-slots

The process of learning the parameters of the HMM Ω or its training from the

location history H of a user requires data of two kinds, namely, a set of per-day

sequences X = {X1, ..., Xn} of the hidden states and their corresponding emission

sequences O = {O1, ..., On}. Any given emission ot for a particular time-slot on
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Figure 4.7: Mapping Location History to discrete time-slots per day.

a given day is said to be labeled if the corresponding hidden state xt, i.e., the

semantic location, also referred to as the state-label, is available in the location

history data. Existing literature o�ers methods for training HMMs given a fully

labeled dataset (supervised learning when both the state-label sequences X and the

emission sequences O are known) or an unlabeled dataset (un-supervised learning

when only O is available) [Rab90]. As we will see below, in our case, neither of

these cases apply directly as our dataset is labeled in a mixed manner, e.g., with

parts that are missing labels as well as others that are over-labeled, as discussed

below.

For training Ω, we �rst generate the sequences X and O by mapping the per-

day observed data in H to its respective T time-slots. While HMMs assume that

the modeled process (the target user in this case) resides in one of its states dur-

ing a given time-slot, this assumption is not true for the non-periodically reported

location updates in the history data H and thus needs accommodation from our

model. As shown in Fig. 4.7, the mapping of H to time-slots results in four inter-

esting cases1.

Case 1: Missing data

A time-slot with no location update.

Case 2: Unlabeled data

1These cases are concluded from our study of a real-world dataset introduced in Sec-
tion 4.4
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Figure 4.8: An example showing how state-label probabilities are computed from
their temporal in�uences in a time-slot.

One or more location updates without any available semantic label (emissions

are available).

Case 3: (Over-)labeled data

One or more semantically-labeled location updates in a single time-slot.

Case 4: (Over-)labeled data with obfuscation

A time-slot with one or more CRs.

Thus our HMM training algorithm fundamentally needs to handle two types of

data, unlabeled (cases 1 & 2) and labeled (cases 3 & 4). To handle this diversity of

label types, we represent them probabilistically. Precisely speaking, we represent a

label at time t as xt = {L, P}, where L is the set of observed states and P de�nes

the probability of these states within the current time-slot. These probabilities can

be inferred by examining the time spent by the user in each of these states, which

we term as their temporal in�uences. We normalize the temporal in�uences of all

states occurring within a single time-slot such that their combined in�uence sums

to 1. Thus for any given state in xt.L, its (normalized) temporal in�uence can be

directly used to represent its probability in xt.P . To handle the occurrence of a CR

within a given time-slot, we divide the temporal in�uence of the CR equally among

the states subsumed by it. Such equal division represents the attacker's uncertainty

regarding the actually visited location.

In Fig. 4.8, we provide a concrete example that shows the computation of state-

probabilities from temporal in�uences in a time-slot. This time-slot contains three
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location events out of which one is a CR. Note that in computing the state-

probabilities for locations B and C which are part of the CR, the CR's in�uence

∆tCR is equally divided among them. Since location B also occurs as a separate

event, its total probability is determined by summing its temporal in�uence outside

and inside the CR. As for location A which is only observed outside the CR, its

probability is equivalent to its observed temporal in�uence.

Thus in this way, our probabilistic de�nition of the observed label xt can represent

a mixed occurrence of plain location updates as well as one or more CRs inside the

same time-slot. Moreover, for the unlabeled cases (1 & 2), we set xt = {L ←
∅, P ← ∅}.
We now present our training algorithm which exploits the existing methods of

supervised and unsupervised learning of HMM parameters in order to handle the

mix labeling in our data.

4.3.3 Training algorithm for Ω
The backbone of our training algorithm comes from the well known Baum-Welch

(BW) algorithm for un-supervised training of HMMs [Rab90] which assumes that

state-labels are completely missing, i.e., X = ∅. Additionally, to incorporate the

available labeled data into the training process, i.e., probabilistic state-labels, we

adapt this BW backbone at two important stages of the underlying algorithm as

discussed below in detail. Thus our adapted BW algorithm is intended to yield a

trained model that intelligently accommodates both, the labeled and the unlabeled

information, in H.

Stage 1: De�ning an initial model

The BW algorithm only guarantees a locally optimal estimate of the HMM pa-

rameters. In order to converge to the globally optimal estimates, a good initial

model Ωinit is required to begin the training process. To compute Ωinit, we only

exploit the available state label information by switching to the supervised learning

method of maximum likelihood or ML parameter estimation (see line 2 of Algo-

rithm 1). AlthoughML estimation represents the other extreme compared to the

BW estimation by using the labeled data only, i.e., by considering both sequences

{X,O}, it gives us the opportunity to anchor the initial model Ωinit around the

available factual data present in H.

TheML estimation works by counting the occurrences of inter-state transitions

as well as per-state emissions and normalizing these counts with total occurrences of
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Algorithm 1 Modi�ed Baum-Welch Algorithm

1: Given {X,O}
2: Ωnew = Ωinit =ML(X,O)

3: repeat

4: Ω = Ωnew

5: for all {Xk, Ok} {X,O} do
6: B̂ = ∀(ot∈Ok,xt∈Xk) b̂i(ot)← χ(ot, xt,Ω.B)

7: Expectation:

8: ∀t,i(αt(i), βt(i))← FB(Ok,Ω.{π,A}, B̂)

9: Maximization:

10: Ωnew.{π,A,B} =ML(αt(i), βt(i))

11: end for

12: until Ωnew.{π,A,B} is not u Ω.{π,A,B}

the relevant states. To accommodate state-label probabilities, we consider expected

counts as shown in Eq. 4.5 to 4.7. For example, the transition probability aij is

determined by determining the expected number of transitions from si to sj divided

by total number of expected transitions originating from si.

πi =

(∑
∀x1

P (x1=i)
)

+ω(∑
k∈[1,m]

∑
∀x1

P (x1=k)
)

+ω·m
(4.5)

aij =

(∑
∀xt,xt+1

P (xt=i→xt+1=j)
)

+ω(∑
k∈[1,m]

∑
∀xt,xt+1

P (xt=i→xt+1=k)
)

+ω·m
(4.6)

bki (vj) =

(∑
∀xt

P (xt=i∧okt =vj)
)

+ω(∑
k∈[1,n]

∑
∀xt

P (xt=i∧okt =vk)
)

+ω·n
(4.7)

While computation of πi is straightforward, the probability P (xt = i→ xt+1 = j)

for computing aij is determined by multiplying label probabilities of si and sj in

consecutive time-slots. Since label probabilities xt.P at any time t sum to 1, this

multiplication ensures that the sum of such probabilistic transitions counts for all

combinations of the state-labels between any two given time-slots sums to an overall

1 transition count, thus ensuring correctness of the estimate. Similarly for bi(vj),

the probability P (xt = i ∧ okt = vj) is the label-based probability of si given the

kth emitted variable okt = vj is observed.

Moreover, to avoid over-�tting Ωinit to the labeled data and to incorporate uncer-
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tainty represented by the unconsidered un-labeled data, we apply additive Laplace

smoothing to these estimates by adding pseudo counts ω to the observed expected

counts. For estimation of πi and aij , we estimate ω as a function of the proportion

of slots with missing data. The intuition is to have more smoothing if large pro-

portions of data was missing. For estimation of bi(vj), we conventionally set ω = 1

since ot is always available for any labeled time-slots xt.

Stage 2: Iterative Expectation-Maximization

Coming back to the backbone BW-based training, the next step is to iteratively

improve the ML-based initial model Ωinit. This improvement is typically per-

formed in an unsupervised manner by only considering the emission sequences O.

In our case however, we wish to guide the training process so as to exploit the

partially available state-label sequences X. Since the HMM training process us-

ing the BW algorithm involves the generation of possible hidden state-sequences

for the emission sequences O, we require that the algorithm limits them to those

sequences that conform to the available state information, i.e., the ones that pass

through the known states in their respective time-slots. Doing so prevents unnec-

essary uncertainty in the trained model by fully exploiting the observed movement

behavior in H. We illustrate this in Fig. 4.9 without showing state-label proba-

bilities and the emission sequences for simpli�cation. Here, the observed states of

the user are available for time-slot t2 (o�ce) and time-slot t3 (home and shopping).

As highlighted in the �gure, the Markov chain sequences that are generated during

the training process should ideally be forced to pass through these observed states.

When no state-label is available, e.g., at t1 in the �gure, then all states may be

traversed by the generated state-sequences.

To understand how we enforce such state traversal during the training process,

we �rst brie�y discuss the details of the unsupervised BW training algorithm.

Unsupervised BW : In each iteration of the BW training as described in [Rab90],

a new model Ωnew is determined based on the existing model Ω (initialized to

Ωinit) in two steps as shown in Algorithm 1. In the �rst step called expectation (see

line 8), the main goal is to determine the state-probabilities γt(i) = P (xt = i|Ok,Ω)

of each state at each time given the corresponding emission sequence Ok ∈ O and

the current model Ω. To achieve this in an e�cient way over all possible paths of

the hidden states for the observed emission sequence Ok, the well-known forward-

backward (FB) algorithm is used. This algorithm expresses γt(i) in terms of two

auxiliary variables, called the forward αt(i) and the backward βt(i) variables, as
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𝑥𝑡2
𝑥𝑡1 𝑥𝑡3

{𝑂𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒}
{ ℎ𝑜𝑚𝑒,
𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔}

Figure 4.9: To avail the available information in state-labels, the training algorithm
must accordingly guide the Markov chain state-sequences. For example,
when the user is observed at his o�ce location at time t2, then all state-
sequence should pass through the o�ce state at time t.

stated below.

γt(i) =

αt(i)︷ ︸︸ ︷
P (xt = i|o1, ..., ot−1,Ω)

βt(i)︷ ︸︸ ︷
P (ot+1, ..., oT |xt = i,Ω)∑

j∈[1,m] P (xt = j|o1, ..., ot−1,Ω)P (ot+1, ..., oT |xt = j,Ω)
(4.8)

Moreover, the FB algorithm recursively computes αt(i) and βt(i) using dynamic

programming principles (see [Rab90] for details).

αt(i) =
∑

j∈[1,m] αt−1(j)ajibi(ot) (4.9)

βt(i) =
∑

j∈[1,m] aijbj(ot+1)βt+1(j) (4.10)

The second step of the BW algorithm called maximization (see line 10 of Algo-

rithm 1) computes the ML estimates for the parameters of the new model Ωnew

based on the computed values of γt(i) (P (xt = i|Ok,Ω)) in a similar fashion to

Eq. 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7. This iterative process continues until the parameters of the

new and current models are almost similar (convergence).

Modi�ed Semi-supervised BW training: Note that in the above description,

the estimated state-probabilities γt(i) represent the same quantity as the observed

state-label probability xt.P (i). Thus if state-label information is available, we want
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to modify the unsupervised BW algorithm to ensure that the computed values of

γt(i) are as close to xt.P (i) as possible.

To this end, we note that if the forward variable αt(i) is zero for any given state

si, it implies γt(i) = 0 from Eq. 4.8 thus ensuring that state si does not occur at

time t. One of the factors that may result in αt(i) = 0 is a zero value of the emission

probability bi(ot) (see Eq. 4.9). This in turn intuitively implies that the emission ot
could not have been generated by state si. In other words, emission probabilities

bi(ot) can be exploited to control the set of states that are allowed to occur at time

t. Therefore, we modify bi(ot) as a way of incorporating state-label knowledge into

the HMM by pre-processing them to re�ect the set of possible states in lines 6 of

Algorithm 1.

Hence in our approach, we de�ne a function that generates the modi�ed emission

probabilities b̂i(ot) ∈ B̂ as follows.

b̂i(ot) =


1 if {xt, ot} = {∅,∅},
bi(ot) if

{
xt = {∅,∅}, ot

}
,

δ · P (i) + (1− δ) · bi(ot) if
{
xt = {L, P}, ot

}
,

0 if xt.L 6= ∅ ∧ si /∈ xt.L

(4.11)

We now provide an in-order explanation of the di�erent cases handled by b̂i(ot)

in Eq. 4.11.

Case 1: Missing data where neither a state-label nor an emission is available.

Setting b̂i(ot) = 1 ensures that, by being equal, emission probabilities do not

prioritize the occurrence of any hidden state as also discussed in [YK03].

Case 2: Unlabeled data which is the normal case in standard unsupervised training

of HMMs. Here, the emission ot is used to compute b̂i(ot) as the actual

emission probabilities bi(ot) according to Eq. 4.4.

Case 3: Probabilistic state-labels. Here, we use a weighting factor δ to control the

contribution of the emission probabilities bi(ot) and the state-label probabil-

ities P (i) to compute the total emission probability b̂i(ot). With δ = 1, we

assume that state-label probabilities are highly reliable and, thus, emission

probabilities bi(ot) are ignored and vice versa. In this chapter however, we

�x δ to 0.8 so as to accommodate errors in the computation of state-label
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probabilities based on temporal in�uences.

Case 4: Lastly, if the probabilistic state-labels are available, we set the modi�ed

emission probabilities of those states to 0 that are not present in the xt.L. This

ensures that hidden state sequences do not include any paths that impossible

given the observed state-labels.

Note that while the modi�ed emission probabilities b̂i(ot) can fully control the

non-occurrence of states at a given time t, i.e., γt(i) = 0 when i /∈ xt.L by setting

b̂i(ot) = 0, they cannot enforce the equivalence relationship γt(i) = xt.P (i) when

xt.P (i) > 0. This is because the value of γt(i) (see Eq. 4.8) also depends on other

factors apart from b̂i(ot). However, if a location is less or more probable based on

xt.P , this observation de�nitely biases the computation of γt(i) accordingly. Hence

overall, our method represents a best-e�ort solution that in�uences the hidden-state

sequences by biasing the emission sequences to re�ect the known state information.

Apart from the above adaptations, we modify the maximization step of the BW
algorithm to compute independent emission matrices Bk for each of the D emitted

variables. Overall, our adaptations result in a guided learning of the parameters by

means of modi�ed emission probabilities B̂k that are biased to re�ect the partially

known state-labels. Note that if a single state-label is known for every time-slot,

our modi�ed algorithm naturally converges to the case of fully supervised learning

withML estimates.

4.3.4 Predicting locations inside CRs
After obtaining a trained HMM Ω for a user, we predict his location inside a

previously unseen CR using recent observations that occur on the same day. Thus

we assume that the obfuscated state-label sequence Xnew and its corresponding

emission sequence Onew for the particular day are available. Note that a single day

may contain multiple CRs.

To enable state-prediction inside CRs, we compute the state probabilities γt(i)

based on the FB algorithm (see Eq. 4.8). Note again that we use modi�ed emission

probabilities B̂k (see Eq. 4.11) in FB to take advantage of available state-label

information in Xnew.

To describe how γt(i) is used for predicting the visited state inside a CR, we again

take the time-slot shown in Fig. 4.8 as an example. Here, the CR is accompanied

by two non-obfuscated state-visits A and B. In order to make our prediction,
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we compute the probabilities of visiting location B and C inside the CR, i.e.,

pCR(B) and pCR(C), by using the predicted probabilities γt(i) and the temporal

in�uence {∆tA,∆tB,∆tCR}. More speci�cally, for determining pCR(i) for state

i ∈ CR, we �rst determine the proportion of state i's occurrence inside the CR as

r(i) = ∆tCR/(∆ti + ∆tCR), where ∆ti represents the temporal in�uence of state i

outside the CR (and within the current time-slot). Next, we determine pCR(i) as

the product r(i)·γt(i). Thus for location B in the �gure, pCR(B) = (0.4/0.7)∗γt(B)

whereas pCR(C) = 1 · γt(C).

Finally, we use the probabilities pCR(i) to predict visited state inside the CR as

follows: ŝt(CR) = argmaxi pCR(i) ∀ i ∈ CR.

4.4 Evaluations and Analysis
In this section, we evaluate the strength of the mobility-prediction attacks against

existing SCMs using real-world data. Moreover, we analyze the results in detail

and provide intuitive explanation of the variation in the attack's performance for

di�erent data subjects.

4.4.1 The Dataset and its Pre-processing

To test our attacks, we needed real-world data of long-term user location histories

enriched with semantic location information about visited as well as neighboring

real-world venues. Since no such dataset was available, we crawled Twitter's pub-

lic feed [Twi] from November 2015 to November 2016 for geo-tagged tweets. For

each of these tweets, we acquire the semantic information about the venues from

Foursquare [Fouc]. Overall, our dataset contains 1, 081, 280 tweets from 80, 377

subjects. We cleaned this data to rule out subjects with low check-in frequency

(less than 2 per day), unavailable semantic information (from Foursquare), or a

low number of recorded days (less than 60). We further cluster nearby check-

ins in short time-intervals (e.g., within 5 minutes) into single visits or stay-points

(that form over-labeled time-slots in Fig. 4.7). Finally, we �lter subjects with their

stay-point frequency per day (>= 0.5) leaving us with 278 subjects with a mean

recording period of 246 days (≈ 8 months) and an overall total of 284, 472 useful

check-ins/tweets.

Overall, we generalize subject check-ins into 17 high level semantic classes in-

cluding food, shopping, health, etc., using Foursquare's category hierarchy [Fouc].

To better understand the vulnerabilities of the SCM ψ against our attacks, we con-
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duct di�erent experiments by choosing a single sensitive location for each subject

that is visited in the following manner, i.e., (1) once a month, (2) once a week,

(3) or on a daily basis. After selecting the sensitive locations of the subjects for a

given experiment, we equally divide their location data into a training part, i.e.,

the location history H for learning our attack models, and a testing part denoted

R for validating our models. Moreover, we implement and apply SCM ψ (cf. Sec-

tion 4.1.2) on H and R with various values of the obfuscation level l ∈ [2, 8], i.e.,

the semantic diversity, to obtain the obfuscated versions of training and test data,

i.e., H l
obf and Rlobf . Next, we map the training data ({Hact, H

l
obf}) and test data

({Rlobf}) to T = 24 time-slots per-day (cf. Section 4.3.2). In our case, we de�ned

the multivariate emissions ot representing the contextual information related to

visits with the following feature variables.

1. Time-slot of day.

2. A binary variable indicating type of day, i.e., a weekday or a weekend.

3. Geo-location-id which represents the spatial location of a subject among his

�nite number of popular regions of presence determined by applying k-means

clustering to his location history H.

4. A binary variable indicating whether the current geo-location is dominantly

visited during the day hours or the night hours.

5. A binary variable indicating whether the current geo-location is dominantly

visited during the weekdays or the weekends.

Overall, these features are intended to di�erentiate the various semantic location

type. Hence, the �rst two features are temporal in nature whereas the third feature

is purely spatial. Moreover, the last two features capture the spatio-temporal visit-

patterns associated with the semantic locations.

After the training phase (cf. Section 4.3.3), we obtain mobility models of two

types, i.e., Ωact from Hact and Ωl
obf from H l

obf . Next we report the concrete results

of our attacks.

4.4.2 Attack Precision and SCM E�ectiveness
We �rst evaluate the proportion of subjects as well as that of the total sensitive

visits for all subjects that are successfully attacked by the semantic mobility models
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at a certain precision Pr(gattack) (cf. Eq. 4.2). The results are shown in Fig. 4.10 for

di�erently frequented sensitive locations, i.e, on a monthly, weekly, or a daily basis.

Moreover, for the two versions of the mobility model, i.e., Ωact and Ωobf , we plot the

results with solid and dotted lines, respectively. Furthermore, the di�erent colors

of the line-plots encode the level of obfuscation ranging from l-diversity values of 2

to 8, as depicted in the �gure legend.

We �rst discuss the results of attacks based on the accurate location history of

the subjects, i.e., based on Ωact, which are shown with solid line-plots. For sensitive

locations that are visited daily, our attacks, for the obfuscation level l = 2, a�ect

60 % of the subjects (see the left column, bottom �gure) as well as 60 % of the overall

CRs (right column, bottom �gure) with an attack precision of at least 80 %. In

general, increasing l to higher values results in lower numbers of both, the subjects

and the sensitive visits, that are a�ected at a given precision. However, even at the

high obfuscation level of l = 8, our attacks still a�ect 28 % of subjects as well as

20 % sensitive visits with at least 80 % attack precision. These trends of the attack's

success, with some degradation, are generally the same for the weekly and monthly

visited sensitive locations (top two rows of the �gure). This gradual degradation

is intuitively explained by the fact that our attack models learn less about these

sensitive locations due to their less occurrence (in the weekly and monthly visited

cases).

As for the obfuscated-data based models Ωobf whose results are plotted with

dotted lines, the success di�ers for the a�ected subjects and the a�ected sensitive

visits. For the subjects, the performance of these models closely follows that of the

accurate-data models for high values of l-diversity, e.g., 8. For example, for the daily

sensitive visits case (bottom left �gure), the proportion of subjects a�ected by the

attacks with at least 80 % precision are 28 % for Ωact and 22 % for Ωobf . However,

when we compare the proportion of overall sensitive visits a�ected by the two model

types, the obfuscated-data models perform with signi�cantly lower success levels.

For instance for l = 2, the proportion of visits a�ected at 80 % precision in the

bottom right �gure are 60 % and 30 % for Ωact and Ωobf , respectively. Nevertheless,

Ωobf can be used to attack as much as 40 % of the subjects and 30 % of their sensitive

trips with 80 % precision (for l = 2).

Thus, from the user-privacy perspective, the above results imply that existing

SCMs are indeed vulnerable to location-history based attacks. In other words, the

privacy-guarantees provided by existing SCMs for individual CRs are not valid if
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Figure 4.10: Attack precision vs. percentages of a�ected subjects (left column) and
their sensitive trips (right column).
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Figure 4.11: E�ectiveness of SCM ψ denoted ∆ψ (cf. Eq. 4.3) vs. l-diversity.

mobility-prediction attacks are not taken into account. Even when the attacker

uses the obfuscated history data, many subjects are a�ected at a high precision

(especially at low obfuscation levels), implying that when Ωobf predicts that the

subject has visited a sensitive location, it is actually the case with high probability.

Thus obfuscated history data can also yield reliable de-obfuscation of the CRs for

the attacker, hence amplifying the privacy-threat for the users of existing SCMs.

In Fig. 4.11, we plot the e�ectiveness ∆ψ of SCM ψ as de�ned in Section 4.2.3

(cf. Eq. 4.3) against values of l-diversity while combining attack precision results

for the experiments with di�erently frequented sensitive locations. In general, the

median value of approximately zero as well as the small inter-quartile range of ∆ψ

(up to ≈ 0.1) indicates that the precision loss for the attacker due to the obfuscated

location history H l
obf (and in comparison to Hact) is not very signi�cant, even with

higher values of l such as 8. Thus, obfuscation of location history with SCM ψ does

not create much of a hindrance for the attacker in terms of the attack precision he

can achieve for a given user.

4.4.3 Analysis of Results
We now try to explain the variation of attack-precision across di�erent subjects

in our dataset. In this regard, we identify a few important factors based on our

understanding of SCM ψ and verify their role by further analysis of our above re-
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Figure 4.12: Probability distribution of sensitive and non-sensitive locations along
the hour-of-day before and after the application of SCM ψ when λ = 1.

sults. In particular, we are interested in understanding how the obfuscated location

histories Hobf can be used to achieve high precision attacks.

On a basic level, the generation of CRs by SCM ψ can be seen as an attempt

to add noise to the actual spatio-temporal distribution of the sensitive visits of the

subjects by mingling them with their non-sensitive visits. For every sensitive visit

of a subject inside a CR, the l − 1 non-sensitive cover locations also seem to be

visited at the same time and location. Thus, due to the presence of such CRs in

Hobf , the HMM-based learning of the actual visit distribution of a subject to his

sensitive location can become hard. This, however, may not always be the case.

Let λ be the fraction of visits inside CRs where a subject actually visited the

sensitive location. Conversely, (1− λ) represents the proportion of CR-based visits

that were non-sensitive. Note that the SCM ψ does not control the value λ for a

given subject. This is because the SCM generates CRs independently of the subjects

mobility behavior. Hence two users with same privacy-preferences and living in the

same geographic region will have the exact same map of CRs (generated by the

SCM ψ) but they may visit these CRs with di�erent values of λ according to their

particular mobility behaviors.

Now if all of a subject's CR visits are sensitive (λ = 1), then the HMM Ωobf will

learn the correct spatio-temporal probability distribution of sensitive visits. On

the other hand, the probability distribution of non-sensitive locations that occur

inside the CRs will become noisy. We illustrate this in Fig. 4.12. Here, the actual
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Figure 4.13: Attack precision vs. the fraction of the actually sensitive visits inside
CRs.

probability distribution of the sensitive visits along the hour-of-day remains un-

changed after applying SCM ψ since λ = 1. However, for a non-sensitive location

that repeatedly occurs inside the CRs, the probability distribution acquires two

peaks where the left one represents noise (due to its occurrence within CRs). Note

also that since the probability density for the non-sensitive location is distributed

among the two peaks, its magnitude in the left peak is lower in comparison to

the magnitude of the probability distribution of the sensitive location. Hence, in

such cases, we hypothesize that the model Ωobf will �nd it easier to correctly as-

sign higher probabilities to sensitive locations inside the CRs, thus yielding higher

attack-precision, due to the high value of λ.

To substantiate the above hypothesis, we plot the attack precision achieved by

Ωobf for all subjects against their λ values in Fig. 4.13, part (a). These results

are from the experiment for the case of daily visited sensitive locations with the

obfuscation level of l = 8. The high linear correlation (Pearson's) between λ and

the attack-precision con�rms our hypothesis. In part (b) of Fig. 4.13, we provide

the same plot for Ωact which shows an even stronger correlation value of 0.83 due

to its ability to correctly di�erentiate between sensitive and non-sensitive visits

by training on the accurate location history Hact. To analyze the decrease in the

attack-precision with lowering values of λ for both models, we further analyze our

results in the following manner.

For Ωobf , high values of λ imply that the distribution of sensitive visits does not
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change signi�cantly as shown for λ = 1 in Fig. 4.12. In contrast, it is trivial to

imagine that lower values of λ will cause the distribution of sensitive and that of

the non-sensitive visits to mix up. This mix-up can be viewed as increased noise

which causes the distribution of sensitive visits, now denoted as Ds, to di�er from

the distribution of the observed CRs, denoted Dcr, thus lowering attack-precision.

Moreover, attack-precision of Ωobf may also be a�ected by the di�erence in the

distribution of CRs (Dcr) and the non-CR visits Dncr. If Dcr and Dncr overlap

signi�cantly, sensitive visits are prone to be confused with non-sensitive visits. To

evaluate these e�ects, we de�ne two measures of di�erence between distributions,

namely, the relative magnitude and the overlap. We de�ne the relative magnitude

as follows.

magnitude(Da, Db) =

∑
iDb(i)∑
iDa(i)

∀is.t.Da(i) > 0 (4.12)

Note that here, Da and Db represent the frequency distributions and not proba-

bility distributions. When computing magnitude(Ds, Dcr) for instance, the above

de�nition of relative magnitude determine the number of times that the total CR

events are greater than the total events of sensitive types. As for the overlap, we

determine it as follows.

overlap(Da, Db) = 1− dist(Da, Db) (4.13)

dist(a, b) =
1

2

∑
i

||ā(i)− b̄(i)|| (4.14)

Here dist represents the total variation distance2 and measures the sum of max-

imum di�erence in probabilities of two distributions that are de�ned over the same

discrete space. Moreover, dist varies between 0 (total overlap) and 1 (no overlap).

Note that dist normalizes the passed frequency counts in order to convert them

into probability distributions, i.e., ā(i) = a(i)/
∑

j a(j).

Based on the above measures of distance, we now plot overlap against the relative

magnitude for all subjects in our dataset in Fig. 4.14. The two rows of plots

represent di�erent obfuscation levels (l = 2 in the top row and l = 8 in the bottom

row). Moreover, the plots in the left column belong to distribution di�erences

2see [LP17], Chapter 5 for details
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between Ds and Dcr, whereas plots in the right column consider di�erences between

Dcr and Dncr. Furthermore, each point is colorized by the attack-precision achieved

using Ωobf , where an attack precision of less than 70 % is additionally highlighted

with a superimposed red dot.

Comparing the di�erence in distributions of the actual sensitive visits (Ds) and

the observed CRs (Dcr) in the left column of the �gure, it is notable that, in

general, the attack-precision decreases with the decrease in overlap between the

two distributions as well as with the increase in the relative magnitude of CRs

compared to the sensitive visits. Since attack precision is highly correlated with λ

(as previously shown in Fig. 4.13), its decrease here can be interpreted as a decrease

in λ. This in turn implies that when CRs are generated for non-sensitive visits (thus

lowering λ values), such CRs add noise to the actual distribution of sensitive visits,

as we previously hypothesized, thus making their prediction di�cult. Moreover,

the plots in the right column of Fig. 4.14 also con�rm that the attack-precision

decreases with increased overlap between the distributions of the observed CR-

based visits Dcr and the non-CR visits Dncr. Naturally, such overlap also acts as

noise and makes it di�cult for Ωobf to di�erentiate between actually sensitive and

non-sensitive visits.

The reader will also appreciate the a�ect of increasing the obfuscation level (l) in

terms of the above discussed di�erences in distributions by comparing the two rows

of plots in Fig. 4.14. With increased obfuscation, the left column clearly shows

a pronounced decrease in overlap (and increase in relative magnitude) between

Ds and Dcr. Moreover, according to the right column of the �gure, increased

obfuscation also causes the opposite a�ect for Dcr and Dncr, thus making them

more similar.

4.5 Possible design improvements for future SCMs
Based on the our above results and their analysis, we now present some design

guidelines for future obfuscation algorithms.

The above evaluations highlight that attack precision, irrespective of the available

location history type, i.e., Hact or Hobf , is highly correlated with the parameter λ

(proportion of sensitive visits inside CRs) as shown in Fig. 4.13. Recall that existing

SCMs, represented by SCM ψ, neither consider λ as a design parameter nor control

it in any way. This is because the location update algorithm of existing SCMs (cf.

Section 4.1.2) chooses to publish a CR based on user visits inside the CR and not
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Figure 4.14: Distribution di�erences for all subjects in our dataset. Left column)
Overlap and relative magnitude di�erences between Ds and Dcr for
l = 2 (top) and l = 8 (bottom). Right column) The same plots for Dcr

and Dncr. Individual points are colored according to attack-precision
achieved by Ωobf .

based on their visit frequencies to their sensitive place inside the CR.

Hence, a fundamental design improvement for future SCMs could be to directly

consider λ as part of their attack metric fatt(CR). However, this implies that the

algorithm should have some historical knowledge about subjects' visit frequencies

to their sensitive places. We also note that binding the value of λ may be di�cult

when actual visit frequencies of subjects to their sensitive places are too high. This

is because, in this case, an even higher total number of visits inside CRs is required

to lower the value of λ which may not be practical given the subjects' mobility
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preferences. Controlling the value of λ in such cases may involve the introduction

of fake CR visits, that require careful generation to appear real. As an alternative,

a lower value of λ may be maintained by suppressing some of the sensitive visits.

Thus, it may be reasonable for new SCMs to mix di�erent privacy mechanisms

(e.g., obfuscation and suppression) and decide in an online fashion regarding when

to suppress or cloak the sensitive visits of subjects.

4.6 Related Work
We now discuss the necessary existing work that is related to our contributions

in this chapter.

Potential attacks on Semantic Location privacy. Works such as [KR13]

propose methods to assign semantic location labels to user visits using machine-

learning based classi�cation algorithms. Another relevant work proposes an HMM

based semantic mobility model for location-recommendations in [YZC13]. In gen-

eral, these works rely on accurate as well as fully-labeled data from a population

of users for training their models. Hence, these potential attack models are not

applicable in our case where training is done on accurate or obfuscated user data

with missing labels (cf. Section 4.3.1), and is focused on a user's own location

history (rather than from user-population).

HMM training with partially-labeled data. Previous works such as [SDW01]

propose to accommodate the partial state-label information by modifying the max-

imization step in the Baum-Welch algorithm. Since there is no maximization step

in the prediction phase (after training), these approaches are only useful for those

tasks where only the training data is partially-labeled. In our case, we modify

the emission probabilities to account for state-label information during the train-

ing phase as well as the later prediction phase. Our method additionally handles

missing as well as over-labeled states unlike existing works.

4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have concretely exposed the vulnerability of existing seman-

tic location privacy mechanisms against attacks based on mobility prediction. To

attack the already obfuscated/protected location data of users, we have developed

a semantic mobility prediction model that incorporates users' movement patterns

(represented by their location history information) as Hidden Markov Models. We

have shown that this mobility prediction model can be trained from the actual as
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well as obfuscated location history data and is e�ective in de-obfuscating privacy-

sensitive user visits. Moreover, we have analyzed the success of our attacks and

suggested guidelines for robust design of future location privacy mechanisms.
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Chapter 5
Semantic Location Privacy in non-trusted GSNs

In this chapter, we present the �rst out of our two contributions regarding the hy-

brid location privacy-preserving mechanisms. Recall, from our discussion in Chap-

ter 2, Section 2.3.3, that hybrid mechanisms typically decouple the location-based

applications (LBAs) from the back-end location storage infrastructure. Moreover,

they implement the storage infrastructure in a distributed fashion by using storage

services from multiple providers. In this way, hybrid mechanisms, such as the Posi-

tion Sharing approaches discussed in Chapter 2, can address user-privacy concerns

regarding single positions as well as for individual movement trajectories.

Since single positions and individual trajectories can get aggregated over time

in the storage infrastructure, our speci�c goal in this chapter is to prevent such

aggregation with individual storage providers. In doing so, we want to avoid the

leakage of private information that is inferable from the gathered location histories.

We will now motivate the detailed privacy threat further and also discuss how our

proposed hybrid mechanism �ts the guidelines for new privacy mechanisms that

were concluded in Chapter 4, Section 4.5.

Unlike the privacy leaks that occur from individual visits to sensitive semantic

locations, e.g., hospitals, we focus on the gradual privacy leaks that are constituted

by multiple visits to the sensitive or, even, the seemingly non-sensitive locations.

To motivate our goal further, we �nd it highly relevant to quote the remarks from

a United States court-judgment regarding GPS tracking of a suspect by the police.

The court ruled:

�Prolonged surveillance reveals types of information not revealed by short-term

surveillance, such as what a person does repeatedly, what he does not do, and what

he does ensemble. These types of information can each reveal more about a person
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than does any individual trip viewed in isolation. Repeated visits to a church, a gym,

a bar, or a bookie tell a story not told by any single visit, as does one's not visiting

any of these places over the course of a month.� ... �A person who knows all of

another's travels can deduce whether he is a weekly church goer, a heavy drinker, a

regular at the gym, an unfaithful husband, an outpatient receiving medical treatment,

an associate of particular individuals or political groups�and not just one such fact

about a person, but all such facts.� [Usa].

Thus, frequent visits by a person to any type of location (sensitive or not) repre-

sent informative and, potentially, private facts about them. To protect such facts,

we propose an approach to avoid the uncontrolled release of users' frequent seman-

tic locations to LBAs, e.g., GSNs. Our approach allows users to de�ne a set of

representative personas, e.g., professional, social, family, etc., which they wish to

present to the various LBAs. It then ensures that an LBA may only make those

inferences by analyzing a user's location data stream which match the traits repre-

sented by the shared persona. A naive way to achieve this would be to fully deny

an LBA the access to any location context that does not match its persona. How-

ever, doing so may leak information to the LBA provider that the user is hiding

a certain information. Instead, our approach chooses to selectively share location

updates with LBAs for non-matching context such that they do not convey strong

user interest. Consequently, our approach allows a users to, for example, appear

�normal� to their employer albeit their drinking habits, or avoid annoying ads even

though they shop frequently, based on their shared stream of location updates.

In designing our hybrid mechanism, we adopt the system model of Position Shar-

ing approaches (cf. Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3) such that we also distribute a user's

location information among multiple non-trusted location servers (LSs) from dif-

ferent providers. The distribution of a user's data is performed in such a manner

that any individual LS stores only a portion of the privacy-sensitive information so

as to limit the data revealed to an attacker if the server is compromised.

Thus, from the point-of-view of any single LS provider, our mechanism e�ectively

suppresses portions of location history information by publishing it at LSs of other

providers. Moreover, since our mechanism does not modify location data but rather

only distributes it among di�erent LSs, it can also integrate well with device-centric

mechanisms, e.g., [DBS10; LOYK11; TST+14], that focus on privacy-preservation

for individual visits of the users. Thus overall, our mechanism allows a mix of

di�erent privacy mechanisms, e.g., obfuscation and suppression, thus conforming to
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the guidelines for design of new mechanisms as concluded in Chapter 4, Section 4.5.

In detail, our contributions are as follows. First, we establish the relevance of

protecting frequent locations to our daily lives by studying a real-world dataset

of location check-ins. Second, we propose the �rst approach, to the best of our

knowledge, for protecting frequent user-locations. Finally, we evaluate our approach

on the check-in dataset for the attained privacy for the users (against both, a

user's location history-aware attacker as well as a population's location history-

aware attacker) and quality-of-service (QoS) for the LBAs. Our results show that

our approach not only disables powerful attacks against protected frequent user

locations, it also supports good QoS for LBAs.

Discussions in the rest of the chapter are organized as follows. First, we introduce

and study a dataset of location check-ins to show the privacy threat of frequent

locations. In Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we present the system model and the problem

statement for our approach, respectively. In Section 5.4, we explain our frequency-

protection algorithm. Finally, before our conclusion, we evaluate our algorithm for

the attained privacy and QoS in Sections 5.5 and 5.6, respectively.

We also note that as related work for our contributions in this chapter, the reader

may refer to the description of the device-centric semantic cloaking mechanisms and

the hybrid mechanisms in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.

5.1 Exploring the dataset
In order to study the relevance of the threat posed by frequent locations in our

daily lives, we analyzed a dataset of check-ins, based on geo-tagged posts from

Twitter's public feed, collected by Cheng et. al. [CCLS11] during a period of 5

months from September 2010 till Jan 2011. In this section, we will discuss our

pre-processing of the data as well as provide the evidence of prevalence of frequent

locations among a large number of subjects in the dataset.

5.1.1 The Dataset and its Pre-processing

Overall, the dataset consists of 22, 506, 721 check-in entries from 225, 098 sub-

jects. Apart from subject IDs and latitude-longitude pairs, each entry also contains

tweet text and a venue-ID. A high percentage of check-ins (53 %) were from sub-

jects who had linked their Foursquare accounts to Twitter. From these, we selected

a subset of 10, 306 subjects who had a minimum of 1 check-in per day and a total

reporting time spanning at least 30 days. These subjects were selected from across
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the United States, to where 36 % of all Foursquare subjects in the dataset belong,

to increase our chances of �nding a semantically-labeled venue for their check-ins

at Foursquare.

To acquire semantic labels for the check-ins, we used Foursquare's free API [Fouc].

However, we simpli�ed their elaborate hierarchy of semantic labels to obtain a high

level set of semantic locations, as shown in Figure 5.1. These high-level semantic

locations (referred as locations for the rest of chapter) were intended to be intu-

itively linkable to the subjects' personality traits. Moreover, we ignore check-ins at

subject residences as this information does not represent their interests. Similarly,

check-ins at Professional Places and Education institutions are also ignored unless

they represent special behavior, e.g., check-ins at work-place after 6 pm.

After the above �ltering of uninteresting check-ins, we were left with an average

of 141 check-ins and a reporting period of 114 days per subject. For the rest of the

chapter, we will refer to these subjects as the population.

5.1.2 Evidence of threat

For identifying frequent locations, we want to determine whether a subject's

visit-frequency to a location is abnormally high compared to other subjects in

the population. To this end, we rely on the notion of Percentile Rank (PR).

Given a dataset of single attribute values X = {x1, ..., xn}, the percentile rank

of a particular value xi in the dataset determines the percentage of dataset values

which are less than or equal to xi.

For each subject uj in the population U , we summarize all of their check-ins

to the set of semantic locations, S = {s1, ..., s14}, from Fig. 5.1, into a set of

Figure 5.1: The high-level semantic locations S from our check-ins dataset.
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visit-frequencies as:

fuj = {fuj
s1 , ..., f

uj
s14} (5.1)

Next, we determine their frequency-rank pro�le as:

ruj = {ruj
s1 , ..., r

uj
s14} (5.2)

where each entry ruj
si represents percentile rank of fuj

si among non-zero frequencies

of other subjects in U to the semantic location si. Given the frequency-rank pro�le

of uj , we can now determine the set of locations, C ⊂ S, which the subject visits

more frequently than a certain proportion, thcrtl, of the population, i.e.:

C = {c1, ..., cn} s.t. ci ∈ S ∧ r
uj
ci > thcrtl (5.3)

For the rest of the chapter, we term all frequent locations in set C as the subject's

critical locations. Similarly, the threshold thcrtl is called the criticality threshold

and represents a user-tunable parameter in our protection algorithm.

Following the above described steps, we determine the critical locations of all

subjects in U . Figure 5.2 shows the histogram of number of critical locations

found per subject when criticality threshold, thcrtl, is set to 90 and 80. Note that

even with thcrtl as high as 90, approximately 4000 subjects have one, and around

1500 subjects have two critical locations. The plot of cumulative percentage, on

the other hand, shows that at thcrtl = 90, only 40 %, and at thcrtl = 80, only

16 % of the population do not have any critical location. Also note that the mass

of the frequency-distributions shifts to the right when thcrtl is changed from 90

to 80 because more subjects have visit-frequencies ranking higher than 80 % of

the population. In short, Fig. 5.2 shows that the population exhibits signi�cant

prevalence of critical locations, even with values of criticality threshold as high as

80 and 90.

In Fig. 5.3 (a), we plot the actual visit-frequencies at various percentiles in our

population for all locations in S. Note, for example, that while 10 trips per month

equate 70th percentile in �Shop & Service� category, only 7 trips are enough to reach

the 95th percentile for �Medical Center�. Alternatively, in part (b) of Fig. 5.3, we

plot the cumulative distribution of subjects against visit-frequencies for a subset

of locations in S. Note that the cumulative proportion of subjects in the pop-

ulation, plotted on the y-axis of the �gure, represents the percentile rank. This
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Figure 5.2: Distributions of number of critical locations among the subjects in the
dataset for criticality threshold of 90 and 80.

�gure suggests even more evidently that each location has a characteristic cumu-

lative distribution function (CDF) of percentile rank over visit frequency values,

which naturally makes them di�erently sensitive for a given frequency value (see

the various percentiles at 10 visits/month in Fig. 5.3 (b)).

From the above study, it can generally be concluded that high visit-frequencies

expose people to easy inference about their interests by placing them in top ranks

among the population. Consequentially, we will describe our proposal against such

inference in the next section which aims to protect the critical locations of indi-

viduals. Note that for the rest of the chapter, we assume that the characteristic

CDFs of locations in S, as seen above in Fig. 5.3 (b), are publicly known and thus,

are available, as functions of the visit-frequency parameter, to our algorithm as

well as to the privacy-attacker. This is a reasonable assumption since these CDFs

are intuitively easy to understand and verify, and may be obtained from a dataset

like ours or by conducting a public survey. Moreover, these CDFs, as functions of

visit-frequency, depict an aggregate behavior of the population and thus, do not

convey information about particular individuals. Similar assumptions about the

availability of various aggregated characteristics of locations are common in the

location privacy literature, such as the knowledge of place popularities in [DBS10;

YDAS12] and staying durations in [LOYK11].

Thus, for a given location category si, our algorithm as well as an attacker may

determine the rank r of a certain visit-frequency value f and vice versa as follows:

r = CDFsi(f) ∗ 100 and f = CDF−1
si (r/100) (5.4)
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Figure 5.4: System Model adopted from Position Sharing approaches [DSR11].

5.2 System Model
As mentioned earlier, we generally adopt the system model of the Position

Sharing approaches [DSR11] that comprises of three components as illustrated in

Fig. 5.4, namely: the mobile device, the Location Servers (LSs), and the Location-

Based Applications (LBAs).
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For the mobile device, we inherit and extend the model proposed for device-

centric mechanisms in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.1. In particular, we assume that the

trusted software agent (TSA) does not directly share the location information with

the LBAs running on the users' devices. Instead, it performs location updates using

a secure communication channel, such as that based on Transport Layer Security

or TLS, to the location servers as shown in Fig. 5.4. We assume that the location

updates are user-triggered. Moreover, for each update, a single server is updated as

governed by the privacy-mechanismM which, for this chapter, represents our visit-

frequency protection algorithm. Thus, the LBAs acquire location updates from the

location servers.

The Location Servers (LSs) are provided by di�erent non-trusted providers

and are responsible for managing the users' location data. For instance, LSs

could be provided by di�erent cloud-based spatial-database providers [App; Bac;

Her]. Thus using multiple of such non-trusted LSs, a distributed location stor-

age service is realized. Examples of popular real-world social networks based

on similar de-centralized information storage architectures include Diaspora [Dia],

Mastodon [Mas], and friendica [Fri].

In our approach, the TSA distributes the location updates of a user among (n+1)

LSs where n is a user-de�ned parameter. Moreover, the LSs implement access-

control mechanisms for enabling authorized access to a user's location data by the

LBAs. Although the individual LSs are deemed non-trusted, we assume that they

do not collude with each other to combine the stored location data of individual

users.

Finally, the TSA allows the user to de�ne personas, e.g., work, family, social,

etc., using its interaction software-component and, also, to assign them to di�erent

Location Based Applications (LBAs). Based on these personas, the TSA

speci�es, for each LS, those LBAs which are allowed to access the user's data.

Therefore, the LBAs acquire a user's location by querying their accessible LSs.

5.3 Problem Statement
We now formally de�ne the requirements from our (visit-) frequency protection

algorithm for ensuring privacy of critical user locations.

The goal of our algorithm is to ensure that location data shared with any LBA

matches its user-assigned persona. If a user's critical locations are not part of the

assigned-persona, then the LBA in question should not be able to infer from the
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location data, shared over long period of time, that the user visits these locations

with high frequency.

More precisely, a persona Pi ∈ P comprises a subset of those semantic locations

from S (see Fig.5.1) for which the user feels comfortable to share location data in

full with the LBAs irrespective of whether these locations are critical or not. The

complement set P ′i , however, represents those locations from S which should be

protected if critical, i.e., if the user's visit-frequency for these locations is higher

than the user-de�ned criticality threshold thcrtl (see Eq. 5.3).

Functional Requirement: Formally, an LBA with persona Pi may build an

observed frequency-pro�le fobs of the user by aggregating their accessible location

updates. From fobs, the LBA determines the set of observed critical locations Cobs.

Given the set of the user's actual critical locations Cu, the functional requirement

from our algorithm is:

Cobs

⋂
(P ′i ∩Cu) = ∅ (5.5)

In words, the observed critical locations should not contain any critical location

which was left out in the persona Pi.

Attacker Model: In our system, a �weak � attacker may take the role of an LBA

that combines location information from their authorized LSs (access-rights granted

by the TSA) as well as from any compromised/colluding LSs. We also assume that

the weak attacker knows our algorithm, the number of total critical locations of the

user n, and the set value of criticality threshold thcrtl. Moreover, �strong� adver-

saries may possess additional auxiliary attack knowledge, which we will gradually

introduce in the next two sections for ease of readability. In general, the attacker

may use their knowledge for probabilistically determining the still unknown critical

locations of the user against which we de�ne the following requirement.

Privacy Requirement: Assume a user u who visits a total of m ≤ |S| di�erent
semantic locations out of which n ≤ m are critical, i.e., |Cu| = n. If an attacker

already knows k < n critical locations, then their attack probability Pattack of �nd-

ing the remaining (n − k) critical locations should not exceed the probability of

random selection αrand:

Pattack(k) ≤ αrand(k) where αrand(k) =
(n− k)

(m− k)
(5.6)

In other words, the prior knowledge of k critical locations should not help the
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attacker to distinguish the still unknown critical among the remaining (m−k) user

locations.

In order to protect the critical locations, our algorithm hides a portion of location

updates from the LBAs. However, this might reduce their Quality of Service (QoS).

Therefore, another design consideration for our algorithm is to maximize the QoS

for the LBAs, i.e., by hiding minimal number of location updates from the LBAs

while still ensuring privacy for critical locations. Accordingly, we quantify QoS as

the average proportion of the all location updates of the user that are shared with

the LBAs.

5.4 The Frequency Protection Algorithm
In this section, we present two versions of our visit-frequency protection approach,

namely, a basic and an advanced version, which di�er in the considered attack

knowledge. As the name implies, the basic version is designed against the weak

attacker mentioned in Section 5.3.

5.4.1 Overview of the Basic Algorithm

The fundamental idea of our privacy approach is that each of the n LSs, denoted

as, LSi ∈ LS1..n, only stores a limited set of location visits that, if aggregated into

a frequency pro�le, can only reveal a small number of (without loss of generality

in our case exactly one) critical locations. Thus, compromising one LS out of

LS1..n will only reveal a user pro�le with exactly one critical location instead of the

complete and precise user pro�le with all critical locations. Consequently, no LS is

a single point of failure in terms of privacy. Moreover, an additional LS, denoted as

LS0, stores a completely safe pro�le that does not reveal any critical information.

This safe pro�le can be re�ned selectively by adding information from other LSs

from LS1..n. Therefore, in our system, all LBAs are allowed to access LS0. By

additionally granting the LBAs access rights to certain LSs from LS1..n, the TSA

can give individual LBAs access to certain critical locations which are permitted by

their persona without revealing other critical pro�le information. In this way, our

algorithm can meet the functional requirement in Eq. 5.5. For an attacker, getting

access to the complete pro�le is very hard since this would require to compromise

all LSs. Moreover, the approach implements a graceful degradation of privacy in

that the number of critical locations revealed increases linearly with the number of

compromised LS.
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Figure 5.5: Left half: the actual frequency (top) and rank pro�les (bottom) of the
user. From the rank-pro�le, Food and Nightlife are critical locations
given thcrtl = 70. Right half: the rank-pro�les after distribution of
location data on 3 LSs by our algorithm.

More precisely, for a user's critical location ci ∈ Cu, our algorithm protects the

actual visit-frequency by distributing its visits among LS0 and LSi, such that the

visits at LS0 alone do not reveal ci as critical. As an example, Fig. 5.5 shows on the

left the actual frequency-pro�le of a hypothetical user. Having set thcrtl = 70, their

actual rank-pro�le, given underneath the frequency-pro�le, shows that the user has

two critical locations, namely Food and Nightlife. When using our algorithm, the

resulting inferred rank-pro�les of the user at the LSs are shown on the right half of

the �gure. While LS0 sees all user locations, it cannot determine anyone of them

as critical, i.e., the user pro�le is safe. As for LS1 and LS2, they can at most

determine one critical location from its rank.

Generally, it can be seen, as shown by this example, that by accessing at least

LS0, all LBAs can acquire a signi�cant proportion of user's location data thus
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promising high average QoS. Moreover, since a high number of users in our dataset

have few critical locations (upto three for almost 90 % of users for thcrtl = 80 in

Fig. 5.2), we believe that two to four LSs su�ce for most users (one LS per critical

location and one LS for the safe user pro�le). Nevertheless in Section 5.7, we also

discuss the special case where the number of critical locations of a user exceed the

number of available LSs.

Next, we �rst discuss how our algorithm, while running on any single user's

device, performs a one-time determination of the user's set of critical locations Cu,

and later, the steps taken to ensure their protection.

5.4.2 Determination of a user's critical locations

For determining the critical location setCu, our algorithm �rst performs continu-

ous background monitoring of the user's visited locations for a short period of time,

e.g., a week or two (during which no location updates are published). Note that

such prior background monitoring is a popular requirement for all state-of-the-art

privacy-preserving approaches that model user mobility with, for example, Markov

chains, prior location distributions, etc. such as [STT+12; ALS12; TST+14]. At

the end of the monitoring period, our algorithm uses the logged visits to �rst ap-

proximate the actual visit-frequency pro�le fa of the user (see Eq. 5.1). Then, the

corresponding rank-pro�le ra for this frequency-pro�le is determined by comput-

ing the rank of each individual visit-frequency in fa using Eq. 5.4. Since Eq. 5.4

exploits the publicly known characteristic CDFs of the semantic locations for rank

determination (as discussed in Section 5.1.2), the rank-pro�le can be computed

independently on the user's device, i.e., without requiring any real-time aggrega-

Algorithm 2 Perform user-triggered location update

1: procedure Perform_Location_Update

2: (lt, st)← Get_Location_And_Its_Semantics()
3: if st ∈ Cu AND Rand()> fdst/f

a
st then

4: Update: lt → LSi . since st = ci
5: else

6: Update: lt → LS0

7: end if

8: Schedule_Fake_Events() . for Advanced Algorithm
9: end procedure
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tion of visit-frequencies of other users. With the computed rank-pro�le ra, the set

Cu of critical locations of the user is determined as per the user-speci�ed value of

criticality-threshold thcrtl (see Eq. 5.3).

5.4.3 The Basic Algorithm

With the critical locations set Cu of the user known to our algorithm, we now

explain its basic execution.

Since LS0 is meant to hold a completely safe user pro�le (not revealing any

critical locations), our algorithm needs to publish the user trips to each critical

location ci ∈ Cu at a reduced frequency to LS0. The remaining trips for each ci
are then published to its corresponding LSi.

To this end, our algorithm modi�es the user's actual rank-pro�le ra into a desired

rank-pro�le rd where the ranks of critical locations are reduced to lie below the

criticality threshold thcrtl. Note here that the method used to compute rd can pose

a privacy risk. Considering Fig. 5.5 again for an example, let us �rst assume the

case that our algorithm decides for both critical locations (Food and Nightlife), a

desired rank of 70. Although, this value of desired rank is safe (≤ thcrtl = 70), it

invites curiosity from the attacker who can infer critical locations as the ones closest

in rank to thcrtl. More generally, if the method used to determine the desired ranks

is deterministic, the attacker can, by knowledge of our algorithm, �nd out all critical

locations of the user.

Therefore, our algorithm selects for each ci ∈ Cu the desired ranks rd in a

non-deterministic, random fashion. To be more precise, it sorts the frequency-

ranks of non-critical locations to form the set rnc. Then, it randomly selects a

consecutive pair of ranks from the union {0∪ rnc ∪ thcrtl}, as the range over which
to randomly select the rank for ci. Against the determined set rd, we also calculate

the corresponding set of desired frequencies fd using the notion of inverse percentile.

For performing user-triggered location updates during execution, our algorithm

(see Algorithm 2) always publishes non-critical visits to LS0. As for the visits to

critical locations ci, LS0 is updated with a probability of fdci/f
a
ci , i.e., with the ratio

of desired to actual visit frequency of user to ci. The remaining visits for ci are

published to LSi.

From the perspective of the LBAs, they may acquire a user's last updated location

from their authorized LSs in two ways, i.e., by subscribing at these LSs for location

noti�cations, or, by querying them explicitly. In the later case, each LS replies with
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its last received location update. The LBA can then determine the latest among

the received location updates by comparing their time stamps.

5.4.4 The Advanced Algorithm

The advanced algorithm extends the basic one against �strong� adversaries. Par-

ticularly, these adversaries, in the role of malicious LBAs running on a user's device,

can also sni� the communication channel used by the TSA. While the communi-

cation content, i.e., the location data, is protected by encryption, such an attacker

is, nevertheless, able to determine the time and the destination LS for all location

updates. Note that this capability is realistic since LBAs that monitor network

tra�c statistics of other LBAs already exist, e.g., the �Network Connections� app

for Android1.

For �nding the critical locations, the attacker is most interested in the critical

location updates that are sent to LS1...n. To limit attack possibilities however, our

algorithm hides the destination LS for critical updates by performing a uniform

update, i.e., by sending syntactically similar messages with fake data to the rest

of LSs among LS1...n. Note that while these fake messages do not corrupt actual

location data at the LSs (are identi�ed and discarded), they disable the attacker

from knowing which inaccessible LS actually received the location update since a

message is sent to all of them.

As our protection algorithm runs, the attacker aggregates the location update

history of the user as a stream, H = {ot1 , ot2 , et3 , ot4 , et5 , ot6 , ...}, comprising ob-

servable events otj ∈ O and unobservable events etj ∈ E. For an attacker Advk
that can access k LSs and LS0, observable events otj are those which are published

at these LSs. In contrast, unobservable events etj are location updates for those

(n−k) critical locations which are published to the rest of the LSs. However, since

Advk knows the update times for all ei ∈ E, they may attempt to identify the user's

critical locations by temporally correlating events in E to those in O. We analyze

this attack and then discuss the corresponding defense o�ered by our algorithm.

Attack: At �rst, Advk builds a mobility model Ω from observable events O. Using

Ω, Advk may attempt to identify the actual visited semantic location si represented

by an unobservable event et at time t by maximizing the conditional probability

1http://network-connections.mobi/
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P (si|et,Ω) over si ∈ S. By Bayes' rule:

P (si|et,Ω) =
P (et|si,Ω)P (si|Ω)

P (et|Ω)
(5.7)

Ignoring the denominator, which is same for all locations, Advk's goal is to maximize

the numerator, i.e., the product of the likelihood P (et|si,Ω) and prior P (si|Ω) over

S.

Considering �rst the prior P (si|Ω), it represents the total probability of visiting

si compared to all locations in S according to Ω. Since Advk computes Ω from

events in O only, the computation of prior is erroneous as the number of events

in O for critical locations are arti�cially reduced by our algorithm. In Fig. 5.5 for

example, from LS0, the approximated prior for Nightlife would turn out to be small

relative to all other locations due to severe clipping of its frequency.

As for the likelihood term P (et|si,Ω), it represents the probability of visiting

si at time t (e.g., particular hour of day) compared to all other times as per Ω.

Unlike the prior, whose computation depends heavily on information about other

locations in S, the likelihood is an intrinsic probability distribution for each location

si. Therefore, it can be approximated correctly by the attacker, even for critical

locations, by accessing LS0 only. For example, if a user shops more frequently on

Saturdays, then this trend is kept intact even after a proportion of all shopping

trips are probabilistically hidden by our algorithm.

Although the prior P (si|Ω) is erroneous, the likelihood term may still be informa-

tive to the attacker Advk. For instance, with Ω representing visit-time distributions

over S, events eweekday,hour may be correctly identi�ed as trips to a particular loca-

tion sj since no other location is visited by user at t = {weekday, hour}, e.g., only
church visits every Sunday noon. For Ω modeling correlated location updates with

a Markov chain, the same scenario may occur if sj is uniquely visited after another

location, e.g., only visiting shopping centers after visiting an ATM. As a general

conclusion, the mobility model Ω can increase attacker's knowledge of user's critical

locations by narrowing down their search space to only a subset of locations S′ ⊂ S

for which likelihoods are non-zero for event et. This attack can, therefore, increase

attack probability Pattack(k) for the attacker to a value more than the probability

of random selection αrand(k) (see Eq. 5.6).

Defense: To prevent the above attack, our algorithm must ensure that the nature

of a location si being critical or not is independent of the set of events E seen by the
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Algorithm 3 Schedule fake update events

1: procedure Schedule_Fake_Events

2: Update Ω, fa, ra, ffake
3: f∆ ← Get_Fake_Frequency_Pro�le(fa, ffake, ra)
4: ∀si∈S : tnext ← SampleP (t|si,Ω) for t ∈ (tnow, 2T ]

5: ∀si∈S : Enqueue_Scheduled_Event (si, tnext)
6: end procedure

Algorithm 4 Generate fake update events

1: procedure Generate_Fake_Event

2: Uniform Update �fake� → LS1...n

3: Schedule_Fake_Events()
4: end procedure

attacker. Enforcing this independence implies that all locations of the user, apart

from the already known critical ones, are equally likely candidates for the unknown

critical locations, thus, conforming to the probability αrand(k) in Eq. 5.6.

To implemet the above requirement, our algorithm generates an additional fake

set of unobservable events E′ for each visited location si such that si appears crit-

ical to the attacker, even if it is non-critical. More precisely, the sum of actual and

fake events for each location amount to a frequency-rank which is equivalent to the

maximum rank rmax in the user's rank-pro�le. Like events in E, all e′t ∈ E′ are

uniform updates, although fake. This means that none of the messages sent to the

LSs for each event e′t contain any real location update. Note that the adversaries

cannot syntactically di�erentiate between a real or fake unobserved event. To gen-

erate E′, the function �Schedule_Fake_Events� (see Algorithm 3) is called after

every user-triggered update (see Algorithm 2) or previously scheduled fake update

(see Algorithm 4). This function �rst determines the delta frequency f∆ represent-

ing the number of fake uniform update events for each location si that still need to

be published in order to make si appear critical. This is achieved by subtracting

the user's actual frequency fa and their running fake-event frequency ffake (based

on the events e′t ∈ E′ published so far) from the required fake-event frequency

freq. Here freq represents visit-frequency to each location si corresponding to the

maximum rank rmax in user's rank pro�le. Next, the �Schedule_Fake_Events�

function schedules the next fake event e′next for each location si with frequency
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f∆
si ∈ f∆. With time-period T = 1/f∆

si , it schedules e′next at time tnext, with

respect to current time tnow, in the time range (tnow, tnow + 2T ]. More speci�-

cally, tnext is sampled in the range t ∈ (tnow, tnow + 2T ] using normalized likelihood

P (t|si,Ω) as the sampling probability. Consequentially, the timings of fake events

in E′ for all locations si comply with attacker's mobility model of the user Ω, thus

making them indistinguishable from actual unobservable events for si in E.

Note that, for our algorithm, computing the likelihood P (t|si,Ω) is straightfor-

ward. For instance, with Ω being temporal distribution of visits to si, the likeli-

hood can be computed by normalizing visit counts over hours in a week by dividing

them by the total visits to si. Moreover, for modeling all adversaries Advk, with

k ∈ [1, n], it su�ces for our algorithm to compute these likelihoods (and Ω) from

observable events at LS0 only since Advk∈[1,n] learns the likelihoods for unknown

critical locations only from LS0.

5.5 Security Analysis
In our system, Advk attacks user's location data, for determining their critical

locations, in two fundamental forms: (1) as the user's update history H , (2) as

observed frequency pro�le fobs in comparison with frequency pro�les of other users

in the population. Note that the later form of attack knowledge, i.e., the attacker's

awareness of other users' movement behavior, is ignored by most existing location

privacy mechanisms.

As for the attacks based on the update historyH , we have shown, in the previous

section, that our algorithm guarantees privacy against them. In this regard, our

algorithm limits the number of observable events O ∈H for the attacker (cf. Sec-

tion 5.4.3) as well as corrupts the unobservable events E ∈ H by addition of fake

ones (cf. Section 5.4.4). However, this privacy guarantee incurs additional commu-

nication overhead, due to generation of fake events as evaluated in Section 5.6.1.

Considering now the second form of attack, we wish to answer the following

question: Can Advk identify the critical locations in the user's observed pro�le fobs

by their general knowledge of the frequency-pro�les from other users? Note that for

this attack, we are assuming that the strong attacker additionally possesses a large

dataset of location check-ins like ours. Based on this auxiliary knowledge, Advk
may for example know that, in general, people who often visit shopping centers

also visit food places frequently. Then if a user's observed pro�le fobs only satis�es

the �rst part of this relation, then Advk has reason to believe that food places are
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this user's critical location. Analyzing the strength of this kind of attack requires

its formulation as a machine-learning problem where a learner can educate itself

about the correlations in the visit-frequencies of di�erent locations by correlating

frequency-pro�les from many users. Then, it can possibly predict critical locations

for an unseen user from their observed pro�le fobs. Next, we show the detailed

formulation of this attack and evaluate its strength on our check-in dataset.

5.5.1 Machine-learning based attacks
To simplify the following explanation, we assume a target user with observed

frequency-pro�le, fobs,n=1, where only one visited location is critical. The goal of

the attacker is to identify this unknown critical location from fobs,n=1. In this

regard, the attacker may pursue two representative methodologies from machine

learning, namely, Classi�cation and Regression.

Classi�cation Based Attack

In this case, the attacker attempts to learn a classi�er which identi�es the cor-

rect critical location given an observed frequency pro�le. Such a classi�er needs to

be trained on example observed-pro�les from many other users where exactly one

critical location is protected by our algorithm (supervised-learning). More speci�-

cally, each observed pro�le fobs,n=1 and its corresponding critical location si form a

training example. During training, the classi�cation algorithm learns to distinguish

between observed pro�les for di�erent critical locations in S. Thus, after training,

the classi�er can be used to predict the critical location for a given, previously

unseen, observed pro�le.

However, as described in Section 5.4.3, our algorithm modi�es the observed fre-

quencies for critical locations in a random fashion. By this, it obfuscates correlations

in frequencies of di�erent locations, which obviously degrades the predictability

of these frequencies. Our evaluations below show that existing machine learning

techniques cannot predict frequencies with a su�ciently high accuracy due to this

obfuscation.

For our experiments, we applied our frequency-protection algorithm (c.f. Sec-

tion 5.4) to protect the frequency pro�les of 3539 users in our check-in dataset

who had exactly one critical location (n = 1). From these users, we created a

training-dataset where their protected frequency-pro�les and the corresponding ac-

tual critical location formed the training examples. We trained and tested two

popular classi�cation algorithms on this dataset, a multi-class Random Forest clas-
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si�er (RF) and a Support-Vector Machine (SVM). While RF classi�er performs

prediction based on an ensemble of learned decision-trees, the SVM attempts to

project the input data into a higher dimensional space where di�erent classes in

the data are easily separable. Both the algorithms are known for their good classi-

�cation performance [CNM06]. However, our best tuned versions of both classi�ers

(RF: 5000 decision-trees with 5 variables tried per tree-splits, SVM: radial kernel,

cost= 50, gamma= 0.005, 10-fold cross-validation, class imbalance taken into ac-

count for both RF and SVM) resulted in a similar, but low overall classi�cation

accuracy of 25 %.

A possible reason for this low identi�cation rate of critical locations from observed

pro�les could be the wrong choice of RF and SVM classi�ers for modeling the

correlations in the frequency-pro�le data. To examine this possibility, we performed

another experiment where the above created dataset was appended with frequency

pro�les of those users who did not have any critical locations. For these users,

the corresponding output label of �non-critical� was used. After re-training the RF

and SVM classi�ers on the modi�ed dataset, the classi�cation performance of both

classi�ers turned out to be similar. In Fig. 5.6, we present the results for the RF

classi�er as a confusion matrix. Here, the diagonal entries give values of the recall

metric for each class, which represents the proportion of their total occurrences

that are correctly predicted. Apart from the �non-critical� class which has a high

recall of 87 %, all other classes have a low recall of at most 39 %. This result

asserts that while the RF and SVM classi�ers are actually well-suited to identify

the frequency correlations in the unchanged data (non-critical pro�les), the random

modi�cation of visit-frequencies for critical pro�les by our algorithm results in their

poor identi�cation by the attacker.

It is also notable that most critical pro�les could not be correctly identi�ed by

the classi�ers and were confused with each other (non-diagonal values). In partic-

ular, the relatively high values in the leftmost column, which represents the pre-

dictions for the non-critical class, a�rms that a high proportion of critical pro�les

are deemed as being non-critical by the classi�ers.

The above results represent the best case for attacks when only one of the frequen-

cies in the observed frequency-pro�le of the user is modi�ed by our algorithm. For

n > 1, i.e., more critical locations, attacker's prediction accuracy should fall even

lower due to the presence of more randomly modi�ed frequencies in the observed

pro�les of the users. Therefore, an attacker cannot use classi�cation algorithms to
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Figure 5.6: Confusion Matrix for the Random Forest Classi�er. Note the high recall
of classi�cation (87 %) for the non-critical frequency-pro�les in the left-
bottom corner of the matrix.

detect critical locations from the observed user pro�les.

Regression Based Attack

As a second attack methodology, the attacker learns a regression model over

the actual, unprotected frequency-pro�les of the users in the population. Using

such a model, the attacker can determine, for a particular user, the expected visit-

frequency of a certain semantic location given visit-frequencies of other locations

from the same user.
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Given a clipped observed pro�le fobs, Advk uses the regression model to predicts

a new pro�le fpred where each element f ipred ∈ fpred is calculated by considering

user's observed frequencies to rest of the semantic locations:

f ipred = regression_model(i, fobs\ f iobs) (5.8)

From fpred, the attacker Advk calculates the predicted rank pro�le rpred using the

notion of inverse percentile. Then they predict a location c with the maximum rank

in rpred as a critical location of the user. By replacing the observed frequency of c

in the observed pro�le fobs with its predicted value f cpred, the attacker can repeat

this procedure for n > 1 in order to predict all of the (n − k) unknown critical

locations of the user. However, as mentioned earlier for the Classi�cation based

attack, our algorithm (cf. Section 5.4.3) obfuscates the correlations in frequencies

of di�erent locations, thus, degrading their predictability. Our following evaluations

assert this argument by showing that regression attacks also yield low accuracy for

the attacker.

For this evaluation, we trained two supervised machine-learning algorithms,

namely, Random Forest (RF) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) (as also used

above for classi�cation attack), as well as an unsupervised learning method: the

Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). A GMM can be used to model the probability

density function of values in a multivariate dataset as a mixture of a number of

Gaussian probability density functions or components. Such a model is well-suited

to identify clusters of users with similar frequency pro�les, and thus, represents a

suitable attack against our algorithm. Next, we explain the details on our training

of the three regression models.

Training the Regression Models: The dataset for training in our scenario is

the set of 10, 306 unprotected visit-frequency pro�les from all users in our popu-

lation. For RF and SVM, we basically needed to train 14 regression models, i.e.,

RF1 ...RF14 and SVM1...SV M14, one for each semantic location in Fig. 5.1. In

this setting, the predicted location's visit-frequency forms the output value in the

training dataset whereas the rest of the 13 visit-frequencies form the input pre-

dictors. As for the GMM, it learns a single model of the joint probability density

of visit-frequencies of all 14 semantic locations. Coupled with Gaussian Mixture

Regression (GMR) (refer to [Cal09] for details), a trained GMM can then be used

to predict the expected visit-frequency (and its variance) of a particular semantic
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Figure 5.7: Results for RF-based Regression Attack. Top Row: Pattack(k) v. k for
varying values of total critical locations n. Bottom Row: The di�erence
Pattack(k)− αrand(k) v. k for varying n.

location given the visit-frequencies of other locations.

Moreover, for the purpose of cross-validation, we divide our data into d parts for

training each basic model. Next, we train the regression models on (d− 1) parts of

data and test the trained model on the left-out dth part. For the GMM and SVM

models, we set d = 10 where as d was set to 3 for the RF model. For our best tuned

models, we measured the cross-validated percentage error in the predicted values.

It turned out that all three models, RF, SVM and GMM, were able to accurately

predict the frequencies of any single semantic location given others with an average

percentage error of less than 5% for all semantic locations.

Results of the Attack: With the three trained regression models, we conducted

the attack on the protected frequency pro�les of users. Again, we considered all

classes of attackers with access to varying number of accessible critical locations k.

Since the results given by all three regression models were similar, we present
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the results of only the RF model in Fig. 5.7. The �gure shows (from the top row)

that when n increases, Pattack(k) also increases for same values of k. For example,

with k = 0, i.e., zero known critical locations, the attacker can still predict a

critical location with the median probability of 0.4 for n = 5 compared to the

median probability of 0 for n = 1. However, when we subtract the probability

of random selection αrand(k) from Pattack(k) in the bottom row of the �gure, the

overall di�erence lies close to zero for most of the population. This means that the

increase in the Pattack(k) in the top row for same values of k was only because of

an increase in the αrand =
(n−k)
(m−k)

with the increase of n. In other words, this attack

does not help to increase the attacker's probability of �nding a critical location

anymore than his prior knowledge that the user is not sharing (n − k) critical

locations out of the (m− k) of their locations.

To summarize our results for machine-learning based attacks, we have shown that

state-of-the-art machine-learning algorithms, which can predict well on unmodi�ed

frequency-pro�le data, perform poorly to predict actual critical locations of the

users once their frequency-pro�les are protected by our algorithm. Hence, these

attacks do not increase attacker's knowledge of a user's unknown critical locations.

5.6 Evaluation of Communication Cost and QoS
For evaluations of communication cost and QoS, we chose a select set of 1228

long-history subjects from the 10306 subjects in our check-in dataset who had

more than 250 check-ins. Such selection was aimed to yield stable estimates of the

communication cost and the QoS for our visit-frequency protection algorithm. We

now present the results of application of our algorithm on the location histories

of these subjects while setting the criticality threshold thcrtl to 80 and allowing a

maximum of 5 critical locations.

5.6.1 Communication Cost

As discussed in Section 5.4.4, our algorithm generates fake unobservable events

e′t ∈ E′ for avoiding attacks based on location update history H . For each subject,

we quantify the communication cost as the fake-event rate, i.e., number of fake

events that were generated per day by our algorithm. In our evaluations, we use

visit-time distributions as the subjects' mobility model since check-ins from subjects

were, on-average, infrequent (less than 2 a day). Figure 5.8 shows the results. The

left half of the �gure shows the boxplot of fake-event rate for subjects with varying
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Figure 5.8: Number of fake update events per day (left) and maximum frequency
ranks (right) vs. n (number of critical locations of subjects)

number of total critical locations n. As n increases from 1 to 5, the fake-event rate

increases almost linearly from a median of 1 to 2 events per day. This increase is

explained by the distribution of maximum rank rmax values in subject-rank pro�les

(see right half of Fig. 5.8). With more critical locations (increasing n), the chances of

having a higher value of maximum rank rmax also rise. Therefore, correspondingly

greater number of fake events are generated for each location to appear at the rank

rmax. However, the overall low fake event rate of 1− 2 events per day for subjects

in our dataset represents an a�ordable price for the privacy guarantee against the

update history based attacks presented in Section 5.4.4.

5.6.2 Quality of Service (QoS) for LBAs
For quantifying QoS, we evaluate the proportion of location updates that are still

accessible to the LBAs when access to k out of (n + 1) LSs is denied. Note that

k = n, i.e., only one accessible LS out of n, always implies access to LS0 in our

scenario since any LBA can be given access to LS0 without revealing any critical

location.

For each subject, we computed the average proportion of accessible updates over

all combinations of n − k accessible LSs for k ∈ [1, (n − 1)]. Figure 5.9 shows

the achieved QoS for all subjects grouped by n, i.e., the total number of critical

locations. For all values of n in general, it can be seen that for lower values of

k (1 and 2), LBAs are still informed about ∼ 80 % and ∼ 70 % of the location

updates, respectively, for the majority of the population. With increasing values of

k, however, the LBAs get to access less and less of all location updates thus high-
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Figure 5.9: QoS (proportion of accessible location updates) vs. k (number of LSs
out of n to which access is denied).

lighting the tradeo� between achievable QoS and the privacy of critical locations.

However, since a high proportion of the population subjects had 2 or less total

critical locations (see Fig. 5.2), we believe that the QoS for LBAs used by most of

the population would be high.

5.7 The case of Limited Number of LSs
We now brie�y discuss how our approach may be extended to handle the case

where the number of critical locations of a user exceed the number of available

LSs. In such a case, some of the critical locations of a user remain unprotected.

We propose two solutions to address this problem. While both of our solutions

meet the privacy requirement of implementing user-de�ned personas (see Eq. 5.5),

they di�er in whether a single LS is allowed to learn about more than one critical

location of the user or not.

LSs may learn more than one critical location: For protecting the remain-

ing critical locations of a user, this solution allows the publishing of more than

one critical location per LS. By exploiting the access control mechanisms that are

implemented by the LSs, �ne-grained access to the critical locations stored on the

same LS can be de�ned for di�erent LBAs. Thus the user-de�ned personas for the

LBAs can be fully implemented as per Eq. 5.5.

The drawback of this solution, however, is that an LS may give up more than

one critical location of the user to the attacker if it is malicious or is compromised.

The next solution aims to avoid this problem.
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LSs learn at most a single critical location: Similar to the �rst solution, this

solution also publishes multiple critical locations at the LSs to accommodate for

high number of critical locations of the user. However, we require that the user

publishes at most one critical location per LS per user-identity. Consequentially,

a user must possess distinct fake identities (one per critical location stored on the

LS) and that these identities are shared with the LBAs in order to allow them to

access some or all of the user data. Note that in this case, the LS may be able

to correlate two fake-ids of a user by matching the network-based identi�ers, such

as IP address, from the communication channel. Therefore, we assume that the

mobile device communicates with the LSs using an anonymization service such as

Tor [Tor]. Note that this assumption does not disable the location-update timing

based attacks discussed in Section 5.4.4 since the attacker can still observe the

timing of the outgoing updates from the TSA. Therefore, the defense proposed in

Section 5.4.4 is still necessary.

It may apparently seem that by using distinct fake-ids for all critical locations

and the safe-pro�le, a user can place all of their location data at a single LS without

any privacy threat. However, this reasoning has a serious pitfall. An LS can easily

correlate the fake-ids of the critical locations to that of the safe-pro�le by matching

the visited venues in the critical visits to the venues in the safe-pro�le. This ne-

cessitates that the safe-pro�le should be stored on a separate LS where no critical

location is stored. Note that such venue-correlation attacks cannot be directly ap-

plied to two or more critical locations that are stored on the same LS because the

venues of these critical locations are di�erent from each other since they belong to

di�erent semantic categories. Thus it is possible to store multiple critical locations

at a single LS. However, to mitigate any correlation attacks that may be possible

within a single LS and to increase the robustness against colluding/compromised

LSs, data of critical locations should be distributed among the maximum number

of available LSs.

5.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a new attack to user privacy based on the

analysis of visiting frequencies of location traces. By analyzing real data, we have

shown that an attacker can derive user pro�les including private information like

their interests from such traces. To counter such attacks, we have proposed an ap-

proach that hides critical information from attackers including malicious location
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servers and location-based applications. Our evaluations show that our approach

hides critical information successfully while preserving su�cient quality of informa-

tion for the location-based applications.
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Chapter 6
Optimized Location Update Protocols

Regarding hybrid privacy-preserving mechanisms, this chapter presents our second

contribution. Here, we focus on protecting individual location updates by storing

each of them in a privacy-preserving manner in the non-trusted storage infrastruc-

ture. In particular, we consider the case where these updates are published fre-

quently, i.e., for movement trajectories. Note that this protection goal is di�erent

from the one addressed in the last chapter where we protected the visit-frequency

information for the critical semantic locations of users. We also di�er from the tra-

jectory fragmentation approach from Wernke et al. [WDR13a] (cf. Section 2.3.3)

where they split the complete trajectory into pieces without obfuscating the indi-

vidual location updates in each piece.

To protect individual location updates, we extend the Position Sharing (PS) ap-

proach from Dürr et al. [DSR11]. For any single position �x, the PS approach splits

it up into a number of imprecise pieces called position shares. These shares are dis-

tributed among a set of location servers (LSs) from di�erent service providers, a

strategy that we also adopted for our proposed visit-frequency protection mecha-

nism in Chapter 5. Location-based applications (LBAs) can then query the LSs for

shares and �fuse� the received shares together to reconstruct a more precise version

of user position. Concretely stated, the precision of the reconstructed position is

determined by the number of fused shares. Therefore, by individually controlling

the number of LSs that an LBA is authorized to access, a user can control the

precision of location data shared with them.

While the PS approach e�ectively protects individual location �xes from non-

trusted LS providers, it incurs signi�cant communication overhead in distributing

position shares to multiple LSs. If user location is distributed among n LSs, then
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each location update costs n times the communication cost of updating a single

LS when PS is not used. This problem is compounded when location updates are

frequent, e.g. while sharing movement trajectories.

Therefore, in this chapter, we investigate the possibility of minimizing the com-

munication overhead of PS when it is used to protect the location of a traveling

user. In this regard, we propose novel location update protocols. We face two chal-

lenges in de�ning these protocols. First, the privacy guarantees provided by the

PS algorithm need to be preserved. This requirement arises because our proposed

protocols alter the way in which the position shares are generated, thus possibly

a�ecting the privacy guarantees of PS. Secondly, the privacy guarantees should

be maintained against attacks which exploit spatio-temporal correlation between

location updates. This is a direct result of publishing frequent location updates

as opposed to the single uncorrelated updates considered in the design of the PS

scheme.

Including and extending our initial attempt to solve the above stated chal-

lenges [Ria13b], we make, overall, three contributions. First, we integrate our three

novel location update protocols into PS for optimizing its communication overhead,

namely, Dead Reckoning, Selective Update, and Selective Dead Reckoning. Second,

we add protection to our protocols against a powerful correlation attack based on

the knowledge of user's maximum traveling speed. This attack could otherwise

signi�cantly weaken the protection provided by PS. Finally, we analyze the com-

munication e�ciency and privacy security provided by our protocols on real-world

GPS traces. Our evaluations show that most of our protocols reduce the commu-

nication overhead, at least, by 75 % while improving the security guarantees of the

original PS algorithm.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1, we describe

our system model and de�ne the problem statement. In Sections 6.2 and 6.3,

we introduce the preliminary concepts regarding PS, and the de�nitions of our

update protocols, respectively. We then elaborate the addition of protection against

correlation attack to our protocols in Section 6.4. In Section 6.5, we present the

evaluations of our protocols on a real-world trajectory dataset. Finally, Section 6.6

concludes this chapter.

For related work discussion, we refer the reader to Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3 that

discusses the various Position Sharing mechanisms.
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6.1 Extended System Model and Problem

Statement
In this section, we introduce the extended system model and de�ne the problem

statement.

6.1.1 Extend System Model
Recall that we described the system model for the Position Sharing (PS) mech-

anism [DSR11] in Chapter 5, Section 5.2. Keeping the same components, namely,

the mobile device, the Location Servers (LSs), and the Location-based Applications

(LBAs), we extend this model with more details regarding the PS mechanism.

To protect the current position �x π generated by themobile device, the trusted

software agent (TSA) runs our Optimized share-generation algorithm. This algo-

rithm represents π as a set of location shares. These location shares are of two types:

a single master share smaster, and n re�nement share vectors S = {~s1, ..., ~sn}, as
de�ned by the PS mechanism [DSR11]. smaster represents the most obfuscated

form of π and, therefore, is published to all of the n location servers. On the other

hand, the re�nement shares ~si ∈ S which decrease the imprecision of smaster, are

distributed, one to each location server (LS).

In contrast to the simple share generator in [DSR11], our optimized share genera-

tion algorithm additionally implements our protocols for e�cient location updates.

These protocols invoke the legacy share-generation component of PS to generate

location shares for a position �x when necessary.

Whenever the legacy share-generation component is invoked, it generates

{smaster, S} in such a fashion that on fusion, these shares allow the reconstruction

of the actual location π at various precision levels. The precision of the recon-

structed position increases with the number of fused shares. To better understand

this concept, consider the example illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Part (a) of the �gure

represents smaster as circle c0 with center p0 and radius r0 = φmin, where φmin
is the minimum precision set by the user. As for the re�nement shares, they are

vectors that translate the center of a circle to a new position. Whenever the center

is translated, the radius is decreased by ∆φ = φmin/n, to increase the precision

of the fused position. In parts (b)-(d) of Fig. 6.1, re�nement shares are gradually

added, or fused, to p0 to achieve positions of higher precision, i.e., p1 to p3. Note

that, per addition of a vector ~si, there is a constant decrease of ∆φ in radius of

the obfuscation circle. Note also that any position pi, represented by the circle
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Figure 6.1: Geometric representation of the actual location π in PS. (a) smaster with
π shown inside it. (b)-(d) n = 3 shares incrementally fused to gradually
increase precision of user location until p3 = π is calculated in (d).

ci, results from the addition of i re�nement vectors on top of smaster, and that

p3 = pn = π since we use 3 re�nement shares in this example.

For the rest of the chapter, we will use pn and π interchangeably to refer to the

actual user location.

6.1.2 Problem Statement

The design of our location update protocols aims to minimize the communica-

tion overhead of the original PS algorithm while preventing any compromise on the

location privacy guarantees it provides.

More formally, a location update in the case of the legacy share-generation compo-

nent of PS implies sending a re�nement share ~si and the master share smaster = {p0}
to each of the n LSs. With ~si and p0 being 2-dimensional variables, we quantify

the cost of updating location over a trajectory of m position �xes as the number of

variables sent to the n LSs, i.e.:

CostPSm = m · {
~si︷︸︸︷

n · 2 +

smaster︷︸︸︷
n · 2 }︸ ︷︷ ︸

single location update

(6.1)

With integration of our location update protocols, the optimized PS minimizes

CostPSm by modifying the location update process so as to skip the location updates,
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either fully or partially. Therefore, the individual counts of the sent ~si and smaster
determine the total cost for the m position �xes:

Cost
PSopt
m = |si| · 2 + |smaster| · size(smaster) (6.2)

Here, the size of smaster varies to include the user's velocity when Dead-Reckoning

is used.

The modi�cation of the location update process by our protocols leads to two

problems. First, it introduces error in the user location present at the LSs. Against

this, we require that the introduced error ε should not exceed a user-de�ned bound

of εmax at any instant during the course of the trajectory, i.e, ε < εmax.

Secondly, a privacy attacker could exploit his knowledge of the share generation

process and of our update protocols to determine a non-uniform distribution of

actual user location π inside the obfuscation region, thus reducing privacy. The re-

quirement, therefore, is that this non-uniformity of distribution, as quanti�ed later

in Section 6.5.2, for optimized PS should be less than that for the non-optimized,

legacy PS.

Finally, we also assume that the attacker has knowledge of the user's maximum

possible travel speed, i.e., vmax. They exploit vmax to determine and remove those

parts of the current obfuscation region which cannot be reached from the last

obfuscation region considering time between the two updates, thus decreasing the

intended privacy. To avoid this attack, our protocols must update locations in such

a manner that any position inside the published obfuscation areas is reachable by

the user. For the rest of the chapter, we will refer to this as the maximum movement

boundary (MMB) attack.

6.2 Preliminaries
In order to better understand the design of our location update protocols as

detailed in Section 6.3, we will �rst brie�y look at the share generation process of

the original PS algorithm from [DSR11] and its corresponding attacker model.

6.2.1 Share Generation in PS
During the share generation process, each share is generated such that the fol-

lowing conditions are met. First, each circle ci must contain the actual location

pn. Second, each ci is fully contained in ci−1. Consequentially, a third requirement
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is that the length of any share vector should not exceed ∆φ. While meeting these

restrictions, two algorithms, the a-posteriori and a-priori, were proposed which

fundamentally di�ered in the order of generation of p0.

The a-posteriori algorithm generates the set S of re�nement share vectors �rst

and calculates p0 at the end by subtracting the sum
∑
∀~si∈S ~si from pn. Share

vectors are generated randomly, with lengths in the interval [0,∆φ] and no restric-

tions on direction. Therefore, all shares are uncorrelated to each other. A notable

property of this algorithm is that the uncorrelated shares cause pn to be normally

distributed around p0 within the circle c0. As more shares are fused to p0, the

distribution of pn around the fused position, say pk inside the circle ck converges

to a uniform one.

On the other hand, the a-priori algorithm �rst generates a uniformly random

location for p0 in a circle of radius φmin around pn, and then �nds the set S of share

vectors that, on fusion, lead from p0 to pn. However, because the overall direction

and distance to be covered by the re�nement shares in S is already de�ned by the

vector −−→p0pn, the resulting shares are correlated, i.e., the de�nition of each share is

dependent on the de�nition of shares generated before it.

For the rest of the chapter, we will refer to the above two share generation algo-

rithms as SGAs.

6.2.2 Attacker Model

The attacker considered in [DSR11] has knowledge of the SGAs as well as access

to k out of the n total re�nement shares. The attacker exploits this knowledge to

generate the (n − k) re�nement shares that are unknown to them and use these

to derive a better estimate πattack of user location inside the obfuscation region ck.

Therefore, from the attacker's point of view, the actual user location pn has a non-

uniform distribution inside the obfuscation region ck instead of a uniform one that

was intended for maximum privacy. The success of this attack is quanti�ed by the

distribution Pattack(φ) which measures the probability that the estimated position

πattack lies closer to the actual location pn than a distance of φ units. Note that it is

assumed that the user can move freely in space without any restrictions, and that,

the attacker does not have access to map knowledge. While this last assumption

leaves room for map-based attacks (e.g., using semantic location information), the

location update protocols for movement trajectories proposed in this chapter remain

highly relevant for relatively unstructured o�-road areas (e.g., forests, hiking spots,
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etc.), where free-space movement is practically possible.

6.3 Location Update Protocols
We next explain three di�erent location update protocols, namely, Dead Reck-

oning, Selective Update, and Selective Dead Reckoning, which reduce the commu-

nication overhead of the original PS approach.

6.3.1 Dead Reckoning (DR)
With its existing use in e�ciently updating locations of moving objects

[SWCD97], DR is a natural choice for our investigation. The basic idea behind

DR is to enable the LS to predict the location of the moving object, even in the

absence of location updates. To achieve this, the LS models the movement of the

moving object as a prediction function fpred such that location at a future time

t, say loc
′
(t), can be estimated given the knowledge of the last known location

loc(tlast) and linear velocity ~vtlast (see Eq. (6.3)). For each position �x generated at

the moving object, the mobile device also executes fpred and then determines the

deviation of location loc
′
(t) from its actual location loc(t), e.g. the euclidean dis-

tance. If this deviation exceeds by a certain prede�ned threshold thDR, the moving

object sends a fresh location update to the LS, thus resetting the incremental error

integrated in the estimated location loc
′
(t).

loc
′
(t) = fpred(loc(tlast), ~vtlast , t) (6.3)

The basic idea of applying DR to position sharing is as follows. After a smaster
and the set of n re�nement shares S are generated and distributed to the LSs,

we apply DR to the position of the smaster (center of c0, i.e., p0). The set of n

re�nement shares S remain unchanged. If the error ε in p0, exceeds the threshold

thDR, we calculate a new smaster together with S and update the LSs. In order

to limit the error ε below the user-de�ned maximum error value of εmax, we set

thDR = εmax.

Algorithm 5 presents the pseudo-code of our DR protocol. At the start of the

main loop, the algorithm waits until a current user location pn(t) is �xed by the

mobile device (line 3). If there was already a last update sent to the LSs, i.e.,

updlast = {smaster, S}, then the algorithm uses it to calculate the LS's prediction,

i.e., p
′

0 at the current time t (lines 5-6). Note that in the case of DR, smaster(t) =

{p0(t), ~vt}. Then, last update's shares updlast.S are fused with the calculated p
′

0
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Algorithm 5 Algorithm for Dead Reckoning with PS

1: procedure Dead Reckoning

2: loop over the whole trajectory

3: pn(t) = wait for next position �x
4: new_shares = FALSE
5: if exists(updlast) then

6: p
′

0(t) = fpred(updlast.smaster, t)

7: p
′

n(t) = fuse_shares(p
′

0(t), updlast.S)

8: if ε = dist(pn(t), p
′

n(t)) > thDR then

9: new_shares = TRUE

10: end if

11: end if

12: if !exists(updlast) OR new_shares then
13: ~vt = calc_attributes()
14: {p0(t), S(t)} = gen_shares(pn(t), n, φmin)

15: Distribute{smaster(t), S(t)} → n LSs
16: updlast = {smaster(t), S(t)}
17: end if

18: end loop

19: end procedure

to get estimated p
′

n in line line 7. In lines 8-9, new shares are set to be generated

if the error ε in estimated p
′

n is greater than the threshold thDR. If shares are to

be generated anew, either because they do not exist (for the �rst location update),

or thDR was violated, the algorithm generates and distributes them in lines 12-17.

Fresh calculation of the velocity ~vt is done in line 13. Finally, the generated shares

along with the freshly calculated ~vt are distributed to the n LSs in line 15.

6.3.2 Selective Update

Selective Update (SU) is based on the idea of partial re-usage of re�nement shares.

On generation of a new position �x, only a minimum number of re�nement shares

are re-generated and updated at their respective LSs, such that the user location

at the LSs is consistent with the actual one. Therefore, SU requires 1 to n update

messages per location update instead of the �xed n messages for non-optimized PS,

thus reducing communication overhead.

Formally, SU is only successful if the new position �x at time t, i.e., pn(t), lies
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Figure 6.2: Importance of share ordering in SU. (a) New position �x pn(t) falls in c2
requiring update of s1 and s2. (b) Re-ordered shares bring pn(t) inside
c3 requiring update of s1 only.

within the circle c0 around the last generated p0, i.e., p0(tlast). In other words, the

distance of pn(t) from p0(tlast) is less than the threshold thSU , which can at most

be equal to the minimum precision φmin (see Eq. (6.4)). Note that, in contrast to

DR, the user location with the LSs in the case of SU has no error.

dist(p0(tlast), pn(t)) < thSU , 0 < thSU ≤ φmin (6.4)

For SU, it is important to determine an ordering for shares that decides which

shares should be re-generated in order to have minimal updates. As an example,

Fig. 6.2 (a) shows a set of already existing shares for a given last position �x

pn(tlast). As the new position �x pn(t) (the triangle) arrives, at least two shares (s1

and s2) must be updated to represent it. This is because pn(t) does not lie inside

the circle c3 but rather in c2. If however, we change the fusion order of shares

(switch the black and white headed arrows as shown in Fig. 6.2 (b)), pn(t) can be

brought inside c3, requiring only one share update (s1).

Intuitively speaking, as movement is the cause of inconsistency of shares, an op-

timal share ordering should change those re�nement shares which have the smallest

components along the direction of movement, i.e., û =
−−−−−−−−−→
pn(tlast)pn(t)

|
−−−−−−−−−→
pn(tlast)pn(t)|

. This optimiza-

tion is easily realized by sorting the shares in ascending order of their components

along û, i.e., ~si.û, and updating the shares with the least components �rst. How-

ever, this optimization can adversely e�ect the privacy security of the PS algorithm.

For an explanation, consider a second example shown in Fig. 6.3 (a) which imple-

ments this optimization. Here shares are generated anew for position �x 1 whereas
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Figure 6.3: Selective Update. (a) Optimized version SUcom with one new share
for �xes 2 and 3. (b) Non-optimized version SUsec with many possible
share sets.

SU is applied to represent position �xes 2 and 3. Note that SU �rst sorts the shares

as discussed. As a result, it requires only one share update per new position �x.

However, as the single share update must account for the displacement between the

consecutive position �xes, the overall set of shares get more and more aligned along

the vector −−→p0pn over the course of a few position �xes. This alignment increases

the correlation between the shares which can lead to weakening of privacy security

of the PS algorithm as will be demonstrated by our evaluations in Section 6.5. We

call this optimized but vulnerable version of SU as SUcom.

In contrast, Fig. 6.3 (b) represents a non-optimized version of SU where an update

of three shares is required to represent position �x 2. However, more share updates

also imply more �exibility in their de�nition. Referring again to Fig. 6.3 (b), we see

that the three shares translate the position p2 to the actual position �x p5. As the

length |−−→p2p5| in this case is small (compared to the maximum aggregated possible

length of the 3 shares, i.e., 3.∆φ), many sets of 3 shares are possible between p2

and p5 (dotted lines in the �gure). Our algorithm generates many such sets and

�nally chooses that set for selective update which maximizes the deviation of its

constituent vectors from the average share vector, i.e.,
−−→p0p5

n . Hence, the updated

shares have less chances of alignment along −−→p0pn, and consequently, less correlation

among them. We will refer to this more secure, non-optimized, version of SU as

SUsec.

Algorithm 6 gives the pseudo-code of the function that performs SU for both
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Algorithm 6 The Selective Update function

1: function Selective Update(updlast, pn, û, thSU )
2: if dist(updlast.smaster.p0, pn(t)) ≥ thSU ) then

3: return null
4: else

5: if comm_optimization_enabled then
6: updlast.S = sort_shares(updlast.S, û)

7: end if

8: k = num_of_shares_to_update(updlast, pn)

9: new_shares = gen_k_shares(updlast.S, pn, k)

10: return updated_shares
11: end if

12: end function

SUcom and SUsec. Given the last sent location update updlast = {smaster, S},
current position �x pn, unit vector û representing movement direction, and the

threshold thSU , the function �rst tackles, in lines 6-6, the case where SU is not

applicable with reference to Eq. (6.4). Then, in case of the optimized version of

selective update, i.e, SUcom, all shares si ∈ updlast.S are sorted in line 6. Next,

the function determines, in line 6 the number k of shares to be re-generated, by

selecting the smallest obfuscation circle cn−k inside which pn resides. Finally, the

k new shares are generated in line 6. If k > 1, our algorithm selects the best, out

of a number of possible sets of k shares as illustrated in Fig. 6.3 (b), so as to avoid

the introduction of correlation between shares.

6.3.3 Selective Dead Reckoning
We observed from our initial experiments that DR and SU had interesting in-

dividual properties. While DR results in very less location updates on straight,

predictable parts of the user trajectory, it performed poorly at jerky patches such

as sharp turns. On the other hand, SU, while not as e�cient as DR, was relatively

stable against sharp turns. Therefore, we de�ne Selective Dead Reckoning (SDR)

which uses SU on top of DR in order to achieve a more stable overall performance.

In SDR, whenever thDR = εmax is violated, we need to choose between generating

a complete set of new shares, as in the original DR algorithm (see Fig. 5), or

performing a selective update as in the SU function (see Fig. 6). To make this

decision, we de�ne a heuristic based on the minimal cost of one location update
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in DR and SU. As the LS additionally needs the velocity ~vt in SDR to perform

a DR-based update, thus smaster = {p0, ~vt}, and the cost of a share generation is

CostSDR1 = CostDR1 = (CostPS1 + 2 · n). Lets assume that DR in SDR fails at the

qth position �x after the last share generation. Note here that the cost of DR over

the q− 1 position �xes was zero but it would rise to CostDR1 if DR-based update is

performed on the qth position �x. Instead, if SU was performed over the q �xes, it

would cost at least a size of (q · 2), with a minimal one share update per position

�x. Comparing the two costs, we de�ne our heuristic condition for activating SU

as CostDR1 > (q · 2), which, considering Eq. (6.1), is reduced to:

3n > q (6.5)

Intuitively seen, it is more e�cient to perform SU when DR leads to frequent

violations of the thDR.

The pseudo-code for SDR is almost the same as that of DR, apart from an

additional call to the SU function (between the lines 8-10 of the DR algorithm in

Fig. 5), based on the satisfaction of above inequality.

6.4 Protection against the MMB Attack

Even with the optimized location updates, our protocols do not ensure that

the user can reach all parts of the published obfuscation regions from their last

location, considering their maximum speed. Therefore, the attacker could cut out

the unreachable areas from the published regions, thus realizing the Maximum

Movement Boundary (MMB) attack as introduced in [CZBP06]. This threat occurs

at the time of new share generations when there is a major shift of position of pn
inside c0, due to regeneration of p0. Note that, for PS, we must consider MMB

attacks at all levels of precision, i.e., p0 to pn. Therefore, whenever a complete

set of new shares is generated i.e. updnew = {p0, S}, we determine the maximum
distance dmax, which must be reachable since the last update updlast so that all

obfuscation regions of updnew are valid, i.e., the user could possibly be located

anywhere inside them. This maximum distance is measured between the centers of

corresponding obfuscation regions, c0 to cn, of updnew and updlast.

For example, consider the two updates shown in Fig. 6.4. Here the maximum

distance dmax turns out to be between c2 of both updates. Note that a di�erent

share fusion order may result in another pair of ci as having a di�erent dmax. To get
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Figure 6.4: Determination of dmax in order to counter the MMB attack.

the maximum possible value of dmax, we calculate the unit vector x̂ for the vector
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
updlast.p0 updnew.p0. Then we sort the shares of updnew and updlast in descending

order of their components along and opposite to x̂, respectively. Finally, we fuse the

shares in this order and determine dmax, which represents the distance that must

be traversable within the time between the two updates, i.e., ∆t = (tnew − tlast),
when the user travels at their maximum speed vmax. This forms the condition,

as de�ned below, which when satis�ed, enables MMB safe publishing of the new

location update.
dmax
vmax

< ∆t (6.6)

If, however, the user requires more time than ∆t to traverse dmax at vmax, then we

skip the publishing of the calculated shares updnew.S until an upcoming position

�x satis�es Eq. (6.6) for the same set of shares. Such skipping is equivalent to

delaying the location update which is suggested as a solution against the MMB

attack in [CZBP06]. Note that updnew.p0 is re-calculated as per the upcoming

position �x by subtracting from it the sum of the shares updnew.S. As the MMB

attack comes into play only at new share generations, and as we do not modify the

generated shares for protecting against it, our protection strategy against the MMB

attack is not expected to change the privacy guarantees of the original a-posteriori

and a-priori SGAs.

6.5 Evaluations
We now evaluate the e�ciency, in terms of communication overhead of our opti-

mized location update protocols as well as their privacy properties.
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6.5.1 Performance Metrics
For a given trajectory of m position �xes, we measure the reduction in the size

of overall communication achieved by our protocols compared to the original PS

algorithm. To this end, we de�ne the Reduction Ratio (RR) metric as:

RR = (1− Cost
PSopt
m

CostPSm
) ∗ 100 (6.7)

where Cost
PSopt
m and CostPSm are de�ned in Section 6.1.2.

We de�ne a second performance metric with regards to the MMB attack. While

our protection against it does not a�ect the share generation process, it does involve

inhibiting location updates for position �xes where Eq. (6.6) is not satis�ed. We

quantify this e�ect by measuring the proportion of position �xes for which location

updates can be safely published. We call this metric the publishing ratio (PR). PR

is de�ned for a trajectory with m position �xes as:

PR =
num(MMB_safe_updates)

m
(6.8)

6.5.2 Privacy Metrics
As seen in Section 6.3, the partial updates in SU and SDR protocols e�ect

the share generation process in a non-deterministic fashion, due to the non-

deterministic user movement. Therefore, the attacker cannot generate unknown

shares by the sole knowledge of our algorithm, which disables the basic attacker

model which allows the determination of Pattack(φ), as discussed in Section 6.2.2.

However, we identify two fundamental features that the attacker can still exploit

to determine a distribution similar to Pattack. With k shares already known, these

features are the distribution of calculated position pk inside the obfuscation region

ck, and the correlation among the k shares. We now de�ne corresponding to these

features, two probabilistic metrics of attack to quantify the privacy guarantees of

our optimized PS approaches.

For the �rst feature, i.e., distribution of pk inside ck, we de�ne the Distribution

attack probability Pdist(φ). This probability simply treats pk as the attacker's

estimate of user location πattack and determines its proportion that falls within a

distance of φ units from pn. Pdist(φ) is intended to capture the convergence of pn
to a normal distribution around p0 in the case of a-posteriori SGA.

For the correlation feature, we introduce the Share Average (SA) attack prob-
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Figure 6.5: Distributions of pn around πattack. (a) High density. (b) Low Density.
(c) The seemingly low density case of PSA

ability PSA(φ). This probability, unlike Pdist(φ), is estimated by generating the

unknown shares as the average of the k known shares. πattack is then determined

by fusing the known and generated shares. By averaging the known shares, PSA(φ)

captures the pre-existing correlation among them, as in the a-priori SGA, as well

as the correlation introduced by re-usage of shares in SU, and SDR.

With Pdist(φ) and PSA(φ) being independent measures of Pattack(φ), the attacker

is interested in the more non-uniform out of these two probability distributions in

order to better determine the actual location of user inside the obfuscation region.

To this end, they estimate Pdist and PSA when φ represents the radius of 10 %

area of the obfuscation region ck. If P ∈ {Pdist(φ), PSA(φ)} deviates from the ideal

case of P = 0.1, i.e. a uniform distribution, this leads to two cases as shown in

Fig. 6.5 (a) and (b), respectively. In the �rst case, part (a) of the �gure, pn is

densely distributed around πattack leading to P ≥ 0.1. In contrast, part (b) of the

�gure shows the case of sparse distribution of pn around πattack whereby P ≤ 0.1.

For the SA attack probability P = PSA, low density values, i.e. PSA < 0.1, do

not con�rm high density of pn in the rest of the 90 % area of ck. This is because, for

PSA, pn could lie outside the boundaries of ck as shown in Fig. 6.5 (c). Therefore,

PSA < 0.1, is not considered useful by the attacker.

For P ∈ {Pdist(φ), PSA(φ) > 0.1}, the attacker determines its non-uniformity as

follows. If, for instance, P = 0.7, then it represents a dense distribution of pn around

πattack and, compared with the highest density case of P = 1, has a non-uniformity

value of w(P ) = (0.7− 0.1)/(1− 0.1) ∼ 0.67. In contrast, if P = 0.03, it represents

low density distribution and, compared with the lowest density case of P = 0, has a

non-uniformity value of w(P ) = (0.1− 0.03)/(0.1) = 0.7. Therefore, with a higher

value of w(P ), P (φ) = 0.03 is more non-uniform compared to P (φ) = 0.7 in this
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case.

The above discussion is summarized by a third privacy metric Pbest(φ), which

selects the more non-uniform, out of Pdist(φ) and PSA(φ), as the attacker's best

estimate:

Pbest =

{
PSA if (PSA(φ) > 0.1) ∧ w(PSA(φ)) > w(Pdist(φ)),

Pdist otherwise
(6.9)

6.5.3 Evaluation Setup
To evaluate our protocols, we downloaded real-world GPS traces from [Gps] and

categorized them as long-route, urban travel, unstructured-walk and structured-walk.

This categorization is important to judge the viability of the protocols in real life

usage. The categories o�er di�erent average distance ∆dist and angle changes ∆angle

per position �x, as well as a range of average speeds (see Table 6.1). We developed

and tested our protocols in Octave [Oct]. For our evaluations with the four trace

categories, we have de�ned values of the various parameters as given in Table 6.2.

We average our results of each protocol by running it 10 times on all trace categories.

Furthermore, while the SU protocol has the two versions, the optimized SUcom and

non-optimized SUsec, as discussed in Section 6.3.2, the same versions also apply to

SDR.

6.5.4 Results for Communication-overhead
As mentioned earlier, we measure the reduction ratio (RR) of the size of to-

tal communication over a trajectory. Table 6.3 gives the RRs for each protocol,

per trace category. We present the average results for both, the a-posteriori and a-

Table 6.1: The Dataset of GPS traces and its characteristics.

Category Num.

of

Traces

Avg.

Speed

(km/h)

Avg.

∆dist

(m)

Avg.

∆ang

(deg)

Std.

∆ang

(deg)

i. long-route (car) 4 78.3 31.4 1.7 6.6

ii. urban travel (car) 4 24.8 55.8 12.4 21.5

iii. unstructured-walk 3 5.1 30.7 14.6 17.8

iv. structured-walk 7 6.4 24.7 22.5 29.8
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priori SGAs, as they did not di�er signi�cantly. DR with a minimum RR of 44.2 %

shows the most variation in performance, attributable to the varying predictability

of trajectories in each trace category as captured by the standard deviation of ∆ang

in Table 6.1. Both �avors of SU , i.e., SUcom and SUsec, have relatively invari-

ant performance with minimum RRs of 81.7 % and 75.3 %, respectively, whereas

SDRcom and SDRsec have close or higher RRs than DR, and the corresponding

SU protocols. It is noticeable that the secure versions of SU and SDR have at

most ∼ 6 % and ∼ 2 % lower RRs, respectively, as compared to their optimized

versions for the four trace categories. However, this reduction provides improved

security guarantees as will be seen later. In general, all protocols, except for DR,

have minimum RRs of above 75 %.

6.5.5 E�ects of MMB protection
Next, we analyze the e�ects of adding protection against MMB attack to DR,

SUsec, and SDRsec. Our test revealed that there is no notable change in the values

of RRs by this addition.

As for the publishing ratio (PR), Table 6.4 summarizes results for both SGAs.

In general, we observe that minimum PR of our protocols is signi�cantly lower for

a-priori SGA than in a-posteriori. This is explained by the fact that in a-posteriori

SGA, p0 is normally distributed around pn in contrast to its uniform distribution

in a-priori SGA. With reference to Eq. (6.6), this leads to comparatively smaller

values of dmax for a-posteriori SGA which takes less time to traverse at vmax.

Consequentially, Eq. (6.6) is satis�ed for more location updates, making them safely

publishable. From among our protocols, DR performs poorly with low minimum

PRs of 38.7 % and 28.5 % for the a-posteriori and a-priori SGAs, respectively.

However, SUsec and SDRsec perform signi�cantly better with similar minimum

Table 6.2: Parameters for evaluations

Cat. n φmin
(m)

thDR=
εmax (m)

thSU
(m)

vmax
(km/h)

i. 5 3000 40 2500 150

ii. 5 1000 30 800 80

iii. 5 500 15 400 10

iv. 5 500 15 400 10
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(a) Pattack vs. k (a-posteriori). (b) Pbest(φ) vs. k (a-posteriori).

(c) Pattack vs. k (a-priori). (d) Pbest(φ) vs. k (a-priori).

Figure 6.6: Privacy Security against k compromised shares. (a) and (c): results for
non-optimized PS. (b) and (d): corresponding results for optimized PS.

PRs of close to 90 % and 60 % for the two SGAs. The low performance of DR

compared to the other two protocols is due to the overall poor predictability of

the trajectories. This leads to more and more new share generations which in turn

proportionally increase the number of occasions where updates must be inhibited

due to the MMB attack.

6.5.6 Results for Privacy Security

Finally, we evaluate our optimized protocols for PS and the original PS algorithm

against the probabilistic metrics of attack: Pdist(φ), PSA(φ), and Pbest(φ). Recall

that given k ∈ {1..(n− 1)} shares are compromised by the attacker, Pdist considers

pk as πattack whereas PSA generates the (n− k) unknown shares, by averaging the

k shares, and determines πattack by fusing them on top of pk.

Figure 6.6 (a) and (c) show the results of Monte Carlo simulation (1000 runs)
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Table 6.3: Average RR for a-posteriori and a-priori SGAs (%)

Cat. DR SUcom SUsec SDRcom SDRsec

i. 91.0 88.1 84.6 95.1 94.8

ii. 44.2 82.3 76.0 80.8 78.8

iii. 52.8 81.7 75.3 85.8 84.3

iv. 57.6 83.6 79.2 86.8 85.5

min. 44.2 81.7 75.3 80.8 78.8

Table 6.4: PRs with MMB protection (%)

a-posteriori SGA

Cat. DR SUsec SDRsec
i. 48.9 91.6 86.3

ii. 67.2 98.7 99.6

iii. 38.7 98.1 99.7

iv. 40.0 91.5 89.4

min. 38.7 91.5 86.3

a-priori SGA

i. 35.5 58.5 64.2

ii. 56.0 81.8 90.9

iii. 28.5 63.9 77.8

iv. 30.2 65.9 69.7

min. 28.5 58.5 64.2

for the original a-posteriori and a-priori SGAs when φ is set equal to the radius of

10 % area of the obfuscation region ck. While ideally, i.e., for uniform distribution

of pn inside ck, the probabilities Pdist(φ), and PSA (φ) should be 0.1 for all values

of k, this is not the case. As for a-posteriori SGA, see Fig. 6.6 (a), it is weaker

against Pdist than PSA with a high probability, i.e, 62 %, of �nding pn in 10 % region

around p0 due to its normal distribution. On the other hand, for a-priori SGA,

PSA evaluates to higher values with increasing k due to the correlation between

the generated shares (see Fig. 6.6 (c)). Note that in both of the �gures, Pbest,

represented by solid line, captures the more non-uniform of Pdist and PSA (see

Eq.(6.9)).

We now look at the average results of our protocols, as shown in Fig. 6.6 (b) and
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(d), when applied to all trace categories using the a-posteriori and a-priori SGAs,

respectively. For ease of inspection, we only plot Pbest. As DR does not modify

shares, it gives the expected result of maintaining the shape of the original Pbest
curve for both SGAs. SUcom, on the other hand, results in more correlation between

shares which is evident by the rise of its curve to reach 50 % in case of both SGAs

resulting in poor security guarantees. One noticeable improvement from SUcom,

however, is the reduction of Pbest from 62 % for original posteriori SGA to 30 %

when k = 0. This is due to the gradual movement of p0 away from pn as shares

get stretched due to their re-use, thus causing the transformation of the normal

distribution of pn to a more uniform one around p0. SUsec with its relatively more

share updates and �exibility in share de�nition, however, performs best for both

SGAs by being closest to the probability of 0.1 for all values of k. Finally, SDRcom
and SDRsec provide similarly improved security for the original a-priori SGA. For

a-posteriori SGA, however, the improvement in security for SDRsec is considerably

more as it is the second nearest, after SUsec, to the probability of 0.1 for all values

of k.

In short, all our protocols, apart from SUcom improve the security guarantees of

the original SGAs. Our tests con�rmed that these guarantees do not change by the

addition of protection against the MMB attack.

Considering both, the communication e�ciency and the privacy guarantees, we

can conclude that the secure versions of SU and SDR provide our best solutions

with consistent performance over all trace categories. Not only do they provide

high values of above 75 % for the minimum RR, they also improve the privacy

guarantees of the original PS algorithm.

6.6 Conclusion
In order to make the solution of Position Sharing [DSR11] feasible for preserving

location privacy, we have presented a suite of location update protocols, based on

the concepts of dead-reckoning and selective update, which signi�cantly reduce its

communication cost while improving its privacy security guarantees. We have dis-

cussed the detailed design and integration of these protocols into Position Sharing

approach, followed by evaluations on real world traces as proof of their perfor-

mance.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Future Work

In this chapter, we summarize the contributions of this thesis and also describe

concrete research directions for future work.

7.1 Summary
With fast advances in the state-of-the-art electronics and communication tech-

nologies, mobile devices have become more and more capable in the past two

decades. The small size and a�ordable prices of these devices has translated to

their vast and expanding adoption by masses throughout the world. Equipped

with advanced positioning technologies (e.g., GPS) as well as internet-connectivity,

these devices have opened up a huge window of opportunity for novel services, such

as location-based services, as well as communication paradigms, such as online

social networks. While location-based services were initially limited to simple use-

cases (e.g., searching nearby venues), the use of location information as a crucial

enabling context has been quickly been adopted in a more broader sense ranging

from geo-tagging of posts by users of online social networks to location-targeted ads

by marketing companies. While location context certainly improves the quality of

many services, its sharing with other people and service providers naturally trig-

gers concerns for personal privacy. Such privacy concerns are well-substantiated by

reports of social repercussions due to undesired location disclosures [PNKL12] as

well as by mishandling of personal information by service providers [Bea; PRC16;

Mac].

In this thesis, we have presented novel contributions to the �eld of location pri-

vacy preservation in use of online location-based applications, with particular focus

on online geo-social networks (GSN), such as Foursquare, Twitter, etc. In this re-
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gard, we have provided a classi�cation of the existing privacy mechanisms for GSNs,

presented novel attacks on these mechanisms, as well as designed and evaluated new

privacy-preserving mechanisms.

In more detail, in our �rst contribution that was presented in Chapter 2, we

collect and organize the privacy and utility requirements regarding location infor-

mation that are imposed by users of GSNs, their online contacts, as well as the GSN

providers. With respect to these requirements, we analytically evaluated the di�er-

ent classes of existing privacy-preserving mechanisms, namely, the device-centric,

the infrastructure-centric, and the hybrid mechanisms. Based on this evaluation,

we identi�ed various shortcomings of these mechanisms and related them to the

remaining contributions of this thesis.

The remaining four contributions of this thesis were divided equally among

device-centric privacy-preserving mechanisms and hybrid mechanisms.

In the �rst of these four contributions, presented in Chapters 3, we described

a device-centric approach for e�ciently training location-sharing policies of GSN

users. We showed that computationally light-weight location sharing policies can

be trained on mobile devices if training examples, representing the users' sharing

behavior, are acquired intelligently from them. More precisely, we demonstrated

that collecting training examples when the users are in their strong daily rou-

tine leads to higher policy performance (with respect to popular quality metrics

such as policy-accuracy) for the light-weight policy algorithms. To sample training

examples from strong user routines, we designed a novel mobility analysis algo-

rithm that determined the �ne variation in strength of routine exhibited by the

user's movements. Our evaluations con�rmed that the light-weight policies trained

on the selected training examples yield comparable policy-performance to that of

computationally expensive state-of-the-art policy training algorithms.

In Chapters 4, we presented our second contribution regarding device-centric

approaches, in this case, an attack on existing Semantic Cloaking Mechanisms

(SCMs). Our attack is based on information, that is gathered over time by a

potential attacker, in the form of location histories. We model this history knowl-

edge as a mobility model (using hidden Markov models) and show that such models

could be used to accurately learn mobility preferences regarding privacy-sensitive

semantic locations. Our evaluations demonstrated that such mobility models can

successfully reveal sensitive visits that are semantically cloaked by existing SCMs.

We also presented a detailed analysis explaining why this attack is successful, even
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when only the semantically obfuscated location history data is available. A notable

outcome of our evaluations was that the frequently visited semantic locations are

more prone to our mobility modeling attacks.

To protect highly frequented semantic locations, we proposed a hybrid mecha-

nism in Chapter 5. In particular, to prevent the threat of location data aggregation

in the storage infrastructure of GSN providers, we distribute location information

among various infrastructure providers. Hence, no single provider holds the com-

plete location history of the user and, thus, cannot determine all of their frequently

visited locations. Our evaluations showed that the distribution of visits among the

di�erent infrastructure providers, as performed by our mechanism, can avoid at-

tacks that attempt to identify frequently visited locations using machine learning

classi�cation and regression techniques.

Finally, in Chapter 6, we extended the hybrid Position Sharing (PS) mecha-

nism [DSR11] to make them feasible, with respect to the incurred communication

overhead, for performing frequent location updates, e.g., for publishing movement

trajectories. The original PS mechanism incurs high communication overhead since

it splits each position �x into a number of shares and distributes these shares among

di�erent storage providers in the GSN infrastructure for every location update. To

minimize this overhead, we presented three protocols that modify the process of

generating position shares and are based on dead-reckoning and our novel selective-

update methods. Our evaluations on real-world trajectory dataset con�rmed that

our protocols can reduce the communication overhead of PS mechanisms by as

much as 75 %.

In short, this thesis has provided algorithms to secure location privacy of GSN

users at the level of device-centric as well as hybrid mechanisms. Moreover, all

the contributions of this thesis, apart from the last one (Chapter 6), also consider

privacy concerns regarding the semantic aspect of location information. In our

last contribution in Chapter 6, we focused on securing location privacy of traveling

users, thereby making semantic information less relevant.

7.2 Future Work
For our above summarized contributions in this thesis, we now present concrete

ideas for future work.

Regarding de�nition of location-sharing policies, existing works, including our

contribution in Chapter 3, focus on their initial training. However, these initial
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Restaurant

Bank

CRstrong CRweak

Church

Figure 7.1: CRs for strong attacker (solid line) and weak attacker (dotted Line).

policies may gradually become obsolete because of changes in the users' sharing

behaviors, e.g, due to relocation or drastic changes in daily routines. Hence, the

usefulness of these policies may degrade over time. In this regard, an interesting

approach will be to automatically detect obsolete rules in the sharing policy. If

detected, these rules could be replaced with new rules by pro-actively asking for

user input. In this way, sharing policies can be kept up-to-date with the evolving

user behavior by gradually triggering user-input. In our view, a potential solution

to this problem is to identify persistent changes in user-routine using our proposed

DRS estimation algorithm (cf. Section 3.2). Once these changes are identi�ed, the

rules that correspond to the context values associated with the persistent changes

can be updated with the help of user-input. For example, if a person shifts his work

time by 4 hours, then our DRS algorithm can be used to identify this change due to

its recurrence over many days. Accordingly, the user can be intelligently triggered

to con�rm or update his sharing preferences regarding his new routine. However,

a thorough investigation into this and other possible solutions seems worthwhile.

As for the mobility modeling attacks presented in Chapter 4, a natural extension

is to design mobility-aware device-centric semantic cloaking mechanisms (SCMs).

In GSNs, the provider and the individual social connections may possess varying

knowledge of the user's location history and therefore form (potential) attackers of

varying strength. In such a multi-attacker scenario, publishing an obfuscated visit

is not straightforward even when employing a location-history-aware protection

mechanism. As also noted in other works [GNG12; XX15], assuming an improper

attacker strength for obfuscating locations may cause privacy breaches. Figure 7.1

shows an example in this regard. Here, if a strong attacker knowing the user's habit

of visiting the church is assumed, the privacy algorithm generates a cloaking region

(CR) CRstrong which contains the church along with other locations (restaurant in
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this case). In contrast, assuming a weak attacker who relies more on the general

population behavior may result in CRweak, which includes those locations that are

popular at the time of visit. Now if CRstrong is published by the privacy algorithm,

the weak attacker learns that �church� is a preferred place of visit for this user

because it is included in CRstrong. On the other hand, if the weak attacker is

assumed and, correspondingly, CRweak is published, the strong attacker, who knows

that the user prefers to go to church and the restaurant at this time, learns that

the user must have visited the restaurant because it is part of CRweak. Current

works on SCMs lack the handling of this and similar cases.

Regarding our proposed algorithm to protect frequent locations of the users, as

presented in Chapter 5, it may be interesting to explore how the changes in the

critical locations of the users can be handled in a dynamic fashion. For instance, a

user may start visiting a semantic location with high frequency after the expiration

of the learning period of our visit-frequency protection algorithm. In such cases,

additional measures are needed to constantly monitor for and to protect the new

critical locations of the user.
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